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ABSTRACT

Simulation is a new approach to rural land evaluation. Its

major advantage over more conventional methods is that it lends itself to

a consideration of a large number of alternatives. If properly used,

it can also meaningfully synthesize large amounts of varied information

to provide reliable predictions.

The prime objective of the study was to examine the possibility

of using computer simulation techniques as a means of evaluating the

biological (wheat) productivity of various land units in the prairie

provinces of Canada. The literature on crop production modelling was

discussed at length since there exists much controversy regarding why

and how such models should be developed. To ensure general applicability

of the approach, the information needed to develop and test the model,

WHTMOD, had to be readily available or obtainable.

For model development, existing data on hard red and soft spring

wheat production, moisture use and climate were used. Using a method

similar to de Wit (1958), 'm' values were calculated for the hard and

soft wheats. Different sites and years from those used in model

development were used to test WHTMOD. Data required for model testing

included daily temperatures and precipitation, tabulated astrometeoro

logical data, soil moisture at seeding, readily obtainable soil physical

properties, the 'm' value and seeding date.

WHTMOD simulated phenology from seeding to harvest using

Robertson's (1968) biometeorological time-scale. A moisture budget

was kept to assist in modelling transpiration and evaporation. Top and
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root growth were simulated on a daily basis using de Wit's (1958)

equation modified to take account of soil nutrient status and the

nutrient-water interaction. After heading, top growth was partitioned

between grain and straw.

Yield predictions were made on a soil series basis as a larger

unit would not be sufficiently homogenous in its crop yields. However,

a method is suggested to predict yields for a tract of land of any

specified size.

The yield predictions were generally encouraging, although

there was a tendency to underpredict yields, apparently due to under

prediction of moisture use. Tests also showed considerable variation

in the nutrient factors for identical sites in different years. This

was due to different moisture conditions between test years. It was

suggested that tables of nutrient factors be calculated for a range

of moisture and nutrient conditions to simplify future use of WHTMOD.
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1 • INTRODUCTION

In the prairie provinces of Canada the growing of crops is

central to the existence of the region in addition to providing Canada

with a valuable export commodity. It is accepted, then, that a

primary function of the prairie region is and will continue to be the

production of crops. Land evaluation studies are therefore required

which are concerned with different land use strategies, within

agriculture, to ensure optimum use of the agricultural land resources.

Moss (1972) devised a rating scheme for Saskatchewan soils based

on long-term wheat yields in relation to climate, kind of soil and

landscape. The physical features which affect productivity are combined

in a static rather than a dynamic way, with the units of land being

treated in a relative manner. This approach provides a good indication

of the 'average' productive ability of a given unit of land over a

sufficiently long period of time. However, with current rapidly

changing economic conditions, predictions of absolute productivity

(as opposed to relative productivity) over the short term (e.g. on an

annual basis) are required. There is therefore a need to evaluate the

producing ability of a given tract of land under given climatic and

economic inputs at a certain point in time.

The objective of this study was to examine the possibility of

using computer simulation techniques as a means of evaluating the

biological productivity of various land units in the prairie provinces

of Canada. The biological model is the first step in the process and

must be operational before the impact of various economic inputs on

1
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the agricultural system can be assessed. However, the economic inputs

are necessary if the model is to be utilized for the evaluation of

different land uses.

Simulation offers the possibility of rapid assessment of a

large number of alternative land use strategies. Although, in

Saskatchewan in particular, wheat will continue to occupy the greatest

acreages in the foreseeable future, there is a move towards diversi

fication in prairie agriculture. Simulation may indicate those areas

best-suited for existing or alternative cropping practices on the

basis of their soils and climate.
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2. DISCUSSION OF THE LITERATURE

2.1. Models - a general description

A model is an alternative representation of what is perceived

to be reality. It aims to provide a ready source of information

about something real - the object being modelled. There are many

types of model. They can be broadly categorized as either homeomorphs

or paramorphs (Harre, 1972). Homeomorphs model form, with little or

no regard for behaviour. Examples of homeomorphs include statues,

tailors' dummies and paintings. On the other hand, paramorphs pay

little regard to form, but instead model function or behaviour.

Examples include electrical analogues and digital computer models of

physical and biological systems. However, there are some that

transcend both of these categories such as robots, remotely controlled

model boats or airplanes and wind tunnel models. And in agricultural

research there is no better example of this kind of model than a field

plot - a scale model of the real thing.

This classification of homeomorphic and paramorphic models, and

the examples given, should not be taken to imply that the modelling of

form is exclusively an art and the modelling of behaviour exclusively

a science. A cynical but sincere review by Passioura (1974) suggested

that comprehensive simulation models of crops are primarily works of

art. Although there is an initial temptation to dismiss this view, a

deeper examination of the subject strongly indicates that neither

category of model, homeomorphic nor paramorphic, can be uniquely

classified as a work of science or a work of art. Each type contains

3
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features of both these disciplines. A house plan is an excellent

example of a model that does just this. Harre (1972) states that

science employs both homeomorphs and paramorphs. This being so, it

suggests fundamental similarities between the two categories. Two

examples will serve to illustrate this point.

(i) Where form is being modelled, the information we get from

the model essentially does not change. A statue will tend to look the

same however many times we see it. It might at first seem that

behavioural models differ radically from this as a major reason for

modelling behaviour or function is to model change. So a common

procedure in computer modelling is to alter parameter values and,

using the same inputs, observe the differences that occur in the

output.

Suppose that a model is run with a group of parameters known

as set A and, in another run, with a group known as parameter set B.

Differences in model behaviour are observed when the outputs using

set A and set B are compared. However, in changing the set of parame

ters used, the specifications of the model were changed. It follows

that there is no one model. The model using set A is a different model

from the case where set B is used, although structurally they are

identical. The model run with set A parameters always produces a given,

fixed, output and so does the model with set B parameters. The two

outputs are normally different.

(ii) In computer modelling it is well known that changing the

inputs (eg. precipitation, solar radiation) to a model will result in

different outputs. Surprisingly, homeomorphic models behave similarly.
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For instance, a painting or statue will be perceived differently as

the intensity and angle of the light striking it changes. This point

is discussed by Russell (1912).

Such theoretical considerations lend weight to the belief that

modelling is both an art and a science, irrespective of what is being

modelled although, as Passioura (1974) warns concerning crop growth

modelling, perhaps the artistic aspects are stressed more strongly

than they should be. Koestler (1969) and Bronowski (1965) discussed

the unity of the sciences and the arts and advocated removal of the

barriers that exist between them. Koestler concluded that "the

equation of science with logic and reason, of art with intuition and

emotion, is a blatant and popular fallacy. No discovery has ever

been made by logical deduction, no work of art produced without

calculating craftsmanship".

Bronowski wrote: "The discoveries of science, the works of

art are explorations - more, are explosions, of a hidden likeness".

Among other things, this statement implies that progress is made not

by wrapping oneself up in one's own subject, but by being aware of

other disciplines and being able to discover analogies between these

and one's own work. Koestler goes as far as to state that the essence

of discovery is seeing an analogy that no one has seen before. Harre

(1960) mentions the close analogy between the laws of transfer of mass,

momentum and heat across various kinds of boundaries. Sometimes called

the Reynold's analogy, this is particularly relevant to the mathematical

treatment of various phenomena occurring within a crop environment.

Rosenberg (1975) discusses the transfer of heat, water, carbon dioxide

and momentum in this respect.
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The point, then, is that analogies are models, and in order to

understand nature better we must be continually making analogies in

order to discover the hidden likenesses. Bronowski also stated that

"All science is the search for unity in hidden likenesses". In other

words, looking for generalizations that have wide application. Models

are needed to gain greater understanding. only when a complex system

is understood can its behaviour be predicted. If we do not understand

what is happening in a system then a model of it will have the elements

of subjectivity.

Models of all types are subjective constructions and can

therefore be graded in terms of their qualitY. This is so because

quality is the scale used to relate the nearness to which the subject

approximates the object, the source of the model. Quality is the

point at which subject and object meet (Pirsig, 1974). It follows

that higher quality corresponds to decreased subjectivity in a model

and, presumably, decreases the number of possible models.

A prime goal in computer modelling, then, is to produce a

representation of the system that is as unsubjective as possible.

Only if the model is completely objective can we be sure that the

model will accurately predict the behaviour of the system. It will

be shown that in crop simulation we are far from achieving this goal.

2.2. Why model?

The question "Why model?" must be answered before discussing

how a model is developed (Ashby, 1970). A model must be a justifiable

approach to a certain problem. Models may be constructed for one or

more of a number of reasons, thus the justification will differ
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depending on the type of model. Reasons for developing crop production

models are discussed below.

2.2.1. Recent trends in modelling

It has become quite noticeable that the last ten to fifteen

years has seen a surge in the extent of modelling activities in bio-

logical fields. However, it is important to dispel the myth that

models are only recent innovations. This was implied in the previous

section. Modelling is an age-old process and has been responsible for

many scientific advances.

Models enable us to make certain inferences about a system and

they express, and enable us to extend, our knowledge of the system.

The inferences will relate to mechanisms postulated to take place, and

modelling activities will assist in confirming or rejecting such

hypotheses. Models allow us to summarize our current knowledge of a

system (eg. Hesketh and Jones, 1976) and are therefore a means of

synthesizing into one package a range of extensive and varied infor-

mation. Wright (1971) makes the distinction between the bulk of

research in agriculture, which is analytic in nature, and developments

in systems analysis, which are synthetic.

The recent upswing in the synthetic activities has been made

possible by the use of digital computers. Many workers have discussed

the reasons for using computer simulations to assist in finding the

anSwers to long standing problems, ego Dent and Anderson (1971),

Milthorpe, et: at. (1974), Shawcroft et: al . (1974), Splinter (1974) and

Hesketh and Jones (1976).
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The use of much mathematics to aid the solution of these problems

is often implied to be necessary in a good crop growth model (eg.

McKinion et a�., 1974b). Although mathematical expressions can be used

to describe much of what we know, it is not necessary to regard

detailed mathematics as the only tool available in the study of complex

systems. Rose et at. (1972) adopt the latter viewpoint in constructing

a crop growth model (see Section 2.3.4.5.). A discussion of the use of

mathematics in biology is given by Innis (1975). In discussing optimr

isation in agriculture, Arnold and Bennett (1975) note that elegant

mathematical solutions in this field are often difficult to apply to

real situations.

2.2.2. Problems in justifying crop modelling

Prior to commencing computer simulations of biological systems,

the need for such activities must be demonstrated. Although computers

can solve problems, it must be realized that they cannot formulate the

solutions. Evans (1975) states that certain questions of crop physi-

ology must now be answered because of the "requirements" for dynamic

modelling of crop growth. However, there fs no a priori reason why research

should satisfy the needs of crop models. When the value of such models

has been adequately demonstrated, then such efforts can be expanded.

It is worth noting the comment of Wright (1971), that many intended

simulation studies do not progress beyond the stage of model construction.

The reason for this is that it has simply not been possible to develop

satisfactory models, hence the general lack of published material on

experimentation with and uses of simulation models in agriculture.
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A reason sometimes cited in justification of modelling crop

growth is the success of simulation in the Apollo moon program, or

physical systems in general. However, as Passioura (1974) shows, there

is a fundamental difference between modelling such physical and bio

logical systems. In physical systems the underlying form is well

understood. In the case of the Apollo moon rockets this form was

designed by man. Man, therefore, largely understood the processes

going on as he could exert control over them as desired. In biological

systems, however, we are working in the opposite direction. This means

we have to start with the system as we find it and then probe into it

in order to discover the mechanisms at work, ie. the underlying form.

Model construction will entail the use of hypotheses about

mechanisms within the crop. In crop growth modelling, proposed

mechanisms are allowed to interact together, and are collectively

responsible for the eventual yield of the crop. Some degree of

confirmation is given to these proposed mechanisms if the predicted

yield agrees with the actual yield.

The general process here, as described by Harre (1960), is the

transformation of explanations into descriptions. Thus, a successful

piece of testing occurs when the explanation for one set of phenomena

(eg. yields) is turned into a description of another set of phenomena

(respiration, photosynthesis etc.) which are those underlying the

phenomena in need of explanation (yields). When this has happened it

is normal to search for explanations for the transformed descriptions

(respiration, photosynthesis etc.). This process probes successively

at finer and finer structure. Its limit in nature seems to be in

,,"
..�.
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subatomic physics. This is the 'top-down' approach as discussed by

Van Dyne and Abramsky (1975).

It is clear, then, that this is one use to which modelling can

be put, namely, the testing of hypotheses of mechanisms driving a

system. This examination also suggests that it is necessary to have

an adequate description of yield in terms of phenomena such as respir

ation, photosynthesis, translocation of assimilate etc. before being

able to discover what mechanisms are at work in these processes

themselves. It is testing of this underlying form that Passioura

(1974) states is virtually impossible. This is illustrated by

comparing the ease with which the gross output (yield) is obtained

against the ease with which one can determine, say, the growth and

distribution of roots over time. Anyone who has attmpted to extract

intact roots from all but the lightest soils will be aware of the

difficulties involved.

There is, therefore, a very real practical limitation to our

ability to test the mechanisms that may be involved in crop models.

This raises the following question: Just how much detail should we

even attempt to model (in striving to determine the underlying form)

if we know that there .exist overwhelming practical limitations to

testing the model output? Passioura (1974) believes that useful

simulation models can be made in which the variables used are few

enough to all be measured either directly or indirectly. The essence

of this is that the model must be testable.

Passioura also noted that while it is important to have a

framework on which to base one's research, there is a much quicker
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way of getting a framework than spending a lengthy period of time

creating a comprehensive simulation model.

There is no one answer to the issue of whether to model or not

to model. Formalization of the problem will undoubtedly be an advantage

in some cases in clarifying what needs to be done. However, it would

seem reasonable to first attempt to answer the question: 'Has the need

for a model been adequately demonstrated?', when entering an area of

research, and perhaps only use modelling as a research tool when answers

to this question are affirmative.

2.2.3. Applications'of crop models

Milthorpe et aZ. (1974) suggest four possible applications of

crop models:

(i) use in research in plant breeding;

(ii) management aspects;

(iii) replacing field trials;

(iv) yield predictions.

These are discussed in turn:

(i) The suggestion is that models will be able to meet the

requests of plant breeders to indicate which crop characters need

improvement or adjustment to achieve high yields in given environments.

A detailed assessment of the system, prior to any model construction,

will normally be able to suggest the same things qualitatively that

the model suggests quantitatively. Where models are used for such

purposes they must, of course, be accurate representations of reality,

or else misleading indications as to possible improvements in plant

characters might result.
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(ii) Milthorpe et at. stated that modelling could "emphasize

aspects of management to which further attention should be paid". As

these aspects are largely already known it would seem difficult to

justify extensive modelling to emphasize them further. Passioura

(1974) concludes that "given the frame of mind that a person has when

creating a model to provide himself with a framework, a week's non

modelling thought would probably lead him to the same conclusions

that a year's modelling would". There is more than an element of

truth in this statement. The deficiences in our knowledge of the

system become apparent when we think about it in sufficient depth.

What modelling does is to suggest on a rather more formal level what

is needed. It will indicate, in other words, where data and relation

ships are lacking, and therefore suggests more precisely what measure

ments are required in order to have an adequate data base with which

to develop the proposed model.

As an example of the formal representation that modelling gives

to a mangement problem, the study of Hiler and Howell (1974) will

illustrate the point. This study was concerned with water use by

grain sorghum under high frequency irrigation. It would have been

known prior to the study that a large stress in the boot - bloom stage

of growth would reduce yield more than a stress at another growth

stage. However, it may have been difficult to arrive at something

approaching an 'optimal' solution for irrigation scheduling without

referring to modelling. One of the conclusions of the study was that

pre-irrigation would be preferred to irrigation during the growing

season with a similar quantity of water if the soil water content

was initially low.

ar�._,��..��\_--------------------------
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On the other hand, if there had been extensive previous field

studies on the effects of irrigation amount and timing on grain

sorghum yields, this might have already been apparent. Thus MacDonald

et al. (1977) demonstrated, with field studies in Saskatchewan, that

spring wheat yields were considerably higher when the crop was well-

supplied with water prior to heading than when early irrigations were

missed and water supplied later in the season. Modelling extends the

number of alternatives that can be examined and may suggest which is

the 'best' or 'optimum', but probably won't suggest anything new

qualitatively unless very little is known about the system being

modelled. One such case might be the introduction of a new crop into

the rotation, or multiple cropping (Sanchez, 1976).

(iii) The theory behind the use of models to reduce the vast

expenditure on empirical field trials is sound: for too long there

has been too much localized research of short duration at a similar

level of organization. Such experiments tend to tell us qualitatively

what we already know to be true, but the quantitative representation

will have different numbers in the equations. They suggest where

future experimentation should proceed (i.e. it should proceed to

explain why different coefficients are obtained in the equations) but

do not follow up these suggestions. What results is a glut of

(regression) equations which serve to illustrate but not to explain.

This does not necessarily mean that modelling will be the

solution. But if successful simulation models could be constructed

they would certainly be able to function as Milthorpe et al. suggest.
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Dent and Anderson (1971) state that to justify crop modelling

activities, experimentation with the model must be more feasible than

experimentation in the field. They also note that field work, as �ell

as being time-consuming and expensive, is often ineffective.

Field experiments, unlike computer simulations, are subject to

natural phenomena which are controllable (and modellable) to only a

limited extent. These phenomena include weeds, pests, disease and

climate, as well as the inherent biological variability in the

individual plants of a crop, although some of the recent work on

cotton modelling (McKinion et aZ., 1974a and b) has attempted to

replace the concept of the 'average plant'.

Simulations, on the other hand, have completely controllable

inputs. Wright (1971) shows how this feature can be used in management

oriented models. He lists four areas of experimentation:

a) comparison of alternate courses of action;

b) estimation of response of system to changes in the

level of one input;

c) exploration of response surface, generated for

different combinations of input levels;

d) estimation of input combinations required for a given

level of output.

However, as mentioned above, firstly a satisfactory model must

be developed. Frequently the computer is used without due regard to

the feasibility of producing such a model. Clearly this should be

assessed prior to modelling activities.
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(iv) Milthorpe et aZ. suggest that modelling will be able to

predict yield with such accuracy that only our ability to predict

weather will limit the precision obtained. Yield predictions are

perhaps the most immediately attractive proposition that crop

simulation has to offer, but the goal of Milthorpe et aZ. is surely

unattainable given our current state of knowledge and rate of progress.

However, in many parts of the world, climate is responsible for much

of the variation in yield, and predicting climate successfully could

contribute greatly toward the achievement of this goal. But our

knowledge of soil and crop processes, and especially the way in which

the crop integrates the effects of the above and below ground environ

ments, is thin enough to preclude any chance of having climate as the

only 'unknown' in the not too distant future. Hiler and Howell (1974)

concluded that to accurately predict yields (for grain sorghum) a

better understanding of plant processes was necessary.

Even if the minimum information listed by Milthorpe and Moorby

(1974) as being necessary for the development of a wheat model was

available (see Section 2.4.2.4.), the practical application of such

a model would be minimal. It could not be tested or used except

where large amounts of data gathering equipment were available.

2.3. The development of crop production models

2.3.1. Some compromises

Essentially, the development of and experimentation with models

of biological systems comes down to a trade-off between labour, time

and money saved in observing the behaviour of the modelled system,
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against the fact that models are approximate representations of reality.

As such, to some extent they will fall short of precisely simulating

the behaviour of the real system. In fact, the precision that a

mathematical approach lends can be misleading. Dent and Anderson

(1971) note that an exact solution to an inadequately defined problem

will be of limited applicability. It would be more appropriate if

the computational approaches used were designed to give a range of

possible solutions and the probability of each solution occurring.

Van Dyne and Abramsky (1975) give three types of trade-off occurring

in modelling of agricultural systems:

(i) a sacrifice of generality to gain realism and precision;

(ii) a sacrifice of realism to gain generality and precision;

(iii) a sacrifice of precision to attain realism and generality.

2.3.2. Statement of objectives

The standard of accuracy required by the modeller will determine

whether the model is satisfactory or not, but the modeller should set

his standards prior to modelling rather than after. The standards

required should be determined by the objectives of the study. Van

Dyne and Abramsky (1975) made a very extensive review of agricultural

systems' modelling. One of their conclusions, from an examination of

published models, was that the objectives of modelling studies frequently

seemed to have been written last, instead of first! If a model is

desired for a chosen objective, it is important to develop it along

lines compatible with the objectives. It follows that the objectives

must be consistent with information available, with which the model
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will be developed. Innis (1975) notes that commencing model-building

by stating the objectives may be a particularly Painful process since

it forces one to weigh-up the problem (and the chances of solving it)

at the outset. Charlton and Street (1975) similarly suggest that an

early step should be to become aware of the variables and relation-

ships involved in the system being studied. They discuss the benefits

that such an approach will provide. Generalized schemes for model

development are given by Wright (1971) and Innis (1975).

2.3.3. Collection and use of data

2.3.3.1. Use of historical data

Jeffers (1975) states that the temptation to use existing data

for purposes other than those originally intended should be resisted.

He argues that modelling and data collection should proceed in

parallel, such that the model starts as a simple approximation and

evolves, through a succession of refinements (achieved by data

gathering in areas suggested by the model) to the final form.

However, there are instances when historical data as well as

newly-collected data is clearly suitable for model development and

testing. Historical data also has the very important role of being

able to invoke 'memory' in a system (Ashby, 1956). The biometeorological

time-scale of Robertson (1968) is an example of the use of a number of

years of data, from a number of locations, to make the stage of

development of wheat predictable.

However, as Dent and Anderson (1971) point out, often there are

so many factors involved and interacting in a complex manner over

,- '\

,�--j---------
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lengthy periods of time that "even detailed and controlled observation

may not penetrate the causal relationships of the system". This is

because biological systems are subject to a number of forms of natural

variation which do not exhibit their full range and combination during

the period of observation. In such cases, 'memory' �ill be incomplete.

Also, the concept of memory will be less satisfactory in situations

where new technologies have been introduced. However,'only through

using memory that reflects a wide variation in the natural conditions

can one reasonably expect a model to perform well under a 101ide::rat).ge- of

potential inputs. If a model is developed under one set of conditions

it should not be expected to make accurate predictions under other

environmental conditions, as its- 'memory' will not extend to such

conditions.

2.3.3.2. Quality of information

The quality of the information used to develop the model

determines the potential quality of information that the model can

give in a simulation run. Admittedly, the quantity of information is

frequently a limiting factor in model development. However, the

information used must be of a sufficiently high quality (in respect

to the objectives of the study) if it is to be of value in developing

a model. Quality of information should not be sacrificed for quantity

of information.

2.3.3.3. Suitability of data

One of the greatest stumbling blocks in model development is

lack of suitable data. And what is particularly important in crop
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modelling is data on crop responses under a variety of climatic

conditions and, preferably, a range of geographic� locations. A

particular problem regarding detailed crop models is that, where data

does exist for more than one location, it is frequently for different

varieties. An example is the cotton model, SIMCOT II. This was

developed in Mississippi for the variety known as 'Deltapine Smoothleaf'

(McKinion et aZ., 1974a). The model was not successful when tried in

California by Gutierrez et aZ. (1975) for 'Acala' cotton. This could

be due to varietal differences or other factors, but it illustrates

the difficulty that such models face in achieving widespread geographic

acceptance. It also suggests that there is limited general value in

developing an elaborate model for a single variety.

The question of the applicability of data obtained in controlled

environments - growth chambers, glasshouses and phytotrons - to models

of crops growing in the field must also be considered. Monteith (1972)

noted that the glasshouse is inadequate for exploring crop-weather

relationships because light, temperature and CO2 concentrations are

liable to change from point to point depending on the distribution of

glazing bars, the control of ventilation and the plant arrangement.

Also, the field soil conditions ego for water, structure and nutrients

cannot be reproduced in the controlled environment chamber. According

to Monteith, the physical environment in growth rooms is unrealisti

cally uniform in space and time. A further complicating factor is the

way in which a crop interacts with and modifies its environment.

Controlled enVironments, including the 'super-phytotrons' suggested

by Hesketh and Jones (1976) (and perhaps even small field plots), will

not be able to account for these phenomena.
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Research that provides data for a model should be carried out

under the conditions for which the model will be used. This is

consistent with Jeffers (1975), who advocated that the collection of

data be strongly linked to the study objectives. In some studies,

then, data obtained from controlled environments will be useful, but

crop production studies will find such data largely irrelevant.

Jeffers also argues that traditional methods of data collection

impose restraints upon the way the data can be used. In addition, he

notes that the result of screening or smoothing of data to remove

excessive degrees of variation may be to remove the very variation

that is required for model construction. This variation is much more

likely to occur in field situations, so this is where the data should

be collected.

2.3.4. Philosophies in crop modelling

2.3.4.1. Connecting the submodels

The 'potential' quality of output will not only be determined

by the quality of information used in developing the model (see

Section 2.3.3.2.), but also in the way this information is used. Only

if it is correctly connected (i.e. through certain relationships) can

the potential be achieved. Model construction frequently involves

bringing together a number of submodels. This process must take

account of synergy. Buckminister Fuller (1975) defines synergy as

"Behaviour of whole systems unpredicted by the behaviour of their

parts taken separately".
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In constructing a model, then, one should be highly aware of

the interactions between variables, and of the problems associated

with using information obtained from isolated studies of parts of

the system. This reiterates the point of Jeffers (1975) concerning

the use of data for purposes other than those for which the data was

originally collected. It also suggests that the greater the connection

between variables the harder it will be to define subsystems and,

having defined the subsystems, the harder it will be to connect up

the submodels. Although we can conceptualize the soil water subsystem,

soil temperature subsystem etc., modelling these as discrete submodels

may often be impossible. Charlton and Street (1975) state that there

will be cases when one will never be able to progress beyond the

conceptual or diagrammatic form of the model.

It is impossible to discuss the level of detail required in a

crop model without reference to the objectives of the modelling study.

Whatever the scale of a model, the amount of information required must

be kept within manageable limits.

2.3.4.2. Levels of organization

The previous section leads to a discussion of the level of

detail at which a model might usefully be developed. Milthorpe et aZ.

(1974), Van Dyne and Abramsky (1975) and Dent (1975) considered this

problem. Milthorpe et aZ. recognized such levels as atoms, molecules,

biochemical reactions, organelles, cells, tissues, organs, organisms,

populations of organisms and ecological systems. Van Dyne and Abramsky,

in taking a broad view of agricultural systems, have a similar list but
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extended at one end in the direction of increasing complexity to

include the economic firm, the region, the nation, the continent and

the globe. Dent (1975) discusses models in four general categories:

biochemical and physical systems, plant and animal systems, farm

business systems and national and international systems.

Milthorpe et aZ. (1974) pointed out that, for their scheme, the

working range is generally limited to about two levels of organization.

Fundamentally, the reason for this is that the rate of change increases

as the level of organization decreases. De Wit (1970) approached this

from the point of view of the relaxation time, which is the time

required for each part to recover from a transient disturbance. In

this respect, each of the levels of organization given above differs

from the next by about an order of magnitude. It follows that if a

crop takes 100 days to grow to maturity and its growth is simulated

at daily intervals, the computer must perform the computations 100 times.

This is an acceptable number. But if, for instance,- an hour is the

time-step, computer time (and therefore the cost of the operation)

increases greatly. There are two reasons for this. First, the simple

fact that the calculations must be repeated 2,400 times and, second,

there is likely to be a much greater number of calculations to make

due to the added complexity of the model. Thus, unless the computer

and data collection budgets are very large, there is no possibility of

highly-detailed process-modelling in a crop.

Furthermore, some studies may have the objective of simulating

soil water and nutrient balance from year to year. Or the aim might

be to examine different crop rotations, in which case the model would
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be required to run for more than one growing season. In these cases,

parts of the model might be required to run every day of the year.

This would effect an increase in the computational time required over

and above that corresponding to the crop growing season.

It is apparent that a model that runs for only one growing

season will be of limited applicability. If, for instance, the,

periodic dramatic effects of insects such as grasshoppers are to be

included, the model must be developed to run successively over a number

of years in order to incorporate insect population dynamics.

Clearly this type of model is concerned with the crop ecosystem

rather than exclusively with the crop. In doing so, it includes

a higher level of organization than the typical single growing season

model. This implies that it should not be able to handle many of the

smaller time step processes often present in single season models

(e.g. Holt et aZ., 1975). The cotton models being developed by

Gutierrez and co-workers in California and Jones and co-workers in

Mississippi introduce insect dynamics as a feature of the cotton

production system while retaining a detailed approach to crop growth.

It will be interesting to follow the development of such models and

observe if they succeed in being able to span the levels of organization

that they are apparently attempting to do while simultaneously developing

a model that is of practical value (Jenkins, 1975).

Milthorpe and Moorby (1974) show that the lower levels of

organization can be simulated separately from (and prior to) the higher

levels and, further, that a model should ideally rely on generalized

statements from more detailed models. Jenkins (1975) mentions that
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many workers involved in modelling are adopting this approach of

first testing each submodel, and then the interactions between submodels.

However, one must exercise caution in extrapolating from one level of

organization to the next. In fact, Harre (1960) says this should not

be done unless there is a way of regenerating the information contained

in the generalized statement. Synergy was mentioned above. Ashby (1956)

used the descriptive term 'emergent properties' to denote the same

thing. This concept is extremely important in studies which use

observations at one level and extrapolate to the next level of

organization. For instance, relations determined for one leaf of the

plant may not be valid for all the leaves on the plant. The leaves

will vary in age, degree of light saturation, CO2 availability, etc.

Similarily, extrapolations made from one plant to the whole crop are

questionable, particularly if the plant is not examined under field

conditions.

2.3.4.3. Modelling processes

Mention was made above of the use of generalized statements

from more detailed models. The use of such statements will tend to

preclude the modelling of processes. As a result, precision is

sacrificed. For example, certain processes e.g. photosynthesis and

respiration, have opposing effects on the same pool. If the

individual processes are not modelled, some inaccuracy occurs. For

the example given here net photosynthesis is simulated, but rather

than being a simple cumulative process it is the combination of a

number of processes. These would include gross photosynthate

production, growth respiration and maintenance respiration.
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Some workers, e.g. Hesketh and Jones (1976) believe that models

of processes and their interactions are needed before the 'systems

approach' can be confidently applied to models relating the growth of

a crop to its environment. Previous discussion has questioned the

applicability of the 'systems approach' to this problem. Ashby (1956)

makes a distinction between 'the whole system' and the 'system'

represented by a group of selected variables. The latter is what a

modeller studies.

At this point, what is meant by a 'systems approach' should be

clarified. As Charton and Street (1975) discuss, it "has been heralded

by its protagonists as a totally original concept capable of giving

insight into the behaviour of highly complex situations". They

conclude that it is simply a reversion from highly specialized research

to more general and broad considerations.

There are (at least) two opposing views on how crop growth

modelling should proceed. Passioura's (1974) opinion is that modelling

efforts be put aside while information on processes is collected.

Hesketh and Jones (1976) and Milthorpe et aLe (1974) differ with this

stand on the grounds that there is too much to be gained from crop

growth modelling to warrant paying heed to this philosophy. It is

certainly true that the construction of these models highlights

deficiences in our knowledge and therefore points to the directions

in which new research should go. But most of these deficiences, if

they are not already known (from experience in the modelling area or

from earlier modelling efforts), become apparent during model develop-
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mente Generally, it is not necessary to get as far as running a

large crop growth model to determine where gaps in knowledge lie.

The adequacy of relationships developed from field data may be tested,

to some extent, in the relevant submodels. For instance, a soil

temperature submodel may be evaluated independently from the 'whole'

model in certain circumstances. However, as Innis (1975) points out,

the time interval being considered is important here. Thus, over a

period of a few minutes plant growth might not have a significant

effect, for instance, on the movement of soil water, but over periods

of the order of a growing season's length the effect of plants could

not be ignored.

Also, as models are subjective constructions, one should not

be over-influenced by the suggestions that arise from their performance,

for these cannot �b� more objective than the construction of the model

itself •

2.3.4.4. Variable selection

Ashby (1970) states that 'model-making' is better than the

study of raw facts on the grounds that there is a limit to the rate

at which matter can transmit or process information. The theory behind

this has been given by Bremmerman (1967). It means there is a practical

obstruction to the study of the 'whole system'. Replacing the system

with a model of it makes study of the (simplified) system possible.

Thus, information is conciously 'lost' in going from system to model.

The 'art' of modelling is knowing what information to include and what

to ignore. This, then, is the key to all useful modelling - selection
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of variables. Baier and Robertson (1967, 1968) demonstrated that soil

moisture was a superior independent variable to precipitation for

predicting wheat yields. More recently, Idso et aZ. (1977) have shown

that, for wheat, the canopy - air temperature difference is a very

useful criterion in estimating the stress undergone by a crop and,

therefore, its yield.

Ashby (1956) in a discussion of homomorphism, shows that

although we cannot hope to know the whole system, the system can "be

simplified to a new form when its states are compounded suitably".

This is the reason for the value of the two advances mentioned above -

the variables chosen collectively represented groups of variables known

to be important. The canopy - air temperature difference is an index

of water stress because the canopy temperature rises above that of the

air when the crop cannot transpire at the rate demanded by the atmo-

sphere. Thus, it relates atmospheric demand" plant water status and

soil water potential in a deceptively simple way by automatically

taking into account the interactions of a host of variables.

These examples demonstrate the kind of variables that should be

selected for a model aiming, say, to predict yield for practical

purposes over a large area. The variables chosen should integrate

the effects of a number of other variables known to be important in

crop growth. By careful selection of a few key variables it should

be possible to develop models that predict yields with an acceptable

level of accuracy and reliability while using very few inputs. Such

models would then have the property of permitting predictions to be

made over large areas, through using readily obtainable inputs.
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2.3.4.5. Keeping a data balance

In biological systems such as the crop production system, it

seems impossible to produce an all-embracing model (i.e. one that

will account for all the variables and their interactions), so the

model's predictions will always be deficient to some extent. The

previous section discussed the principles governing variable selection

which, out of necessity, becomes very important. It is now appropriate

to study the problem of data balance. This arises when subsystems are

of different relative importance to the final outcome but the detail

of data for the subsystems is not proportional to the relative importance

of each. Dent and Anderson (1971) caution against the temptation of

developing a submodel to a high level of detail solely because there

is much data available to do this. They state that "the purpose for

which the model is constructed should be the over-riding directive for

the balance of detail between subsystems". This means that a relatively

more important subsystem should be represented in relatively finer

detail than a less important subsystem. Rose et aZ. (1972) adopt a

slightly different approach in developing a balanced model, in that

they take 'balanced' to mean that the same level of detail is used

throughout.

In practice, there are complications to using a balanced approach.

Firstly, it may be difficult to determine equality or inequality in the

degree of detail and, secondly, variables do not retain the same relative

importance over time. Thus, during a growing season there is a continual

variation in the relative importance of a given variable. For instance,
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soil temperature greatly affects the rate of germination, but its

relative importance during the succeeding stages of crop growth

diminishes. Similarly, phosphorus uptake is especially important

during the early stages of wheat growth, but later on the importance

of this also decreases. An extreme example would be the minor role

directly played by radiant energy prior to emergence in contrast to

its great importance once the plants are able to photosynthesize.

It follows from the discussion on variable selection and the

conclusion that the 'best' variables will be those that integrate

crop responses to the various elements in the environment that

'weighting' of the importance of these elements can be avoided. It

is done automatically by the plant in making its integrated response.

2.3.4.6. Conclusion

Milthorpe et aZ. (1974) suggest that there has been much

needless repetition in basic research and that a change of direction

is required. Wright (1971) attributes the familiar lack of suitable

biological data to the analytic approach, which tends to concentrate

on small subsystems in isolation from the rest of the system.

Passioura (1974) also recognizes this problem. Van Dyne and Abramsky

(1975) point out that parameters have variances and covariances. The

way in which one parameter varies with another is not determined in

studies where most of the system is ignored.

A survey of the literature on 'systems approaches' reveals

much dissatisfaction with the applicability of data, and with the

amount of subjectivity used in collecting this data. It follows that,
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as it is illogical to expect objectivity to arise from the subjective,

there should be an alternative approach to research that is based on

more objective grounds. This approach might be to collect, in the

field, large amounts of detailed data on crops, cropping systems and

crop environments. Such data would not be collected with the precon-

ceived idea of either confirming or disproving one or more hypotheses,

nor with the explicit notion of developing crop growth and development

models. It would be collected with the express purpose of obtaining

a better understanding of how crops respond to and interact with their

total environments. Only when this has been done will we be in a

position to reject information as being 'irrelevant'. Only when this

has been done can variable selection for modelling activities be made

on an objective basis. Selection of 'better' variables results in a

'better' model.

The 'Rutherglen Project' in Australia (Paltridge et al., 1972

and 1975) seems to be the only study reported that has collected data

continuously on a wide variety of environmental and crop variables.

Although the study was conducted partly with a view to validating a

general crop and pasture simulation model, Paltridge et aZ. (1972)

gave additional reasons for the collection of such data. The first

of these concerns the investigation of the evolution of particular

plant characteristics with respect to the physical environment.

Secondly, the meterological effects plants have on their environment

were investigated. It is therefore apparent that the data was

collected in order to gain greater understanding into the way a crop

interacts with its environment as well as for the purpose of testing

a model.
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Connor (1975) has analysed some of the data as it concerns the

growth and yield of Sherpa wheat, the crop grown in the Rutherglen

study. The list of variables he considers in the analysis is much

larger than is normally available to interpret the results of

experiments that examine responses to environment.

The approach is somewhat at odds with Jeffers' (1975) views on

data banks. He argues that the loss of essential structure inherent

in the collection of data when data is stored in the data banks is a

great limitation to the valid use of this data. This refers to the

fact that the way in which the data is analysed and used should be

limited by the way in which the data is collected. The setting-up of

data banks divorces the future use of data from the original purpose

of collecting the data. This might present a philosophical difficulty

for the approach outlined above.

To speculate further on this approach, it would clearly entail

co-operative research involving a group of individuals who specialize

in the diversity of disciplines implicated, but whose prime aim is to

function as a team rather than as individuals. It would also require

a change in the orientation of funding agencies, which may not favour

such long-term projects. The research suggested here would require

considerable financial support over a number of years, and research

that does not have a well-defined goal other than gaining a greater

understanding of how crops function in their environments is not likely

to be favourably looked upon by the funding agencies.

As regards modelling crop production, though, it appears that

programs of this nature are the only systematic way of finding the
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appropriate variables to use in the models. Until such time as this

occurs, variable selection will be relatively non-systematic, and

only by chance will the 'better' variables be selected.

2.3.5. Model testing

Another important component of model development is model

testing. The subject of testing models has to some extent been

discussed above. Passioura's (1974) view is that a model should be

testable. If it is not, then it is conceivable that a model might be

developed that predicts crop yield accurately under a specified set

of conditions, yet does so by chance. It is perhaps with this in mind

that Stinner (1975) discusses a reluctance to run simulations of a

pest population model because of the obvious simplifications in the

model. Unless the crop production modeller has a means of testing the

predictions of underlying form made by the model he cannot be sure

that the accuracy of his prediction is not a fluke. However, if the

model continues to give accurate predictions under a wide range of

possible conditions then it may be considered to be satisfactory.

These things suggest that testing is necessary at two levels.

The first is concerned with the hypotheses on which the model is

developed, and is within the realm of systems analysis. Wright (1971)

distinguishes this stage as verification of the model. Validation is

the second stage. It is an evaluation of the suitability of the model

for the purposes for which it was constructed, and therefore falls

within the realm of systems synthesis. Jenkins (1975) also recognizes

these two levels.
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Verification is a necessary phase of model development when the

model contains unproven hypotheses, for these hypotheses should be

tested to see if the formulation fits the facts. If it does not, then

better theories must be found.

If the hypotheses used in the model are found to be correct,

or give results within acceptable limits, the model is attributed

some kind of 'truth'. Validation then follows.

To validate a model, its performance must be tested against

real data. However, as previously mentioned, information about the

real system may be scanty. The real system may not even exist. In

such cases a considerable amount of subjectivity will enter into the

model evaluation. Dent (1975) indicates that subjective methods can

sometimes be superior methods of model evaluation, but this is only

possible when the person making the evaluation is very familiar with

both system and model.

Wright (1971) described two stages to validation. Firstly,

the aspects for comparison must be chosen. This means deciding what

features of the model output are to be compared with reality. Where

there is little data available, choosing which aspects will be used

in the comparison will not be difficult, and comparisons will tend to

rely on subjective judgements. Often there is an abundance of data

on some chosen aspects but a paucity of data in others. On these

occasions the evaluation will be biased toward those aspects in which

information exists while other, equally important, aspects are ignored.
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Secondly,. there must be a basis for comparison. The gimpIest:

basis, having decided what aspects to compare, will be a subjective

test that gives rise to a verbal description of the model's performance.

It seems this is the most common kind of test employed in croP

production modelling. Dent (1975) states that the procedures used

for comparison of actual and model data are by no means settled.

Naylor and Finger (1967) observed that although various statiStical

techniques exist for testing the 'goodness of fit' of predicted

information to actual information, modellers (in the management

sciences and economics) have restricted themselves, as a rule, to

purely graphical (as opposed to statistical) techniques for validating

models. The same is certainly true in crop production modelling. The

following techniques were listed by Naylor and Finger as being those

more commonly used to compare predictions with the actual data:

analysis of variance, chi-squared, factor analysis, Kolmogoro-Smirnov

test, various 'non-parametric' tests, regression analysis, spectral

analysis and Theil's inequality coefficient.

In the modelling literature, graphs intended to illustrate the

goodness of fit typically show a curve predicted by the model compared

to either a curve or a set of points from the actual data. The small

scale of these graphs often makes it very difficult to assess the

predictive ability of the model. A tabular representation of the

same data would usually be more informative.

It seems contradictory that such vagueness should be present

at the conclusion of modelling studies that frequently have as their

root a desire for quantification and rationalization.
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2.4. The types of models used in crop production studies

2.4.1. Introduction

The ensuing sections will examine various mathematical approaches

to yield prediction, however, one should not ignore the power of the

intuitive model. Excellent intuitive answers can be provided by

persons very familiar with the system being studied. Passioura (1974)

considers that such intuitive assessments can rival predictions made

by simulation models. The ability of an experienced soil surveyor to

accurately predict the particle size distribution of a soil sample

simply by finger texturing exemplifies the power of this intuitive

assessment. After comparing the performance of the cotton model,

SIMCOT II, with field data, Jenkins (1975) stated that the model

predicts yields similar to mental models. A justification for a

computer model must be that it predicts better than mental models.

Usually, environmental factors such as temperature, precipitation

and radiation are the main inputs to crop production models. Other

factors that can be included are economic variables, such as employed

by Heapy et aZ. (1976b) and Berndt and White (1976), who attempted to

find an economically optimum strategy. Lomas (1972) made a general

assessment of the chances of various levels of economic return for

non-irrigated wheat in the northern Negev of Israel in relation to

annual precipitation. Other models reflect the importance of some

further processes. For instance, the cotton model SIMCOT II has

submodels for harvesting and ginning (Jones et aZ., 1975).

Clearly there are many aspects to modelling crop production

besides the simulation of crop growth and development. The following
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discussion concentrates largely on activities relating crop growth

and development to the crop's physical environment as this is the

area that has received most attention. This is presumably because a

crop production model considering economics, for example, must be

able to satisfactorily predict production before economics is

introduced. Heapy et aZ. (1976a and b) first obtained a yield model

then brought in economic constraints. Similarly, Wanjura et aZ.

(1975) stated that a cotton plant model was needed before the influences

of machinery and cultural practices on the growth and development of

the cotton plant could be accounted for.

The fact that such factors as effects of cultivations, harvesting

procedures, weed and pest control, transportation problems, ecological

and sociological implications have received relatively little attention

in the modelling of agricultural systems points to the difficulty of

including them in these models. Yet these are all important components

of the production system.

2.4.2. Crop production models

These are divided into four broad groups. These groups are

not mutually exclusive. For instance, some models that make extensive

use of regression approaches may be found in the 'Dynamic' section

since they also exhibit features of dynamic simulation models.

2.4.2.1. Prediction equations

Regression equations have for a long time been used to predict

wheat yields. In regression analysis, the usual approach is to relate

yield, the dependent variable, to one or more independent variables.
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(2.1)

The general form of the equation is given by Milthorpe and Moorby

(1974):

where the value of each independent variable is established at the

mean value of the others.

The value of regression equations is limited as they give very

little information about the way in which a system behaves. Also,

they cannot give accurate predictions when Xl ... Xn deviate markedly

from their mean values. Such models will tend to be location-specific

unless they incorporate information from different climatic regimes,

for instance (e.g. Robertson, 1968; Baier, 1973).

The results of Lewin and Lomas (1974) and MacDonald (1975)

indicate that an inconstant relative importance of variables is the

reason for location specificity. MacDonald showed that the relative

importance of water to wheat yield in Saskatchewan varied with crop

district. In addition, at a given site the relative importance is

time-variant. Hence, Robertson (1968) divided the growing season of

spring wheat into five stages to account for the changing importance

of variables affecting wheat phenology.

Staple and Lehane (1954a) used 12 years data on water use at

seven experimental stations in Saskatchewan to obtain mOisture-yield

relationships. The linear regression of yield on evapotranspiration

of the wheat crop showed an increase of 3.5 bu/ac for each additional

inch of water used. They did note, however, that the relationships

tended to be curvilinear, with greater responses at higher evapo-

transpiration values. Thus their equation:
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Y = 3.52 ET - 19.3 (2.2)

did not predict sufficiently high yields in wet years. This equation

is quite different from that of Arkley (1963) for phosphorus-fertilized

wheat in Montana:

Staple and Lehane (1954b) made some further analyses, separating

field from tank plots and summerfallow from stubble-seeded wheat. In

a later paper, Lehane and Staple (1965) showed that soil texture

affected the regression coefficients obtained. For instance, crops

grown on clay soils outyielded those on fine sandy loam by 4-5 bu/ac

even when the yields were adjusted for moisture use.

Linear plots of grain yie.ld against moisture used tend to have

their positive intercepts on the moisture use axis (e.g. Arkley, 1963),

implying that a certain quantity of water (the value at the intercept)

is needed to produce any grain. The report of the Soil Research

Laboratory at Swift Current, Saskatchewan, (1949) gives data for over

20 years on both summerfallow and stubble tank experiments. This

information suggests grain yield will be zero until the moisture use

exceeds 4.9 inches. For each inch of moisture used above this value,

the increase in yield reported was 4.7 bu/ac.

Thomas et at. (1962) developed regression equations for spring

wheat yield, in the northern Great Plains, of the form:

Y=a+bM+bS
m s

(2.4)

where Y is yield in bu/ac, S is the seasonal precipitation and M the

stored moisture at seeding (both in inches). The coefficients a, b
m

and b varied markedly with location, thus the generality of anyone
s

equation was limited.
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Bauer (1972) examined this and other data from N. Dakota,

s. Dakota, Montana and Saskatchewan and listed equations of the type

developed by Thomas et aZ. (1962) for each data set. He used this

information to examine the effects of water supply at different

stages of growth. Bauer (1972) showed that crop response to an inch

of rainfall will depend on the growth stage at which it is applied.

Although Bauer obtained different regression equations for each

data set, he did not investigate the reasons for the differences in

the regression coefficients. Starr and Tripathi (1975) and Voss et aZ.

(1970) have attempted to extend the analysis such that differences

between coefficients can be explained.

Voss et al. (1970) studied the response of corn to fertilizers

as influenced by soil, management and climate. They had data from

23 sites, each with 25 plots. After fitting a quadratic polynomial

with first-order interaction terms to the data from each site, the

regression coefficients were investigated for significant differences

between sites. The information thus obtained was used in developing

a general model.

Starr and Tripathi worked on a much larger scale, with the crop

district as the unit area taken and everything inside the district

considered homogenous. They rightly pointed out that because of

climatic variability it would be dangerous to make inferences from a

model developed in one crop district about the possible yields in

another. They therefore attempted to develop a single model of the

yield-climate relationship for spring wheat that could be applied

around the world. Monthly mean temperature and monthly total precip

itation were the major independent variables used.
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Bergsteinsson et aZ. (1975) developed least-squares regression

equations using temperature, precipitation and their interaction.

They divided the growing season into n intervals of equal length,

with the temperature and precipitation variables for each interval

used as independent variables, and obtained a regression model that

is independent of n. From their work they concluded that the

regression approach to yield estimation is confounded by a number of

basic difficulties. They also state that there are indications that

weighting of climatic variables according to phenological stage could

improve the yield predictions.

The model of Williams et aZ. (1975) is at a scale similar to

that of Starr and Tripathi. They considered the yield for a given

crop district and year to be a function of time-trend, soil texture,

topography, pre-season conserved precipitation, monthly moisture

deficits and potential evapotranspiration. Stepwise regression was

used with the aim of producing equations that explained as much of the

yield as possible using a minimum number of variables. The procedures

were tested for wheat, barley and oats.

Feyerherm et aZ. (1977) devised a regression approach that

permits yield predictions for a cropping district to be made at any

time during the growing season, for both winter and spring wheats.

To achieve this they developed coefficients for a host of variables,

placing a high degree of emphasis on their importance at different

growth stages. The general form of this equation was:

(2.5)

where Yp was the estimated yield (bu/ac) on an experimental plot basis,
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Bo' B1, ••• Br are coefficients associated with the variables Xl·"

Xr, which are quantities (such as weather-related variables, nitrogen

amounts applied) that vary between seasons. The number of variables

used in the regression varied with growth stage and whether the spring

or winter model was being used.

From the plot-based yield estimate, the regional yield estimate,

Yr, was obtained by multiplying Yp with a management and productivity

factor that adjusted the plot productivity level according to the

management level of the region. This product was then mUltiplied by

a 'varietal yielding ability' (VYA) factor.

Other workers have developed empirical regression equations to

explain the yield of wheat. Neghassi et al. (1975) found the Jensen

method (Section 2.4.2.2.) was inadequate for predicting the grain

yield of winter wheat in Colorado. They therefore developed an equation

relating grain yield to dry matter production in the preceeding fall,

final dry matter, the number of tillers and the number of days that

maximum temperature exceeds 270C and windspeed 10 kph.

Ehlig and LeMert (1976) grew wheat under 5 irrigation treatments

in Southern California. They related grain yield (Y) to water used by

the crop, X (rom), by the equation:

Y(gm-2) = -9548 + 46.42X _ .06866 X2 + .000339 x3 (2.6)

Such equations as these will be highly location specific.
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De Wit (1958) devised a procedure to remove location specificity.

His equation for areas of high radiation intensity was:

Y = m
Ts

'EO
(2.7)

-1 -1
where m is a crop production factor (kg ha day), Ts is the total

seasonal transpiration by the crop (cm) , E: the mean daily free water
o

-1
evaporation for June and July (cm day ) and Y the seasonal above-

-1 -1
ground dry matter yield (kg ha ). De Wit obtained a.va.Lue of 115 kg ha

-1
day for m, where the crop was Kubanka wheat grown in tanks in the

North and South Great Plains. In low and medium radiation intensity

areas (e.g. Holland) his data suggested yields were linearly related

to transpiration, i.e. Y = nT, where n is a water use efficiency

factor (kg ha-l cm-I).
Arkley (1963) proposed that the differences between de Wit's

two equations could be reconcil�d, by using the saturation deficit of

the atmosphere as a variable in the equation. Arkley also suggested

ways of accounting for sub-optimal soil fertility.

Regression models for wheat yield not discussed here are listed

in Rosser and McLellan (1975).

2.4.2.2. Relative yield approaches

The characteristic feature of these yield models is the nature

of the yield prediction - a value between zero and one. This value is

multiplied by some potential yield (which mayor may not be specified,

depending on the study) which is the yield that would be obtained under

'optimum' conditions. Their product gives the predicted yield for the

'sub-optimal' conditions.
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An approach for predicting relative grain yield that has

received attention in several modelling studies is that of Jensen

(1968). In this method the season is divided into n stages. The

total relative -evapotranspiration for each stage is weighted by an

exponent, Ai, which refers to the relative sensitivity of the crop

to water stress during the ith stage. The weighted values of

evapotranspiration for each stage are mUltiplied together to give

the relative yield (Y/Y ):
p

n
AE

Ai

i�1 (PE)
i

Y/Y
P (2.8)

where i is the number of the stage being considered and AE:PE is the

total relative evapotranspiration for stage i. For grain sorghum,

Jensen used Ai = .5 for emergence to boot and milk to ripe stages and

Ai = 1.5 for boot to milk stage (n = 3).

Neghassi et ale (1975) concluded that the Jensen method was

unsatisfactory for their wheat model. They solved the equation for

Ai and obtained, for stages one and three of their four growth stages,

negative values for Ai. This implies that, during stages one and

three, yield increases as stress increases. Neghassi et aZ. (1975)

therefore rejected the Jensen approach as the Ai values were unrealistic.

However, other authors have used the Jensen equation profitably.

Hiler and Howell (1974) compared the Jensen equation with other mutli-

plicative models - those of Hall and Butcher (1968) and Minhas et aZ.

(1974). Hiler and Howell rewrote the Jensen equation and obtained

their Ai values using a multi-variable regression technique.
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Hanks (1974) also used the Jensen approach to predict the

relative grain yield of corn, and Rasmussen and Hanks (1977) have

done likewise for wheat. In these studies the values for Ai �ere

obtained by trial and error until the predicted grain yield matched

the actual. In the second of these studies, five growth stages were

recognized. Surprisingly, perhaps, the exponent for each of these

stages was given the value .25.

In all the studies of Hanks and co-workers, the relative yield

approach has been used. Hanks (1974) predicted relative corn production

using the equation:

Y/Yp = T/Tp (2.9)

where Yp is the potential above-ground dry matter production and Tp

the potential transpiration. By maintaining a daily water balance,

the daily value for transpiration, T, was obtained from a relationship

with the soil water status. Simply summing the daily values of T and

Tp and computing their ratio gives Y/Yp, the relative above-ground

production.

The model of Childs and Hanks (1975) uses the same equation to

predict relative yield, but differs in that it incorporates the effects

of salinity on yield. This was accomplished through relating trans-

piration to the osmotic potential of the soil water.

The same relative yield approach was used by Hanks and Ashcroft

(1977) for predicting corn yields in Utah, Colorado, Arizona and

California, where similar experiments had been carried out. This study

was designed to illustrate the generality of the approach, i.e. to

show that it is not location specific.
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A completely different approach was taken by Ri'quier (1972),

who proposed using the products of Mitscherlich functions to obtain a

relative yield. The basic equation for factors limiting production

was:

(except when the factor is limiting through excess, when the

-kx2Mitscherlich function is mUltiplied bye) where Y is the % of

genetic maximum yield, a and k are coefficients that vary with the

crop and x is the value of some yield-determining factor. Riquier

suggested that yield would be related, in a curvilinear manner, to

factors such as soil depth, specific surface of the soil, base

saturation, organic matter content, salinity and fertilizers. The

effects of climate would be accounted for by a climatic index proposed

by Papadakis. Mitscherlich functions of all the yield-determining

factors would be obtained, along with the climatic index, and multiplied

together to give the relative yield. One problem associated with this

approach is weighting of the factors considered. There may be

relatively too much emphasis on soil factors in the model suggested by

Riquier. However, it is reasonable to expect that a given set of

weighted values �ould only be applicable under one set of circumstances.

In another climate) for instance, - the weighting should probably be

different.

Moss (1972) devised a rating index for Saskatchewan soils that

is founded on the assumption that one soil, the Melfort Association,

is superior to all other soils in the province, and that all other

soils should be rated relative to it. These are physical ratings
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(i.e. they incorporate soil, climatic and topographic characteristics)

based essentially on the interpretation of estimated long-term average

yields. It is the comparison of yields between different soil areas

that is important in establishing the physical soil ratings.

This approach is limited in that it provides a static means

of comparison i.e. it is not affected by year-to-year variations. Its

value is that it is a generalized physical comparison of different

land units in Saskatchewan which indicates over the long term the

relative differences in yield that are expected to occur.

2.4.2.3. Stress approaches

Stress approaches to yield prediction generally accumulate some

index of the stress that the plant has undergone, and attempt to

quantitatively relate this index to yield. They therefore differ

mathematically from relative yield approaches such as that of Jensen

(1968) in that they are additive, while the relative approach is

multiplicative.

One of the earliest attempts at relating a stress index to

yield was that of Parks and Knetsch (1959). This was based on the

t drought-day ,
concept, where a drought was weighted according to its

time of occurrence, and a regression equation was developed to express

the relationship between yield, nitrogen level and drought intensity.

Subsequent approaches have developed along similar lines. Thus

Hiler and Clark (1971) included crop susceptibility to stress at

different growth stages in their computation of a stress day index

(SDI) :
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n

SDr = l:
i=l

(SD. * CS.)
1. 1. (2.11)

where SD is a stress day factor, CS a crop susceptibility factor, and

n the number of growth stages considered.

They proposed various ways of computing SD:

(i) SD = 1 - AE/PE

(ii) SD = I'¥I
where '¥ is the leaf water potential

(iii) SD = PE -

'lis - '¥
(Rs + Rp)

(2.12a)

(2.12b)

(2.12c)

where 'lis is the soil water potential and Rs and Rp are soil and plant

water resistances respectively.

(iv) SD = PE * I'¥I (2.12d)

To obtain the crop susceptiblity factor, two approaches were

suggested:

a) Subject the crop to a specified critical SD value at

different growth stages. Thus, if there was a stress at

growth stage i and no stress for the rest of the season:

Y Y1.·
CSi = p-

Yp

where Yp is yield with no stress imposed, and Yi the

(2.13a)

yield with stress imposed at growth stage i;

b) Plot yield, Yi, against cumulative stress days for a given

growth period i:

CS. =
d(SDi)

1.
dYi

Hiler and Clark (1971) pointed out that the SDr does not account for

(2.13b)

interactions between crop water stress and soil fertility.
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Heapy et al. (1976a and b) developed yield equations that did

incorporate the interactions of nutrients and water. They used a

regression approach, rather than a relative one such as the Mitscherlich

equation (see Section 2.4.2.2.). This was because their model included

some economic analysis, and relative yield approaches do not lend

themselves to this.

Heapy et al. (1976a) attempted to explain yields of barley in

Alberta with soil nitrogen (Ns), applied nitrogen (Na) , soil phosphorus

(Ps), and applied phsophorus (Pa) as independent variables. However,

their equation explained only 38% of the variation in barley yield.

Heapy et al. (1976b) therefore brought in a moisture stress

term based on the 'stress day' concept and weighted according to

growth stage. The inclusion of a moisture stress index and a dummy

variable to separate Chernozemic and Luvisolic soils increased the

r2 value to .57, indicating the importance of moisture stress in

explaining yield variation in central Alberta.

Lewin and Lomas (1974) also summed 'water stress' days for

conditions when the soil moisture content fell below a certain value.

The growing season of wheat was split into 10 day periods and the

number of stress days computed for each period. They found that

multiple regressions between the number of stress days for different

periods and yields always gave better results than linear regressions

of total number of stress days on yield.

The stress index devised by Nix and Fitzpatrick (1969) in

Australia was based on the notion of a 'critical period' during crop

growth. The best index they found was the ratio between estimated
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available water in the root zone at the start of the critical period

and the mean potential evapotranspiration rates. The index therefore

increases as yields increase. The equation for measured wheat (grain)

yield against the computed stress index, x, was:

Y (bu/ac) = 16.33x - 1.67x2 (2.14)

at Bileola, Queensland. However, when the equations for five locations

in Queensland were bulked, the regression equation became:

Y = 10.5x - 1.17x2 (2.15)

A similar approach was taken by Berndt and White (1976), who

related farm wheat yields to the water supply index by the equation:
2

Y (bu/ac) = 10.73x - x (2.16)

A very recent approach, and one that appears to have considerable

potential for yield prediction, at least in certain climatic zones, is

that of Idso et at. (1977). In this method, yields are linked to a

stress-induced increase of canopy temperature above air temperature.

The authors introduced a stress degree day (SDD) concept. SDDs are

accumulated daily when canopy temperature exceeds air temperature at

solar noon. Yield is inversely proportional to the sum of SDDs over

some period:

e

Y = f ( l:
i=b

SDD.)
-1

�
(2.17)

where b is beginning and e the end of the period.

Albedo-based methods were used for determining the period over

which SDDs were summed. The period used was from heading to maturity.

The regression equation relating yield to accumulated SDDs, x, from

heading was:

Y(gm-2) = 887 - 1.89x (2.18)
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2.4.2.4. Dynamic predictions

The limitations of regression models led to the construction

of dynamic digital simulation models which are not driven solely by

statistical techniques. There are situations, though, where analogue

modelling is preferable to digital simulation. A fundamental distinction

between analogue and digital simulation models is that the former

operate continuously while the latter must function over discrete time

intervals. Also, digital procedures have the disadvantage of operating

sequentially within each time-step because the computer can only

perform one calculation at a time. Cowan (1965) used an electrical

analogue model for examining the flow of water from the soil, through

the plant, to the atmosphere. Water flow is continuous, and is aptly

suited to analogue treatment.

Digital simulation is preferred when empirical functions are

used to relate two or more variables. These functions are especially

employed where there exist discontinuities. For instance, a certain

process can be triggered when a level reaches a given value. The

digital approach is also preferable where the previous history as

well as the current state of the system is important in determining

the changes that occur (Mil thorpe and Moorby, 1974).

Dynamic simulation models usually 'grow' the crop in question

from seeding, the end of a period of dormancy, or after a harvest, to

the next harvest. These models characteristically simulate not only

the crop or plant, but also certain aspects of its environment, soil

water, for instance. This is recognition of the fact that although

the environment determines crop production, the crop also influences

the environment.
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The models have time-steps varying from a few minutes up to

a few days. Clearly� those with a short time-step require many more

inputs and much more computer time than those using a longer one.

However, as the length of time-step increases, the averaging that

necessarily occurs over the interval reduces the degree to which a

model can respond to a certain event. For instance, a very hot day

during flowering may significantly affect the yield of wheat, but if

the time-step is five days then this day will be averaged with four

others, and the possible deleterious effects of this one day may be

masked by days with lower temperatures.

One of the earliest dynamf,c simulation models was the ELCROS

model of de Wit et aZ. (1970). This simulates the processes of

photosynthesis and respiration. The crop (corn) is considered as a

number of organs (leaves, stems, roots) which all draw on a central

carbohydrate pool (provided by photosynthesis) in order to grow.

Growth is dependent on the age of the tissue, the amount of reserve

carbohydrates, temperature and the availability of water. Photosynthetic

rate of the crop surface is calculated from the amount and distribution

of light, a photosynthesis function (that refers to the effiCiency of

conversion of light energy into chemical energy), leaf area and

temperature. Respiration is the sum of growth respiration and mainten

ance respiration. The concept of relative growth rate (RGR) is employed

in this model. The amount of tissue capable of growth needs to be

known, and this is mUltiplied by the RGR of the organ in question at

the time to give a possible growth rate. This is then compared to the

reserve carbohydrate to determine how much growth can be achieved.
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Models such as this, which consider the plant as a number of

organs, have to include routines for partitioning the carbohydrates.

Some different approaches to thiS problem will be indicated below.

The problem of partitioning into grain was not tackled by de Wit

et: al., (1970).

Van Keulen (1975) took a similar approach to de Wit et al. in

a model of herbage production in Israel, as did Holt et al. (1975) in

a simulation of alfalfa growth (SIMED). In SIMED, the leaves,

stems and roots were split into structural and non-structural

carbohydrate, the latter retaining the ability for translocation. The

growth processes modelled, for instance, growth of the structural leaf

material, also utilized the RGR approach. The equations are of the

form:

dG
dt

= RGR * G * Factors (2.19)

where G is the leaf cell mass and factors (for temperature, maturity,

moisture etc.) vary between 0 and 1.

Holt et al. (1975) justify dealing with the plant in such

detail since it facilitates the evaluation of independent effects of

environmental variables on the physiological processes. When the

processes are lumped it is harder to attribute a response to a single

aspect of the environment.

Problems that arise in constructing such detailed models relate

to incorporation into the model structure the manner in which a crop

integrates its environment. Consequently, models are frequently

constructed that consider only a part of the environment and assume

that the variables not treated are not limiting crop growth. Thus
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de Wit et ale (1970) and Holt et ale (1975) consider nutrients to be

non-limiting and make soil water 'optimally' available to the roots.

In such models as these, modelling activities are concentrated on the

response to the above-ground environment, principally radiation and

temperature, and on modelling processes within the plant. Patefield

and Austin (1971) simulated growth of sugar beet in a relatively simple

manner, and also under conditions of non-limiting water and nutrients.

Curry et: ale (19758.) developed a simulation model for soybeans,

SOYMOD I, (for discussion of SOYMOD II, see Curry et al., 1975b)

that included nitrogen assimilation. They stated that the plant is

not limited by the supply of N. If soil NO) were to become limiting

then nodules would fulfil the plant's N requirements. The 'energy

cost' of NO) assimilation was assumed to be the same whether NO) was

obtained by assimilation or fixation. Only carbohydrate availability

could limit N assimilation. By providing each plant part with a dry

matter : N ratio, deviations from these ratios would affect the manner

in which the plant parts used non-structural carbohydrates. The RGR

approach was not used in this model. Photosynthesis was predicted by

an equation of Monteith, and the distribution of net photosynthate

accomplished through the use of distribution coefficients, which

were controlled by the environment and growth stage. The integration

interval used in this model was 12 minutes, compared to 1 hour for

de Wit et ale (1970) and 1.2 hours for Holt et ale (1975).

Rickman et ale (1975) modelled the above-ground production of

dry land winter wheat in Oregon. They simulated dry matter production

on a daily basis using two equations, one prior and one subsequent to
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achievement of full crop cover. These have the effect of making

production linearly dependent on r'adLat.don once full crop cover is

achieved. The model of Chin Choy et ale (1975) is simpler but similar

in approach.

Grain yield was not simulated in the study of Rickman et ale

It would have involved partitioning of the above-ground production

during the grain filling stage. Fick et ale (1973, 1975) modelled

the growth of sugar beet. An hypothesis central to their model,

SUBGRO, was that there was a hierarchy of priorities for photosynthate

partitioning. These priorities were (in order): respiration, top

growth, fibrous root growth and storage root growth, although the

order could change somewhat as the supply of reserves increased or

decreased. Thus, some storage root growth could occur at reserve

levels where top growth was limited by a low reserve supply. As with

some of the models discussed above, SUBGRO considers nutrients and

soil water non-limiting for growth. This places possible limitations

on the applicability of some of the hypotheses contained in the model,

since they may not apply in situations where water and/or nutrients are

limiting.

Splinter (1974) constructed a corn model based on the RGR

concept, but instead of being a function of dry matter produced it

depended on the leaf area, A:

dA/dt = RGR * A (2.20)

Increase in leaf area was terminated at flowering. The

photosynthetic rate in the model, a function of available carbohydrate

in the leaves and light intensity, was decreased according to resistance

block readings in the root zone of the crop.
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Probably the most extensive modelling effort has been devoted

to cotton. Some early work in Arizona, a precursor to the current

work centered in Mississippi, was reported by Stapleton et aZ. (1973).

The model, COTTON, was concerned with modelling of the cotton plant,

although attention was also given to other parts of the cotton

production system.

The model SIMCOT was developed by Duncan (1971:) and discussed

by McKinion et aZ. (1974a). Subsequent models include SIMCOT II

(McKinion et aZ., 1974b and 1975a; Colwick and Jones, 1975) and

GOSSYM (Jenkins, 1975; McKinion et aZ., 1975b). In SIMCO!, photo

synthate produced as a function of solar radiation and calculated with

an empirical equation, was multiplied by the fraction of light

intercepted, a water stress factor, a nitrogen stress factor and an

efficiency factor. From this, respiration was subtracted to give net

photosynthate.

McKinion et aZ. (1974b) discuss three models for predicting

the daily rate of increase of plant dry weight. Of the three they

found that a model basing the prediction on intercepted light gave

the best fit to their data. This was used in SIMCOT II. McKinion

et aZ. (1975a) report that the most fundamental advance of SIMCOT II

is the abolition of the 'standard plant'.

McKinion et aZ. (1975b) give subsequent developments. In

contrast to previous versions, this model can run on a 12-hour time

step instead of one day. The work reported in this paper summarized

into a system of differential equations the logic for plant tissue

growth when constrained by photosynthesis, N uptake, respiration and
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carbohydrate and N reserves. It therefore keeps balances of both

carbohydrate and N. Problems associated with constructing photo-

synthesis - respiration models are discussed by Hesketh et al. (1975).

Colwick and Jones (1975) summarized the role of each of the

models being developed to provide a simulation of the cotton production

system. The first of these, MOIST, simulates moisture in the top six

inches of soil. It provides moisture input to the program EMERGE,

which describes germination and emergence of the cotton seed. At 50%

seedling emergence, SIMCOT II is initiated. When this model had

proceeded as far as cotton boll opening, the harvesting process,

HARVISM, could be triggered.

Gutierrez et al. (1975) modified SIMCOT II in an attempt to

understand the impact of larval infestations on cotton production.

The inclusion of a pest submodel is one more step toward a simulation

of the total crop production system.

Arkin et al. (1976) developed a model for grain sorghum. The

model computes the appearance and growth rate of the leaves. Light

interception, photosynthesis, respiration and water use were modelled,

largely with equations empirically developed from field measurements.

In line with McKinion et al. (1974a) and Holt et al. (1975), photo-

synthesis was reduced from that which would occur if there were no

stresses by the use of multipliers, in this case factors for temperature

and water.

Connor (1975) used the static crop growth simulation model of

Rijtema (1973) to predict growth of wheat on a daily basis. This is

essentially a model of canopy development. Moisture stress was
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introduced through the AE:PE ratio, and a factor of .45 was used to

convert gross photosynthesis to productivity. To model grain yield,

80% of the post-flowering production was allocated to the grain.

Milthorpe and Moorby (1974) outlined a wheat model of

considerable detail. In fact, it is probably more detailed in more

areas than any of the models previously discussed. The model �ould

be divided into five subroutines:

i) Environment - provides a number of soil and

atmosphere inputs to the model from basic

meteorological data;

ii) Ontogeny - describes the growth of organs of the

plant;

iii) Water - makes water use by the plant a function

of the net radiation, resistance to water flow etc.;

iv) Photosynthesis - calculates photosynthesis, as a

function of irradiance, for each leaf;

v) Mineral nutrients - uptake of Nand P considered.

In contrast to such detailed approaches, Rose et al. (1972)

simulated the growth of Townsville stylo, a tropical legume, using a

time-step of one week. Evapotranspiration, in combination with soil

phosphate status, determined the production of dry matter (DM).

Essentially, there were a number of �ET - DM relationships depending

on the P status. This model continued the previous modelling work of

Byrne and Tognetti (1969) on Townsville stylo. Some further

Australian work that describes a simulation of a pasture is given by

Paltridge (1970).
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There are some dynamic crop production models that are strongly

statistically oriented. Haun (1974) justifies a statistical approach

as opposed to a more 'mathematical' one on the grounds that the latter

approaches do not lend themselves to operational applications such as

the daily evaluation of rainfall and temperature effects on crop

development and/or yield. The above discussion has indicated where

such approaches have been used. In general, though, it is true that

with approaches such as the exponential growth equation, sub-optimal

conditions are treated entirely empirically, i.e., through the use of

mUltipliers or 'efficiency factors' (Arkin et aZ., 1976).

Haun (1974) developed a statistical approach for predicting

wheat yields from temperature and precipitation data. Whereas many

approaches take final yield as the dependent variable (see Section

2.4.2.1.), Haun used the daily growth rate, since each day provides

a different crop response to the environment. Baier (1973) used a

similar approach in his crop-weather analysis model, which is designed

to analyze the daily interacting effects of three selected environmental

variables on the response of an annual crop, as reflected in the

harvested part of the crop. On the assumption that responses would

vary over the season, the variables were weighted accordingly. The

basic equation was:

m

Y = L V1 * V2 * V3
t=O

(2.21)

where Y is grain yield (kg/ha). The summation is carried out daily

from seeding (t=O) to maturity (m). VI' V2, and V3 are functions of

the three selected independent variables. Another statistical model
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was given by Bridge (1976), who performed stepwise regressions of

climatic variables generated by two models, the expanding and constant

root zone models, against yields.

Some models requiring a relatively simple, realistic and quick

method of predicting daily growth use general equations that reflect

the basic processes going on. Thus Mukerji et aZ. (1976) used an

equation proposed by von Bertalanffy that represents anabolic and

catabolic processes as follows:

dW/dt = bow2/3 - b W
1

(2.22)

where W is the average plant biomass and t the degree-days above 42oF.

bo and b1 are the constants for anabolic and catabolic processes,

respectively. The equation was modified, and an empirical model was

developed from it for the experimental conditions, which included

defoliation due to grasshoppers.

Frere et aZ. (1970) used an equation that gives a normal curve

(i.e. the integral is an S-shaped curve) for predicting daily growth.

The equation:

2 2
Y = Ym exp {-(M - T) /B } (2.23)

predicts the ideal rate of growth, Y, for day T; Ym is the maximum

rate of growth, obtained on day M, and B is the width of the peak at

37% of the maximum. Only when no factors are limiting growth can the

ideal curve be achieved.

Vithayathil et aZ. (1977) utilized this curve. For corn, their

equation was:

(2.24)

and for soybeans:
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y = 230 *
exp {-(70 - T)2/Z82}

where Y is in kg ha-1 day-l and T is time after planting (days).

(2.25)

Possible limitations of soil mOisture, temperature, nitrogen

and light were considered. The 'law of the minimum' was applied, so

the most limiting factor was multiplied by Y to get the actual growth

rate for the day.



3. MODEL DEVELOPMENT AND DESCRIPTION

In order to develop a model that could be used across the prairie

region it was necessary to make certain compromises as regards the level

of detail that could be used. The model must utilize readily obtainable

soil and climatic information in making its predictions to ensure

generality, as will become evident in the ensuing sections.

The model, called WHTMOD (listed in Appendix A), has been

constructed using existing information and relationships. It is felt

that this was a necessary first step in the evolution of a model to

predict yields over the prairies. Subsequently, data of a more refined

nature can be collected as required, and modifications to the model can

be made on the basis of the information obtained. There is a considerable

amount of existing information from a variety of sources on the prairies.

However, frequently the information is given in insufficient detail,

thus assumptions have to be made if it is to be used.

A further problem regarding the incorporation of abundant

information reported in the literature on, say, the response of wheat

to various environmental influences, is the artificial conditions under

which many of these experiments are carried out. Even though such

conditions are usually well documented, it is not often possible to

use the results.

A complicating factor in predicting yields in the prairies is

the lack of areal homogeneity of soils. This means that over short

distances (distances too short to be separated on soil maps -- scale:

two miles to the inch in Saskatchewan) the yield can vary conSiderably

61
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due to rapidly changing soil properties. As a result, the proportions

of each different profile type are critically important to the total

yield of a mapped area. Rennie and Clayton (1966) presented data

illustrating the variability of yield due to topographiC position.

However, slope position interacts with the weather. Thus, under dry

conditions, the lower slope soils generally yield best, yet they may

give low yields with wet weather. The soil series has therefore been

used as the unit on which production is based, and also because most

of the test data available was on a series basis.

3.1. Development and description

3.1.1. Introduction

The following sections describe the formulation of the model in

some detail. This introduction lists some basic features common to

all parts of the model in its current state.

The model uses a time-step of one day. It is felt that a

longer time-step will result in the introduction of an undesirable

degree of insensitivity into the model. A 12-hour time-step is

preferable to one day since it tends to separate basic plant processes.

However, if light and dark processes are to be treated individually

then, strictly, the time-step should vary continually with the day-

length. For the purposes of the model being developed here, a time-

step of one hour or less is too short.

On the whole, the model considers crop responses to the

environment as instantaneous i.e. without any delay. This is not in

accordance with the best modelling practice, but it is extremely
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difficult to account for a certain environmental event, such as a very

hot day, the effects of which are not entirely immediate and depend to

some extent on what has gone before and what comes after. It is

difficult, then, to model the lasting effects of an environmental

event on the crop.

In order that vertically varying soil properties could be

considered, the soil was divided into a number of layers. The number

chosen here was 13, although this can be adjusted according to

requirements. Table 3.1 shows the most commonly used scheme.

Table 3.1. Division of the soil into layers.

Layer Number 1 72 3 4 5 8 9 10 11 12 136

Thickness (cm) 1 5 10 10 20 20 202 2 5 5 5 5

Depth at base (cm) 1 5 10 15 20 25 30 40 50 70 90 1103

The object of using a system whereby the number and depth of

soil layers can be varied is to:

(i) permit expression of soil physical and chemical properties

which would tend to be obscured if larger layers or a fixed

scheme was chosen. For instance, in the prairies there are

considerable areas of Solonetzic soils with dense Bnt

horizons that tend to restrict root growth. By providing

a means of including the properties of such horizons, the

applicability of the model is extended.
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(ii) model soil water balance closely.

3.1.2. Phenological development

In order to 'grow' a crop through the succession of growth

stages from seeding to harvest it is necessary to be able to relate

the rate of crop growth to the environment. Being able to predict

growth stages in crop simulation models can assist in making such

models phenologically meaningful. For instance, if the heading date

can be predicted for cereals, the grain-filling process can be

triggered at a phenologically sensible time for the season in question.

Such an approach is clearly superior to one that relies on the average

date of heading to start this process.

One approach that has been and continues to be extensively used

is the heat unit concept. Degree-days above some base value are summed

until some critical number of degree-days is reached, at which point

growth ceases. This approach has been utilized by van Keulen (1975),

Splinter (1974), McKinion et at. (1975a) and many others. Wang (1960)

wrote a critique of the heat unit concept.

Robertson (1968) attempted to unify information that showed

that wheat, and other crops, grew at rates dependent on both day length

and degree-days. He produced the BioMeteorological Time Scale (BMTS),

which predicted the phenological development of spring (Marquis) wheat

using daily maximum and minimum temperatures and day length. Williams

(1974) presented a Biophotothermal Time Scale for barley that used the

same approach. Coligado and Brown (1975) devised a biophotothermal

model to predict tassel initiation in corn. They found it a superior
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predictor when compared to the corn heat unit, growing-degree day

and US Weather Bureau thermal unit models.

Robertson's method is used in the model being developed here,

WHTMOD. The object of this method is to allow non-linear responses

to temperature and photoperiod, and to include the upper and lower

critical limits and optimum values of these. The general equation is:

(3.1)

where L = daylength (hours), TX = maximum daily temperature (oF), TN =

minimum daily temperature (oF), M is a numerical value for growth stage,

SI and S2 represent an interval over which growth rate is to be

predicted and ao' aI' a2 etc. are parameters.

To account for the changing response of wheat to the environment,

the season was split into five growing periods. These were: planting

to emergence (P-E), emergence to jointing (E-J), jointing to heading

(J-H), heading to soft dough (H-SD) and soft dough to maturity (SD-M).

For each of these stages there is a different set of parameters that

allow for an inconstant response to temperature and daylength over the

growing season. As the model was developed using information from a

number of locations across Canada it has proven extremely useful in

predicting the phenological development of wheat in Canada (e.g. Baier,

1973).

Feyerher.me.t al: (1977) have based their Great Plains spring and

winter wheat models around the BMTS. They report that, with few
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exceptions, biases in model predictions for a host of wheat varieties

increase as one moves from colder/wetter to warmer/drier climates.

They introduced procedures to adapt the BMTS to winter wheat, thereby

extending the range of the model.

To test the BMTS model, a record of seeding date and various

growth stages is necessary. Unfortunately, in Saskatchewan such

records were not readily available. A partial test of the model was

made, though, using the data of Bole (1966). The comparisons were

made for two locations, as shown in Table 3.2.

Table 3.2. Comparison of actual and predicted dates of phenological
events.

Location and Year Phenological Stage
Heading Soft Dough Maturity

Sutherland 1965 - Observed July 16 July 30 August 14

- Predicted July 8 July 29 August 9

Hoey 1965 - Observed July 15 July 29 August 16

- Predicted July 13 August 3 August 15

It is perhaps worth noting that the observations were made only

once every two weeks. Thus one might expect, as the sites were not

visited daily, that the observed dates given could be in error by up

to a few days. The direction of this error would probably result in

the dates of phenological events being reported late, since an event

must be observed before it can be said to have occurred.
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3.1.3. Soil water and plant water use

3.1.3.1. Water removal from soil

In a model where production is some function of transpiration,
it is necessary to be able to accurately predict three things:

i) the atmospheric demand for moisture;

ii) the ability of the soil to supply moisture;

iii) the ability of the plant to conduct water.

There are various methods available for computing (i) and (ii),

but evaluating (iii) has proven exceptionally difficult. This is

because the plant is continually integrating its environment and so at

any point in time its 'health' depends on all the events that have

occurred since seeding, and their sequence. Waggoner (1970) points

to the importance of leaf temperature, and perhaps the sensitivity of

this measure of plant well-being is the reason behind the success of

the study of Idso et at. (1977), which utilized canopy temperature

measurements. In WHTMOD it has not been possible to account for (iii),

and this must be borne in mind when assessing the model predictions.

It was desired to predict the atmospheric demand for moisture

and potential evapotranspiration (PE) at as many locations as possible.

It was therefore necessary to choose an equation that used the most

readily obtainable inputs. Where more detailed meteorological information

is available, a more sophisticated prediction equation can be used. The

equation used here is Equation one of Baier and Robertson (1965) and

Baier (1971):

PE = LE * .0094 (3.2a)

where
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LE = -87.03 + (.928 * TX) + (.933 * {TX-TN}) +

(.0486 * Q )
o

(3.2b)

LE is the latent evaporation (cm3) and Q the solar radiation at the
o

top of the atmosphere (Langleys).

Baier and Robertson (1965) gave eight regression equations to

predict LE, each using a different set of variables for the prediction.

The eighth equation used maximum temperature, temperature range, solar

radiation at the top of the atmosphere, total sky and solar radiation

on a horizontal surface, total daily wind run and vapour pressure

deficit.

As Equation 3.2 contains no information on wind, sunshine or

humidity it is not expected to predict as well as methods such as the

Penman equation. To evaluate this equation then, its performance was

compared against Equation eight of Baier and Robertson (1965), using

Penman evapotranspiration as a standard. Daily values were calculated

and summed for the mon1:)hs shown in Table 3.3. Regression of the

results of Baier-Robertson (B-R) prediction equations against Penman

PE/E gave an r2 of .724 for B_R1, while the r2 for B_R8 was .926.
pan

As expected, the equation using the more detailed inputs gives

predictions closer to the Penman prediction.

It should be noted that Baier (1971) assumed a conversion factor,

1
'f', of 1.0 in fitting LE, as predicted by B-R , to Penman evapotrans-

piration. This gave the factor ��009Zt as the value needed to convert

LE to PE. However, as a factor of .8 was used here to convert the

calculated free water evaporation, E , to PE (Penman, 1963), both B-R
o

equations seem to generally overpredict PE calculated from (Eo * .8),



Table 3.3. Comparison of different methods of predicting potential evapotranspiration (PE).

Pan Penman Penman B_R8 B_R1 Penman B_R8 B-R1
Month and evaporation* Eo* PE+ PE PE E /E PE/E PE/E PE/E
Year (E ) (em) (cm) (cm) (em) (cm)

o pan pan pan pan
pan

May 1969 23.87 15.81 12.65 12.50 13.38 .66 .53 .52 .56
June 1969 24.00 16.50 13.20 13.95 15.13 .69 .55 .58 .63

July 1969 23.25 16.12 12.90 13.63 15.87 .70 .56 .59 .68

August 1969 34.41 20.46 16.37 18.01 16.94 .60 .48 .52 .49
May 1971 28.52 18.60 14.88 16.71 14.57 .66 .53 .59 .51
June 1971 19.20 17.10 13.68 15.32 14.48 .88 .70 .80 .75 <"

\D
July 1971 22.94 18.29 14.65 15.85 15.77 .79 .63 .69 .69

August 1971 31. 31 19.53 15.62 17.63 19.17 .63 .50 .56 .61

*Figures from Ripley (1973), Table 9, p. 80.

+Penman (1963) gave .8 as a conversion factor for obtaining PE from E .

o

IFigures obtained using B_R1 and a conversion factor of .0094.

8FigureS obtained from PE estimates using B_R8 employed by de Jong (1974), Table 6, p. 15.

-- __ -
-

-
-
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but not sufficiently to warrant a reduction in the LE-to-PE conversion

factor.

1
Although the use of B-R clearly has limitations, it does seem

to be an improvement over methods requiring similar inputs. One such

method is that of Thornthwaite and Mather (1955). Baier (1971)

compared their equation with B_R1, and showed that for a large number

1 2 2of predictions B-R was superior, with r = .52 against r = .21 using

Thornthwaite and Mather's approach.

As it seemed superior to the much-used Thornthwaite approach,

B_R1 was used in WHTMOD. In a sense, this equation is a more reliable

predictor of LE than some of the more detailed B-R regression equations.

This is due to the unbiased nature of the predictions given by B_R1

(W. Baier, personal communication). B_R1 was also utilized by Feyerherm

et aLe (1977) to predict PE over the Great Plains of the USA.

Having obtained PE, it is necessary to get AE, the actual

evapotranspiration. Baier et at. (1972) gave a number of curves

relating the ratio AE:PE to 'available' soil moisture (AW) as shown

in Fig. 3.1. The type of curve chosen will depend on the physical

characteristics of the soil, i.e. its moisture release properties,

and perhaps on the crop grown. However, the relationship between

AE:PE and AW will change according to the atmospheric demand for

moisture. Thus, Denmead and Shaw (1962) showed that the actual rate

of transpiration fell below the potential rate at a lower soil water

potential as the potential rate of transpiration decreased. Baier et

aZ. (1972) accordingly introduced an empirical procedure to account

for the varying daily atmospheric demand rates in the various curves •

.-----------
•..
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Fig. 3.1. Possible relationships between the AE:PE ratio and
% available water (after Baier et aZ., 1972).
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Baier et at. (1972) recommended their 'Type G' curve as a first

approximation for most medium-textured, non-irrigated soils, Hanks

(1974) used the 'Type H' curve. Feyerhermet at. (1977) made use of

'Type F'.

In WHTMOD the 'Type G' curve was adopted, with a modification

to allow for a changing atmospheric demand rate. The modification

permits the.breakpoint of 70% AW shown in Fig. 3.1. to become variable,

according to the daily PE. This is illustrated in Fig. 3.2.

Thus, when PE is equal to or greater than the (arbitrary) value

of .6 cm the 'Type G' curve is used. When PE is less than .6 cm, the

curve will depend on the actual value of PE. If the value of PE is

very low when AE:PE will be high, regardless of AW. For every value

of PE between 0 and .6 cm there is a different curve. When the ratio

is computed, AE is obtained from:

AE = AE/PE * PE (3.3)

The AE has now to be split between evaporation and transpiration.

This is theoretically extremely difficult to do since it has not been

possible to measure simu1ataneously the water lost by each process.

Denmead (1973) has investigated the relative magnitudes of transpiration

and evaporation from wheat crops. He noted that, when the surface soil

is dry, the soil becomes a source, rather than a sink for sensible heat

exchange. This has the effect of increasing the energy available for

transpiration. As a result, transpiration may be underestimated under

these conditions.
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The relationship between transpiration and evaporation �ill

clearly change with growth stage� but to a certain extent will also

depend on the density of the crop cover, irrespective of growtb

stage, and on the nature of the rainfall. For instance, if the

rainfall events are of short duration evaporation will tend to be

high relative to transpiration.

FT, the fraction of AE apportioned to transpiration, is

obtained from the relationship shown in Fig. 3.3. FE' the fraction

apportioned to evaporation, is determined as follows:

F = 1 - F
E T

ifM.s4 (3.4a)

if M > 4 (3.4b)

Then:

T=AE*F
T (3.5)

and

E=AE*F
E

(3.6)

where T is the actual transpiration and E the actual evaporation that

can occur.
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Rasmussen and Hanks (1977) used a similar curve. However,

this was to predict potential transpiration, Tp. Their equations

were:

T = aE
p 0 (3.7)

and

(3.8)E = E - T
pop

where E = E in their model and 'a' was a factor that varied witho pan

growth stage.

Hiler and Howell (1974) related E , the potential evaporation,
p

to leaf area index (LAI):

E = PEe-·4LAI
p

where .4 is an extinction coefficient for plant leaves.

(3.9)

A relationship that has been extensively used for predicting

the water evaporated from soil (E) was given by Ritchie (1972):
k

E = PE (tp/t) 2
(3.10)

where tp is the time that E = Ep (Hanks, 1974, assumed 1 day) and t is

the time in days since the last wetting.

In WHTMOD, water for evaporation can only come from the top 10 cm

of soil (Rasmussen and Hanks, 1977, and Janssen, 1972, used 20 cm;

Duffy et aZ., 1975, considered the moisture used in the top 30 cm was

split equally between evaporation and transpiration). The layers

constituting the top 10 cm were given air-dry moisture contents (AD.),
1

below which they could not lose water by evaporation. These air-dry

values were below the moisture content values at wilting point (WP.),
1

which was the limit each layer could be dried to by transpiration.

Each of these layers was assigned a fraction of the evaporation, C.,
1
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as shown in Table 3.4. This has the effect of mimicking upward flow

of water in the top 10 cm. Each fraction is multiplied by E to obtain

the water that can possibly be evaporated from each layer, E.:
1

E. = C. * E
1 1

(3.11)

and

4
Eai = Ei

Ea= L
i=1

Eai = MCi - ADi
if MC.
if MC:

1

(3.12)

where Ea is the evaporation that actually occurs and MC. is the moisture
1

content (by volume) of layer i.

Table. 3.4. Evaporation coefficients for soil layers in the top 10 cm.

Layer 1 2 3 4

Coefficient (C.)
1

.6 .25 . 1 .05

Transpiration has been calculated as a function of LAI. Thus,

Hiler and Howell (1974) used, under non-limiting soil water, the

equations:

T = PE * (-.21 + .7 ILAI) if .1 � LAI � 3.0 (3.13)

T = PE - E if LAI > 3.0 (3.14)

In WHTMOD, the transpiration that can occur, T, must be split

between the soil layers (those containing roots) according to some

scheme. Firstly, it was decided from studies of wheat rooting systems

(Weaver, 1926) that there would be negligible root growth in the top
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3 em of soil. The rest of the rooting zone was assigned a total

'activity' of one, and individual root activities, RA., were calculated
1.

for each layer. The calculation of these is given in Section 3.1.5.

In similar manner to the calculation of actual evaporation,

the actual transpiration, Ta, is obtained:

T. = RA. * T
]. ].

(3.15)

and

13
Ta = l:

i=3

Tai = Ti
Tai=MC .. -WP.

]. 1.

if MC. T. � WP.
if MC� - T� < WP�

1. 1. 1.

(3.16)

where Ti is the transpiration demand on layer i and Tai is the

transpiration that actually occurs from layer i.

Rose et aZ. (1972) described two options for extracting water

from soil. One was similar in concept to the one given above, the

second provided a mechanism for achieving T. even when MC. - T. < WP .•
]. 1. 1. ].

In this method, the water needed to achieve T. could be obtained from
1.

other layers. This option was programmed into WHTMOD with the slight

adjustment that, if this situation occurred, water could only be

obtained to fulfil T. from lower layers. Thus, if the deficiency
1.

occurred in the bottom layer, Ta13 < T13•
Some preliminary tests with this feature revealed that, always,

T = T. This is because the activities are calculated such that a
a i

layer with low moisture content will have a very low activity and,

therefore, a very low T ..
1.
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3.1.3.2. Water inputs and redistribution

Water can be input to the soil by precipitation and irrigation.

For the latter, a feature is included in WHTMOD that permits the user

to choose the timing and quantity of irrigation water. Runoff is not

considered in this model, and all water inputs are subjected to the

effects of surface roughness. This accounts for cracks and pores at

the surface that permit almost instantaneous drainage of water below

the surface layer. Thus, all water inputs are split between the layers

occupying the top 5 cm, as shown in Table 3.5.

Table 3.5. Distribution of soil water inputs.

Layer 1 2 3

% of water received 85 10 5

Each layer is assigned a moisture content for 'field capacity'.

Although the use of this (and the 'wilting point') concept has been

much criticized, there still appears to be no simple alternative, so

these concepts are still receiving considerable attention in studies

modelling crop production. Van Bavel and Ahmed (1976) present a model

that calculates evaporation and water extraction by a crop without

resorting to the concepts of 'field capacity', 'wilting point' and

'available water'.

As in other models, such as the 'Versatile Soil Moisture

Budget' (VSMB) of Baier et at. (1972), water is drained from layer i
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to layer i + 1 when Me. > Fe. (Fe. is moisture contant at field
� � a

capacity for layer i). If water is drained from the bottom layer it

is 'lost' from the soil as drainage. Upward movement of water into

the rooting zone is not considered.

Some of the assumptions made here are certainly questionable

as:

(i) there is evidence that wheat can extract moisture

at soil water potentials well below -15 bars.

Rennie and Hutcheon (1961) found that at some

sites wheat had reduced the moisture content of

a 48-inch profile to up to 2.5 inches below the

wilting point moisture content.

(ii) a soil may not necessarily have a well-defined

field capacity. Russell (1973) notes that only

soils with two fairly distinct pore-space

distributions -- interped and intraped pores

are likely to have a definite field capacity.

(iii) upward movement of water from beneath and within

the rooting zone may be significant. Van Bavel

and Ahmed (1976) reported cases where as much as

30% of the evapotranspiration was from water moving

into the root zone from below.

However, in a model such as WHTMOD where generality of application

is desired, it i's necessary to use variables that can be readily obtained

or estimated. Furthermore, a detailed simulation of soil water would

not be consistent in detail with other sections of the model. Therefore,

this relatively simple approach has been utilized.
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The VSMB has enjoyed considerable success, and has been

employed in several studies that require a soil moisture model e.g.

Baier (1973), de Jong (1974) and Feyerherm et aZ. (1977). However,

Hastie (1976) found it did not give satisfactory predictions in

undulating topography.

One feature of the VSMB that is not included in WHTMOD is a

function for run-off. This can be quite important in prairie topography,

but its treatment is difficult since one should simultaneously consider

run-on. The soils developed in concavities in the landscape will

receive upslope run-off water, and have higher moisture contents as a

result. In order to simulate this it would be necessary to consider

the landscape as a whole, rather than running separate simulations of

each soil series. Hastie (1976) showed that the hydrological balance

over a landscape was very difficult to simulate.

3.1.4. Soil temperature simulation

It was desired to relate the activities of roots in various

layers to a number of environmental variables, one of which was soil

temperature. It is well known that the metabolic rates of roots are

strongly dependent on soil temperature, and for wheat it has been

shown that grain yields can differ significantly when wheat is grown

at various soil temperatures under controlled conditions (Mack, 1973;

Sojka et aZ., 1975). Also, past experiments with controlled air

temperatures tend to have (unavoidably) controlled soil temperatures.

In the field, soil temperature within the rooting zone is never in

equilibrium with air temperature. De Jong and Rennie (1967) reviewed

the effects of soil temperature on wheat growth.
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Soil temperature depends on the radiation reaching the soil

and the nature of the soil surface, the thermal conductivity of the

soil and its heat capacity. The thermal conductivity and heat capacity

will increase with moisture content, while the albedo of the surface

decreases. Because simulation of soil temperature using the approach

of heat conduction and energy conservation requires a level of detail

inconsistent with the detail in other parts of the model, it was

necessary to devise a series of empirical equations to mimic mean

daily soil temperatures for the wheat growing season. The temperature

simulation is a function of depth and the existing soil temperatures,

with mean daily air temperature as a driving variable. The system of

equations is:

Q = (R/a) - b (3.17)

Slj = M ifQ s 0 (3.18a)

Slj = {(Q * Slj_l) + M}/(Q + 1) if Q > 0 (3.18b)

S .. = S.
1.

if Q s 0 and i > 1 (3.18c)
1J 1- J

S .. = {(Q * S .. 1) + S. l·}/(Q 1) (3.18d)1J 1J- 1- J +

if Q > 0 and i > 1

where M is the mean daily soil temperature {(TX + TN)/2} in °c and Q

is a variable that, as it increases in value, makes the temperature S

of a layer i on day j dependent on the temperature of that layer on the

previous day, S .. l'
and less dependent on the temperature of the layer

1J-

above it, S.
1
.• a and b are parameters used to regulate the impact

1- J

of R, the soil depth at the centre of layer i, on Q. As b decreases

Q increases, and as a increases Q decreases.
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Q will therefore increase with depth, and the soil temperatures

with depth will become less and less dependent on the air temperature.

This approach simulates three features observable in actual soil

temperature measurements over depth and time:

(i) smoothing of day-to-day variations in air

temperature with depth;

(ii) the time at which a layer i reaches its maximum

temperature is delayed according to its depth;

with increasing depth the soil temperature is

increasingly out of phase with the air temperature;

(iii) soil temperature is more constant with depth.

The values chosen for a and b were: a = 6, b � .25. The

results of a typical simulation are compared to the actual soil

temperatures in Fig. 3.4. For the purposes of this model the simulation

is quite adequate, although it could be improved by increasing the

value of a.

3.1.5. Root activities

3.1.5.1. General discussion and methodology

The root activities are needed for two purposes:

(i) to calculate the distribution in the soil of

moisture taken up by the plant;

(ii) to calculate the distribution of 'new' root

material (the production of roots is discussed

in Section 3.1.6.5.).
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RAiJ. = AR.. * FMC.. * FS.. * FAE .. * FBD ..
1J 1J 1J 1J 1J

where F means 'factor for'.

(3.19)
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The activities are calculated as a function of:

(a) active root mass, AR;

(b) soil moisture status, MC;

(c) soil temperature, S;

(d) air porosity, AP;

(e) bulk density, BD;

for each soil layer on every day after emergence.

Each of b) to e) is calculated as a factor with a value from

o to 1. For each layer i and each day j an activity, RAij, is
calculated:

These activities are then summed to give a 'total activity',

TRA. :
J

TRA. =

J

13
1:
i=l

RA ..
1J

(3.20)

The individual layer activities are then recalculated as a fraction of

the total:

RA .. = RA .. ITRAj1J 1J .

(3.21a)

so that

13
1:
i=l

RA .. = 1
1J

C3.2tb)

Such an approach is subject to much criticism since it is

entirely empirical and lacking in supporting data to verify it. It

implies that all the factors are interacting when their values are

less than 1 and greater than O. This may indeed be the case, but
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the degree of interaction is not controllable in this kind of

computation. No weight is given to a particular factor or interaction

of factors. Holt et aZ. (1975) claimed good results, though, when

using this kind of approach.

An alternative approach is to use the 'law of the minimum', and

calculate the activities on the basis of the most limiting factor, but

this implies there is absolutely no interaction between the variables.

A third method would be to find the mean of the factors, but

then if one factor has a value of or close to zero (say the air porosity

is very low) then the drastic effect this should have on root growth

and water uptake could be lost.

It is clear that none of these methods can have any real

physical significance. However, it is felt that the method chosen

will be especially useful in accounting for extreme values of these

four variables, which can strongly affect the metabolic activities

of the roots.

If and when functions accounting for the individual and

interacting effects of soil environment and plant condition on root

metabolism are available, they could be used here. Until such time,

this statement of recognition that these four soil physical factors

and one plant factor are important must suffice.

3.1.5.2. Soil water factor

This factor is obtained from the relationship shown in Fig. 3.5,

which is taken from Baier et aZ. (1972). As the mositure content (and

potential) decreases, it becomes increasingly difficult for a crop to
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satisfy the atmospheric demand, so the factor drops steeply over the

available range.

3.1.5.3. Soil temperature factor

This is obtained from the relationship shown in Fig. 3.6. This

relationship was chosen from an assessment of the available literature

on soil temperature.

o
The temperature range over which FS. = 1, 20-25 C, may be a

�

little high. For instance, Wort (1940) showed that Marquis wheat was

most productive at 22°C when grown at a range of soil temperatures,

o
but 22 C was the lowest temperature used in his experiment.

It shcul.d be remembered that the 'optimum' temperature may

change with growth stage. Also, what may be optimum under some

environmental conditions may not be optimum under others. For

instance, a relatively high temperature combined with a low air

porosity may result in a plant being oxygen-stressed sooner than it

would be at lower soil temperatures, due to the faster metabolic

rate at higher temperatures. When the air porosity is higher the

'optimum' temperature may also be higher. Sojka et aZ. (1975)

examined the soil temperature - aeration interaction.

3.1.5.4. Air porosity fac�dr

FAP. is determined from the simple relationship shown in
].

Fig. 3.7. When air porosity exceeds 10%, FAP. is given the value 1.
a,

To calculate air porosity it is assumed that the soil particle density

-3
is 2.65 g cm Then:
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AP. = {1 - (BD�/2.65) * 100} - MC.
�. �

(3.22)
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FAP = AP ./10
i �

if AP. < 10
�

(3.23a)

FAP. = 1
�

if AP. ;;:: 10
a

(3. 23b)

This is clearly a gross Oversimplification of reality. For

instance, the rate of gas diffuSion will decrease as bulk density

increases (Tackett and Pearson, 1965) due to increased tortousity of

pores. Also, temperature affects the solubility of oxygen, but

this is counteracted by increased rates of diffusion at higher

temperatures.

Ayres et ale (1972) noted that various workers had suggested

10-12% (by volume) of air in sOil as the lower limit for 'optimum'

growth of most crops, probably because of the discontinuity of

the air-filled pore spaces at these low levels. It was therefore

decided that, in keeping with the level of detail being used in

the model, it would be consistent to use this simple approach

rather than attempt to unravel the many factors complicating an

evaluation of the effect of soil aeration on plants. Dasberg-

and Bakker (1970) concluded that of oxygen concentration, oxygen diffusion

rate and air content, the latter correlated best with plant

growth.
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3.1.5.5. Bulk density factor

As it affects root growth, bulk density should strictly

be combined with soil moisture content to make root growth a

function of soil strength. However, there is no simple measure

of soil strength as a function of these two variables. Mirreh

and Ketcheson (1973) gave a regression equation relating

penetrometer resistance to these variables, but there is

considerable doubt about the ability of penetrometers to

simulate roots. It was therefore decided to use bulk density

alone.

If it retards penetration, a high bulk density layer

may restrict the ability of the roots to grow extensively

within that layer. As the layer is not fully 'explored', the

roots may not be able to extract 'available' water from it,

hence the role of bulk density in moisture extraction as

well as root growth.

The relationship between BD. and FBD. is shown in
� �

Fig. 3.8. Up to a bulk density of 1.4, BD is assumed to be

non-limiting to root growth and moisture uptake. If BD. is
a,

1.8, no growth into or moisture uptake from layer i can

occur.
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3.1.5.6. Other factors

Consideration could have been given to soil factors such as

salinity and nutrients. However, it would be necessary to have values

for each layer, and these are not normally given in site descriptions.

A further problem exists when attempting to include soil chemical

factors. Whereas the physical properties are either constant (bulk

density) or can be readily simulated or mimicked with an acceptable

degree of accuracy, the chemical properties are affected by a large

number of variables and interactions. This makes modelling of the

changing status of salts through the soil a very difficult prospect.

The work of Dutt et aZ. (1972) attests to this.

3.1.6. Production and distribution of dry matter

De Wit (1958), derived a production equation, Equation (2.7),

for the Great Plains and other areas of high radiation intensity.

Equation 2.7 applies when the nutrient level is not 'too low', the

availability of water is not 'too high' and the leaf mass not 'too

dense'. If these conditions are not met, then the value of m can no

longer be considered a constant. Under 'low' water availability m

should remain constant, but if the nutrient levels are low the value

of m is liable to change.

De Wit utilized Equation 2.7 for describing yields on a

seasonal basis. In WHTMOD an attempt is made to predict production

daily.
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3.1.6.1. The constant 'm'

De Wit determined from tank and field experiments that m had

-1 -1 -1
a value of 115 kg ha day for Kubank8.' spring wheat and 98 kg ha

-1
day for Galgalos wheat. As these figures were calculated from

experiments carried out during the first 20 years of this century,

the present value of the constant might be expected to be higher due

to technological improvements or superior management practices. Also,

as indicated, the variety used would be expected to affect the constant.

Hanks et al. (1969) provided supporting evidence for de Wit's hypothesis
-1 -1

when they obtained an approximate m value of 125 kg ha day for

Wichita, a winter wheat.
-1

Janssen (1972) gave an m value of 106 kg ha

-1
day for a winter wheat in Turkey. It is not possible to deduce any

trend from these values, or to give unqualified support to de Wit's

hypothesis.

Lomas et al. (1974) produced evidence that indicated there was

no constant m value for corn. However, it appears that these workers

did not separate evaporation and transpiration, but used the total

evapotranspiration in de Wit's equation. In this paper and others,

including de Wit's, the plot of yield against transpiration (days) is

forced through the origin. The gradient of this line is the value for

m. Neghassi et al. (1975) noted this and were of the opinion that the

best fit line would usually have a negative intercept on the yield axis.

If the best fit line is used then the slope of the line increases,

resulting in a higher m value and a negative intercept. This is the

method used for generating m values for this study.
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To calculate m for de Wit's equation it is necessary to obtain

data on above-ground yield (grain and straw), Y, seasonal transpiration,

T , and mean daily free water evaporation for June and July, E;. Threes 0

years of data (1971, 1972, 1973) for wheat grown on two soils in the

Outlook area of Saskatchewan were used. The soils were of the Elstow

Association (loam) and Asquith Association (very fine sandy loam). A

variety of irrigation and fertilizer nitrogen treatments were used, and

the soils were fertilized so that phosphorus would be non-limiting. As

far as is known, no other nutrients are deficient in these soils.

Details of the experiments are given by Henry and de Jong (1972), Henry

et aZ. (1974) and MacDonald and McGill (1975).

From these reports, data for consumptive use (evaporation plus

transpiration) and above-ground yield were obtained. From the

consumptive use information it was necessary to estimate the trans-

piration and evaporation components. De Wit (1958) got a value for

evaporated water by subtracting 15 days of � from the consumptiveo

use. Janssen (1972) also used an_�empirically_determined_equat.ion.

Henry and�de Jong (1972) gave the relative contributions of six-inch

soil layers to the total moisture used by irrigated wheat, barley and

rapeseed. If, under irrigated conditions, the assumption is made

that 50% of the moisture used in the top six inches is evaporated from

the soil and all other moisture use is transpiration, then this data

can be written as shown in Table 3.6.

���_J� � _
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Table 3.6. Estimated relative contributions of evaporation and

transpiration to water used under various crops.

RaEeseed Wheat Barley
%E %T %E %T %E %T

Asquith Wl+ 21 79 19.5 80.5 17.5 82.5

W2 19.5 80.5 28 72 17 83

Elstow WI 20 80 19 81 20 80

W2 17.5 92.5 16.5 83.5

+W1 and W2 are different irrigation treatments.

Evidence to support the hypotheses that:

(i) the moisture used in the top six inches constitutes

about 40% of that used by the crop, and

(ii) this moisture is split equally between transpiration

and evaporation (i.e. 20% of total moisture use

is evaporation)

is suggested from calculations with moisture measurements made by Rennie

(1961) and Rennie and Hutcheon (1962). In these studies, summerfallow-

seeded wheat was grown at a number of locations in Saskatchewan under

dryland conditions. In particular, the data of 1961 support hypothesis

(i). This was a very dry year, with little more than an inch of rain-

fall at some sites. In such situations, then, the difference in spring

and fall soil moisture contents is almost unaffected by rainfall, which

might otherwise obscure the location in the soil of the moisture used.
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For a total of six sites on three farms in 1961, the mean relative

contribution of the top six inches was 36% (Standard deviation (SD) =

2.8%). If the precipitation is also considered to have been evaporated

or transpired from the top six inches, this raises the relative

contribution of the surface layer.

Although two different moisture regimes were considered

(irrigated and dryland), it seems that hypothesis (i) is upheld.

There is no experimental verification of hypothesis (ii). Peters

(1960) suggested that in midwestern USA, under conditions of frequent

summer showers, as much as 50% of the moisture used under row crops

could be accounted for by evaporation, and this is supported with

data cited by Russell (1973). However, Peters: noted that in a dry

year, transpiration accounted for practically all of the moisture

lost. The prairies are much more arid than the midwest, thus one

would expect the contribution of evaporation to be considerably less

than 50% of the total moisture used there.

It was decided to accept the two hypotheses for the purpose of

calculating transpiration. Clearly both should be subjected to further

testing. The values chosen for the partitioning will vary with the

number of precipitation events and the amount of each precipitation.

It might therefore be more accurate to relate the transpiration:

evaporation ratio to this number. De Jong et at. (1974) found for

semi-arid conditions that soil respiration correlated better with the

number of wetting and drying cycles than with soil moisture per ee,

The E: for a given location can be obtained in a variety of
o

ways, depending on the measuring equipment available. For instance,
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an often used equation is:

E = E *.7
o pan

where E is the evaporation from a Class A pan. This relationshippan

(3.24)

is quite variable on a daily basis. However, bulking the results for

June and July and calculating the E IE ratios for 22 site-years in
o pan

Saskatchewan gave a mean ratio of .725 (SD = .014). (Note: E is
o

calculated free water (lake) evaporation obtained from the Monthly

Record, Meteorological Observations in Canada.) Where E data are
pan

available E can be calculated using the formula given above. E can,o 0

of course, be calculated directly from meteorological observations, as

just indicated.

However, in order to be widely applicable, a method for obtaining

Eo was sought that would require minimum use of equipment. The system

adopted was to calculate PE as in Section 3.1.3.1. Then, rearranging

an equation of Penman (1963), we obtain:

E = PElf
o (3.25)

where f is a conversion factor which Penman gave the value of .8. For

the 22 site-years used above, this formula was tested against Equation

3.24, using the calculated free water (lake) evaporation as a reference.

The results are shown in Table 3.7.

Table 3.7. Comparison of different methods of calculating E .

o

E
o

Calculated E * .7 B-R1/.8
pan

.574 .557 .613

.064 .067 .033

.966 .486

SD of E
o

2
r
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-1
Y (kg ha ) -2367 + 182 E

o
(3.26)
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Although Equation 3.24 gives values closer to calculated E ,
o

B_R1 (Equation 3.2) is used in the model since the inputs it requires

are more widely obtainable than E
pan

that this data is averaged over a two month period. On a daily

It should be borne in mind

basis, E will 'lag' somewhat, i.e. it does not react instantaneously
pan

to atmospheric conditions.

Having obtained T and E , their ratio (transpiration in days)s 0

is calculated, and yield plotted against it. The 1971, 1972 and 1973

data points are plotted in Fig. 3.9. The least squares regression

line for the data is:

-1
The standard error of the intercept is 1172 kg ha ,and the value

obtained for the intercept is not significant at P = .05. However,

h 1 d d
.

23 k ha-1 d
-1

d h 1 182t e s ope stan ar error 1S g ay) an t e s ope, kg

ha-1 day-1, is signficant at P = .001.

It is worth noting the negative intercept obtained with the

regression. The significance of this is not clear, but it may include

components due to root mass and harvest losses. The root mass under

a wheat crop has been observed to be relatively constant under varying

levels of above-ground production e.g. Connor (1975). In a review,

-1 -1
Troughton (1962) quoted figures of 1500 kg ha and 1120 kg ha for

average levels of root mass under spring wheat.

-1 -1
The m value obtained, 182 kg ha day ,is much larger than

that obtained by de Wit (1958) and other workers. Some reasons for

this were discussed above. In addition, this value was calculated

from soft wheat data, whereas de Wit's work was with a hard red spring
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Fig. 3.9. Determination of the 'm' value for soft wheat at Outlook,
1971-1973.
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wheat. The soft wheats typically have higher water use efficiencies

than hard wheat, thus one would expect a higher m value for a soft

wheat.

To compare with the previous work, the least-squares line

going through the origin was obtained for the three years of data

used above. This slope of 137 kg
-1

day
-1

thus reconcilinggave a ha ,

to a considerable degree the differences between this and other work.

As a comparison with this data, information collected over an

extended period (1923-1946) at Swift Current, Saskatchewan, and

reported by the Soil Research Laboratory (1949) was treated in the

same manner as the data used above. Hard red spring wheat was grown

in tanks under dryland conditions. Data from the continuous wheat

and wheat-fallow rotation were used here. The least-squares regression

equations obtained were:

Y = -707 + 127 E (3.27)
o

Y = -130 + 138 E (3.28)
o

for continuous wheat and wheat-fallow rotation respectively. This

data is shown in Fig. 3.10a and b. As for the equations obtained above,

the Y-intercepts had large standard errors and were not significant,

while the slopes had relatively small standard errors (11.7 and 14.6%

respectively) and were highly significant.

These results support the information obtained above, since

-1 -1
both give an m value less than 182 kg ha day This is expected

as the crop at Swift Current was hard red spring wheat, not soft wheat.

De Wit's (1958) analysis suggested that m should be constant for a

wheat variety grown under continuous and fallowed conditions (see van
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Fig. 3.l0(a). Determination of the 'm' value for continuous wheat

at Swift Current.
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y = -130 t ( 138 *Eo )
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Fig. 3.10(b). Determination of the 'rn' value for summerfallow wheat
at Swift Current.
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Keulen, 1975, for a discussion of the constancy of m). A difference
-1 -1

of 11 kg ha day in the m values was obtained here, which is within

the error interval of both m values and quite satisfactory considering

the assumptions made in the calculations. A contributor to the

difference may be the different nutrient statuses of the continuous and

fallowed tanks, since neither is fertilized. One would expect higher

levels of nitrogen and phosphorus in the fallowed tanks and might

therefore expect a higher water use efficiency for the fallowed wheat

and a higher m value as a result.

The intercepts in these equations are rather low. Two reasonS

are suggested to explain this:

(i) no harvest losses for wheat grown in tanks and,

(ii) restricted root growth in the tanks, as noted in

the Swift Current (1949) report.

However, because of the large standard errors, any interpretation of

the intercepts should be guarded.

The m value for soft wheat was obtained under field conditions,

but those for hard wheat were from tanks (see de Wit, 1958, Section

3.1.4., for a comparison of transpiration in containers and in the

field). The soft wheat m value should be more reliable than those for

hard wheat, as the latter were possibly obtained under conditions of

limiting nutrients.

3.1.6.2. Daily free water evaporation

The calculation of transpiration on a daily basis was given in

Section 3.1. 2.1. However, some method must be found for getting E
o
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values on a daily basis as well. The simplest method appears to be

Equation 3.25. A daily value of f is required. Penman (1963)

suggested f would be about .8 in summer in western Europe. However,

this was determined for a short grass crop kept well-supplied with

water. There is considerable evidence that f should be higher than

.8 during the period of most rapid growth, and less at the beginning

and end of the season. Data to support this. is presented by de Wit

(1958) for oats, potatoes and corn, Rosenberg (1974) for soybeans,

Farbrother and Munro (1970) for cotton and Lomas et at. (1974) for

corn. Dudley et at. (1971) used, in a simulation of corn growth, an

f value that varied between .14 and 1.08 according to time of season.

Wind and Hidding (1961) varied f between .6 and 1.0 for spring-sown

cereals and flax.

Penman (1963) considered the seasonal change in f to be mainly

dependent on the daylength. However, Rijtema (1966) concluded that

f is largely determined by the difference in reflection between crop

and water sunfaces., The albedo of an annual crop typically decreases

as growth progresses, then increases when the crop starts to senesce

(e.g. Fig. 2 of Idso et at., 1977). From the information in the

literature, it was decided to make f a function of growth stage, as

shown in Fig. 10.

The daily production equation obtains, by substitution, the

form:

m * PE
Yd = m * {Ta/(PE/f)} =

f * Ta
(3.29)

-1
where Yd is the daily above-ground production (kg ha ) and Ta the

actual transpiration on a day (cm).

----------
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Fig. 3.11. The Penman 'f' value as a function of biometeorological
time.
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It is unfortunate that E is calculated from PE in order to
o

obtain a reasonable daily value for the ratio Ta:E. Since the
o

concept of potential evapotranspiration is not entirely clear, e.g.

Stanhill (1973), Lemon (1966), it should be advantageous to compute

PE (using f) from the more acceptable concept of free-water evaporation.

Although this procedure might not change the ratio Ta:Eo' it could

result in better predictions of transpiration.

3.1.6.3. Nutrient factors

The incorporation of nutrients into production models has

always presented problems and has frequently been avoided. However,

if a model is to be widely applicable it must include some method for

taking account of the different nutrient levels of soils and the

varying responses of crops. Van Keulen (1975) states that when the

conditions for de Wit's (1958) equation are not met, the relation

between transpiration and assimilation changes. For nutrients this

means a reduction in the efficiency of crop water use, in which case

a lower m value is required.

What must be done, then, is to develop a procedure to account

for the effects of less than optimum nutrients. In order to evaluate

-1 -1
coefficients to reduce m below its value of 182 kg ha day ,yield

and moisture use data for sites with sub-optimum nutrients are required.

The new m value, m', is calculated by determining the transpiration

in days (as above) and yield. Then:

m' = Y/(Ts/E:) (3.30)
o

-j,-------------
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N = m' /mf (3.31)

where Nf is the composite nutrient factor.

It is too much to hope that a rationale can be developed for

accurate estimation of Nf based on soil tests alone. One would indeed

expect considerable instability in the value of Nf for a given soil

when calculated for different years (and therefore different moisture

regimes) or even at different times during the same season.

Nf can change directly with the availability of water and

nutrients. If both are 'optimum', Nf should attain its theoretical

maximum value of one� providing that m was obtained under 'optimum'

conditions. When water and/or nutrients are sub-optimal, the Nf
value should be adjusted accordingly from the degree of deficiency

of nutrients and the interaction between nutrients and water.

Viets (1966) noted that "the chances of getting a profitable

response to fertilizer are certainly less the drier the average

climate and season". In accordance with this, a procedure was

introduced into WHTMOD to adjust the dependence of crop production

on the nutrient factor. As water becomes more limiting the adjusted

nutrient factor, Nf� converges on one. The variable chosen to

determine when water was limiting was the AE:PE ratio. This was

represented in Equation 3.32:

N' = 1 - {(l - Nf) * AE/PE} (3.32a)
f

Thus:

N' = 1 if Nf = 1 and/or AE/PE = 0 (3.32b)
f

N' = Nf if Nf < 1 and AE/PE = 1 (3.32c)
f

N' > Nf if Nf < 1 and AE/PE < 1 (3.32d)
f
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The nutrient factor was called 'composite' as it is impossible

to separate the effects of limiting nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium.

However, if only one of these is limiting then the factor can either

be a nutrient factor for nitrogen (NfN), a nutrient factor for

phosphorus (NfP) or for potassium (NfK). These are the only cases

where the factor can represent just one nutrient. In cases where more

than one nutrient is limiting in a soil, the factor that is determined

must be composite.

Since crop response to nutrients tends to diminish as the season

progresses, it was felt that the model should in some way account for

this. As data on this is not easy to obtain, and not easy to

incorporate into a general model, a very simple approach was adopted.

It was decided to make production independent of Nf after a certain

'critical' growth stage by setting Nf to one (unless Nf exceeded one)

at heading for phosphorus and at soft dough for nitrogen and potassium.

If the situation is complicated by more than one nutrient limiting

production (i.e. Nf is truly 'composite'), then these various methods

must be compounded suitably.

The nutrient factor will also vary with the crop grown on a

given soil, since it will be computed from different m values. However,

no comparison between different crops grown under the same environmental

conditions has been made in this study.

3.1.6.4. Representation of crop stress

It is known that stress has complicated effects on a crop. One

of the most significant of these effects is reduction in the ability
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production (Yd) from Equation 3.33:

Yd = m * N' * TalE
f 0

was then adjusted according to the stress index (5I):

(3.33)
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of the crop to give a high yield. Thus, excellent environmental

conditions in the latter part of the season may not compensate for

early season conditions that induced stress in the crop. Quantification

of this is exceedingly difficult, especially where basic processes

are not being modelled.

It was decided to use the ratio AE:PE to represent stress. A

running average of AE:PE was kept from emergence to maturity. This

was multiplied on each day by a crop susceptibility factor, which was

a function of growth stage (Fig. 3.12). The daily above-ground

5I = (l

Yd = Yd * (1 - 51)

AE/pE) * 5F (3.34)

(3.35)

where AE is the mean AE fo.r the day in question, and likewise for PE.

5F is the susceptibility factor.

This method is entirely empirical as are the ones suggested by

Hiler and Clark (1974), but it does represent, at least qualitatively,

some effects of moisture stress on production. A good deal of

research is necessary, though, before stress and its effects on yield

can be quantified.

3.1.6.5. Root growth and distribution

Having predicted the daily above-ground production with

Equation 3.35 the roots produced are calculated as a function of Yd'
There was insufficient data to modify de Wit's (1958) equation such

)
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that m would represent both above and below-ground production, so the

daily root production, Rd, was calculated from Yd as a function of

growth stage and nutrient status.

A literature search for data on shoot:root relationships in

wheat revealed very little information suitable for use in this model.

Turner (1924) reported shoot:root ratios for barley, corn and flax.

Shoot:root ratios can be calculated from Connor (1975) for wheat grown

in the field. Hurd (1968) grew wheat in boxes 120 em deep and gave

figures for root weight and grain yield. If it is assumed that grain

is 40% of the above-ground yield, then calculated end-of-season shoot:

root ratios exceeded 50. Such unbelievably high values point to the

difficulty of extracting roots from soil. McNeal et aZ. (1966) gave

figures for field-grown spring wheat in Montana that suggested an end-

of season ratio of 14.9. Forty-three days earlier the ratio was 6.9.

Farley (1973) grew wheat and barley in growth boxes 92 cm deep. For

Bonanza barley the ratio was 3.8 and for Neepwa wheat 5.5. Such ratios

are of the order obtained by Turner (1924) for plants grown in nutrient

solutions. Farley (1970) grew Manitou wheat and Bonanza barley in pots

19 cm deep. After 69 days the shoot:root ratios were 2.7 and 3.7

respectively. Whitfield and Smika (1971) grew four wheat varieties

at three soil temperatures in pots 23 cm deep. Wheat was harvested

at flowering. Their shoot: (crown + root) ratios varied between 2.9

and 6.6, with a mean value of 4.85 (n = 22; SD = 1.04).

From this information, it is difficult to obtain any quantitative

understanding of the shoot:root relationship. Qualitatively it is

known that the root production initially exceeds that of the shoot,

e
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but the shoot gradually overtakes root production and the shoot:root

ratio increases steadily. Root production has been shown to be very

low after heading. These things are clearly illustrated in the work

reported by Connor (1975). It was therefore decided to make root

production a different function of yield for each growth stage, as

shown in Table 3.8.

Table 3.8. Maximum and m�n�mum ratios of daily shoot and root

production as a function of growth stage.

Growth Stage E - J J - H H - SD SD - M

(SIR) min 1.5 4.5 6.75 12

The actual ratio of daily shoot and root production, (S/R)d'
was then calculated by interpolating between (SIR) max and (SiR) min,

the interpolation depending on the nutrient status, Nf, such that

(S/R)d would be near (SiR) max when Nf was high and (SiR) min when

Nf was low. The nutrient solution experiments of Turner (1924)

demonstrate the effect of low levels of NO; on the SiR ratio. Pearson

(1974) and Brouwer (1966) cite further evidence to support this. An

argument could be made for also making (S/R)d dependent on moisture

status, since it is known that moisture stress as well as nutrient

stress will cause a decrease in the shoot:root ratio. Pearson (1966)

discussed the relative effects of moisture stress on shoot and root

growth.
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Moisture stress was not explicitly included here as when

conditions are very dry (due to lack of seasonal rainfall) the crop

depends heavily on pre-season stored moisture. In the first part

of the season, overall growth will not be greatly affected but, as

the season progresses, moisture increasingly limits above and below-

ground production. As the SIR ratios are low in the early season,

the final SiR ratio will be weighted toward its early season value

due to the decrease in overall production later in the season.

The daily ratio, (S/R)d' is given by Equation 3.36:

(S/R)d = (S/R) min + (Nf * {(SIR) max -

(SIR) min}) (3.36)

from which the daily root production is obtained:

(3.37)

Rd is distributed among the layers as described in

Section 3.1.5.1. The rooting depth is a fixed function of growth

stage, as shown in Table 3.9.

Table 3.9. Progression of rooting depth with biometeorological time.

Growth Stage (BMT) <1 1 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.33 2.67 3.0

Rooting Depth (cm) 10 15 20 25 30 40 50 70 90 110

It was necessary to specify a maximum rooting depth (110 cm),

as others have done (e. g. Jackson et al , , 1977, 110 em; Musick et al.. ,

1976, 120 cm), to facilitate computations, and because predicting root

...

�J
I
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progression down the profile, as a function of the soil environment

and plant condition, has not been achieved. Bridge (1976) described

a procedure for 'growing' winter wheat roots, without specifying

a maximum depth, as a function of PEe In his model, root growth into

deeper soil was terminated one week after heading. Milthorpe and

Moorby (1974) stated that there is little further extension of wheat

roots after flowering. Russell (1973) gave some English spring wheat

data that indicate 25% of total dry weight is in the roots at ear

emergence, but only 10% at harvest. Gerwitz and Page (1974) published

a model, utilizing the Mitscher1ich equation, that predicts the

percentage of roots in a given depth of soil. Gilmanov (1977) modelled

the growth of roots in grassland in a manner similar to that used here.

Russell (1973) noted that many roots die during the period of

grain-filling. It is commonly believed that, as roots age, suberization

decreases their ability to extract water from the soil. However,

Newman (1974) found conflicting evidence on this point and was therefore

unable to justify the generalization that the younger parts of the root

system are responsible for most of the uptake. In this model it was

decided to 'age' or 'inactivate' roots. This was achieved by mUltiplying

the active root mass in each layer by an 'inactivation coefficient' (IC)

for each day of the growing season. The maximum IC for each growth

stage, as shown in Table 3.10 is for conditions of extreme moisture

stress. The inactivation. coefficient for a given layer is reduced as

moisture conditions in that layer become more favourable. The following

calculations compute the inactivation coefficient for a given layer:
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IS. = 0 if MCi s WP
i1.

IS. = (MCi WP i) / (FC. - WP.) * .95
1. 1. 1.

if MC. > WP.
1. 1.

IC .. = IC. * (1 IS. )
1.J J 1.

AR .. = AR ..
1

- (AR .. 1
* IC .. )

1.J 1.J- 1.J- 1.J

(3.38a)

C3.38b)

(3.39)

(3.40)

where IS. is a stress term related to the layer moisture status, and
1.

AR .. is the total active root mass in layer i on day j. The model
1.J

therefore keeps an account of total (active and inactive) roots and

active roots in each layer. This is in accordance with Brouwer (1966),

who pointed out that a consideration of activity is really more relevant

than a consideration of root weight.

Table 3.10. Root inactivation coefficients

Growth Stage (j) H - SD SD - MP - E E - J J - H

.03 .05 .075.01 . 1

3.1.6.6. Grain filling

When the heading stage is reached, the grain filling process

is activated. In a sense, the yield potential may have already been

established by the heading stage from the number of tillers bearing

fertile heads. However, Evans et at. (1975) cite evidence showing

that, due to a reduction of light intensity, high tillering reduces

spikelet numbers. They also note that, as grain number is reduced,
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grain size may increase. Thorne (1966) states that, in practice, large

increases in one yield component are usually accompanied by decreases

in the others. Baier and Robertson (1967) concluded that calculated

yield components did not give better grain yield estimates than those

obtained directly from soil moisture variables. They explained this

as being due to the ability of plants to respond to weather conditions

throughout the season. The yield components (number of heads, number

of kernels and 1000 kernel weight) were not, therefore, independent

of each other. Gallagher et aZ. (1976) derived equations for

investigating the effects of the environment on the yield components

of barley.

The conclusion reached, then, is that, due to the compensating

effects of the yield components, modelling them will not result in

better predictions of grain yield, as Baier and Robertson (1967) found.

However, if the early-season conditions severely restrict tillering and

the number of fertile heads, much improved conditions during the grain-

filling stage may not be able to fully compensate for this. Milthorpe

and Moorby (1974) and Salter and Goode (1967) discuss the significance

of water deficits at different stages of cereal growth, and Evans and

Wardlaw (1976) examine compensating effects.

Having therefore decided that modelling the individual yield

components will not normally improve yield predictions, it was necessary

to devise a procedure to predict the grain yield from post-heading dry

matter production. Nass and Reiser (1975) attempted to describe grain

yield as a function of time from anthesis. Their equations were of

the form:

-)1_---===---__
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2
Y = a + bt + ct (3.41)

for most wheat varieties, where t is the time in days and a, band c

vary with cultivar. These equations did not seem directly applicable

to prairie agriculture, and the values for a, band c appear very

location and variety specific. From data on yields in Saskatchewan,

then, it was decided to construct a curve that could be used to

partition post-heading dry matter production between grain and straw.

Fig. 3.13 shows the type of curve used here. The graphs of Sofield

et al. (1974) for grain dry weight increase justify this choice of

curve.

A check on the accuracy of the partitioning is the harvest

index (HI) at maturity:

HI = Grain/(Grain + Straw) (3.42)

De Wit (1968) assumed a harvest index of .36 in all his calculations.

However, the HI value is certainly quite variable. For instance, the

10 varieties tested by Nass and Reiser (1975) had harvest indices

varying between .29 and .42. Walcott and Laing (1976) compared two

cultivars under a variety of conditions and found large differences

in their harvest indices. To some extent, HI should vary with the

mode of harvesting. Thus hand-harvesting, which is common in trial

plots, should give higher HI values, perhaps, than mechanical harvesting.

The magnitude of this difference is unknown.

3.2. Factors not considered in the model

3.2.1. Management

Even though the climate and soil conditions may be excellent

for crop production, bad management practice can still result in

e
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Fig. 3.13. Fractron of above-ground production apportioned to the
grain as a function of biometeorological time.
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relatively poor yields. However, the quantification of management as

it affects yields does not yet seem to be possible. The number, type

and timeliness of operations are all important factors to consider,

but their effects will vary with the environmental conditions and

cannot, therefore, be treated as constant. Feyerherm et aZ. (1977)

brought a 'management and productivity' factor into their analysis,

but could not estimate the effects of certain management practises on

yields.

Different levels of management on the same mapped unit complicate

attempts at relating productivity to the soil unit as mapped. Since

farm boundaries often do not coincide with soil boundaries it is

unlikely that precise predictions of yield over extensive geographical

areas can be made.

One management factor that is included is the seeding date,

but seeding rate, as it affects the rate at which full crop cover is

achieved, does not enter into WHTMOD. Differences in seeding rate

should lead to differences in the relation between evaporation and

transpiration until full crop cover is achieved, but the final yield

is not likely to be greatly affected by this omission except, perhaps,

in very dry years.

3.2.2. Salinity and alkalinity

The occurrence of high levels of salts and/or sodium in prairie

soils is not uncommon and should be considered as a limiting factor in

yield predictions. However, apart from the difficulties in quantitatively

relating yields to excessive salts and/or sodium in the soil, their

.
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occurrence is often sporadic and they frequently do not occupy

extensive areas of the landscape. Frequently, the worst-affected

areas are left uncultivated, thus they simply reduce the cultivated

area of affected soil series.

3.2.3. Climate modelling

Even if crop production models can be developed to predict

yields under the expected range of climates, these will be of only

limited value in policy-making decisions due to inability to predict

climate for the growing season before that season starts (i.e.

predictions made for several months). Thus, predictions of yield

must take the form of probabilities that depend on past climatic

variation for their determination. These predictions can, of course,

be modified during the growing season. A discussion on climate

modelling is given in the Study of Man's Impact on Climate (MIT, 1971).

3.2.4. Economics

If models such as this are to have any value in agricultural

decision-making they must be able to interface with models concerned

with economic input into the agricultural system and the returns from

it. However, whereas crop production potential may not change much

over a period of time due to the relative constancy of the physical

variables that affect it, economic indices are apt to considerable

fluctuations. Potential for crop production may be increased by

advances in plant breeding and weed control, for instance, but the

size of these changes is small compared to those that can occur on the

=
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economic scene. For instance, the world market for grain is affected

by many variables. These variables, often political in nature, are

frequently difficult or impossible to predict.

3.2.5. Crop rotation

Ideally, a crop production model should keep a balance of water,

nutrients, salts etc., as well as modelling crop growth. This would

enable a number of crops to be 'grown' or different rotations tried,

thereby facilitating the decision-making operation for a farmer.

Stapleton et aZ. (1973) stated that the principle value of simulation

of crop production systems would be to extend the range of alternatives

available to the farmer. However, because of the great number of

variables involved (some of them being economic) and their interactions,

this degree of sophistication still appears a long way off .

•



4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1. Selecting aspects for comparison

In a model such as WHTMOD it is not enough to compare only the

actual and predicted grain yields. Where a number of variables are

being predicted, it is necessary to test some of them and, ideally,

all of them, even though interest may centre on one of these variables.

This is clearly impractical so a list of the most important predicted

variables must be drawn up and compared with a list of variables

measured or calculable from the data. This procedure gave rise to

comparison betwen actual and predicted for four variables. These were:

(i) final grain yield;

(ii) final above-ground production;

(iii) the ratio of grain yield to above-ground production;

(iv) total water used (evaporation + transpiration) from

seeding to maturity.

It is immediately noticeable that only the final figures are

compared. This is so because there is no data on production during

the growing season, and frequently only the total water use is given.

If simulation models are to be validated sufficiently, their predictions

should be compared with actual data at intervals during the simulation

run, and not just at·the endpoint.

4.2. Model predictions

Predictions were made with values for the nutrient factor, Nf,
as calculated in Section 3.1.6.3. Predictions were also made with Nf

126
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set to one for fertilized sites. These were compared to see if there

was a marked difference in their accuracy of prediction, since setting

Nf to one under fertilized conditions facilitates running the model as

Nf does not have to be calculated. Where predictions were quite

different from the actual results, various ploys were tried in attempts

to determine why this was so. It is indicated where constants in the

model were changed.

A sample data set is presented as Appendix B, and the essential

model output as Appendix C. More detailed outputs can be obtained as

desired.

4.2.1. Saskatoon, 1960

Hard red spring wheat was grown on four sites on the Elstow

soils of the Goodale Farm near Saskatoon. The results are reported

by Rennie (1961). The sites were on the Calcareous, Orthic, Eluviated

and Humic Eluviated Gleysol (HEG) soil series. The calculated Nf
values for the sites are shown in Table 4.1., using a constant 'mY

-1 -1value of 138 kg ha day ,as calculated in Section 3.1.6.1., for hard

red spring wheat. These were used in making the predictions shown in

Table 4.2. (in the 'Nf l' columns).
ca c

Table 4.1. Calculated Nf values for the Saskatoon sites, 1960.

Calcareous Orthic Eluviated HEG

Check 1.35 1.19 .81 1.17

Fertilized* 1.48 1. 75 1.37 1.59

*11-48-0 at 20 pounds P205
-1

acre
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.ITable 4.2. Comparison of actual and predicted values for the Saskatoon sites, 1960.

Above-ground
Grain (bu/ac) dry matter (kg/ha) Harvest Index Water use (cm)Series Fertility Actual Predicted Actual Predicted Actual Predicted Actual PredictedN =1 N N =1 N N =1 Nf fcalc f fcalc f fcalc

Calcareous Check 24.6 - 15. 1 -
- 4696 - - .22 19.8 17.1

Fertilized 27.0 12.5 16.1 - 3782 5036 - .22 .21 18.4 17.1
Orthic Check 20.4 - 12.5 - - 3521 -

- .24 18.6 14.6

Fertilized 30.0 11. 3 16.1 - 3155 4598 - .24 .24 18.0 14.6

Eluviated Check 13.0 - 11.2 - - 3026 - - .25 17.2 15.4
......

tvFertilized 22.1 11.9 14.5 3399 4207 .24 .23 17.2 15.4 00
-

-

REG Check 30.4 - 15.5 - - 5065 -
- .21 27.5 20.0

Fertilized 41.3 15.0 19.2 - 4817 6504 - .21 .20 27.7 20.0
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It is evident from the results shown in the last two columns of

Table 4.2 that moisture use is underpredicted, particularly in the

G1eyso1ic soil. This would be expected to lead to low yield predictions,

which is in fact what happens. However, the degree to which water use

is underpredicted cannot solely explain the differences between actual

and predicted yields.

The underprediction of moisture use suggests that the functions

used in simulating the moisture balance and release of water from soil

are of only limited applicability in these situations. A more

sophisticated hydrological balance is perhaps necessary for the

topographic units represented by the soil series.

From the low values for the harvest index (HI) (possibly due

to most of the simulated moisture use being prior to grain filling,

the seasonal rainfall being only 8 cm) it seems that the partitioning

between straw and grain is responsible, at least in part, for the

discrepancy between actual and predicted yields. The predictions

tend to come closer to the actual yields when the calculated Nf values

are used. This is because the calculated values generally exceed one,

and therefore give higher yields.

4.2.2. Saskatoon, 1962

The experimental details and results are reported by Rennie

and Hutcheon (1963). Wheat was grown on two sites selected on each

soil series, one of each pair of sites being identical to those used

in 1960. Consequently, these corresponding sites were chosen for the

present analysis to facilitate comparison between years. The Nf values,

•
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Check .61 .69

.79

.58

.73

.70

.93

130

-1 -1
calculated with m at 138 kg ha day ,are shown in Table 4.3.

These values were used in obtaining the predicted yields in Table 4.4.

Table 4.3. Calculated Nf values for the Saskatoon sites, 1962.

Calcareous Orthic Check HEG

Fertilized* .77

-1
*11-48-0 at 40 pounds P205 acre

It is again evident that water use tends to be underpredicted,

but wheat yield predictions in 1962 come closer to the actual values

than in 1960. In fact, there is a tendency in all but the Gleysolic

site to overpredict yield by a few bushels per acre. The differences

between actual and predicted yield are not large, in an absolute sense.

However, if water use had been accurately predicted, the simulated

yields may have been higher. It is not possible to be categoric about

this as the magnitude of the run-off component is unknown.

This analysis illustrates the importance of collectively

considering a number of predicted variables. It indicates, as above,

that the moisture balance and/or moisture retention characteristics

of the soils are not being adequately modelled. It also suggests

that the water use efficiency in most of the predictions is too high.

The harvest index is accurately simulated in all but the Gleysolic

(REG) site.



Above-ground
Grain (bu/ac� dry matter (kg/ha) Harvest Index Water use (cm)Series Fertility Actual Predicted Actual Predicted Actual Predicted Actual PredictedN =1 N N =1 N N =1 Nf fcalc f fcalc f fcalc

Calcareous Check 10.0 - 12.0 1556 - 1742 .43 - .46 14.7 10.0
Fertilized n .s 13.5 12.6 1836 2024 1857 .43 .45 .46 13.7 10.0

Orthic Check 10.6 - 17.0 1606 - 2476 .44 - .46 13.4 13.4
Fertilized 12.8 19.7 17.9 1802 2905 2615 .48 .46 .46 13.2 13.4

Eluviated Check 8.9 - 1l1.5 1336 - 2085 .45 - .47 13.3 11.8
I-'

w
I-'I' Fertilized 13.0 17.2 15.4 1823 2503 2244 .48 .46 .46 14.3 11.8

REG Check 14.2 14.1 2096 2276 .46 .42 17.2 13.3
-

-

-

Fertilized 22.8 15.6 15.2 3119 2643 2557 .49 .40 .40 19.3 13.3

/
•Table 4.4. Comparison of actual and predicted values for the Saskatoon sites, 1962.
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4.2.3. Rosetown, 1961

These experiments were described by Rennie and Hutcheon (1962).

They were carried out on Calcareous, Orthic, Eluviated and Humic

Eluviated Gleysol soils of the Elstow Association. The Nf values

were calculated in Section 3.1.6.3.
-1 -1

An m value of 138 kg ha day

was used in their calculation since the crop grown was hard red spring

wheat. Table 4.5 gives the Nf values for the fertilized and unfertilized

sites. The predictions are given in Table 4.6.

Table 4.5. Calculated Nf values for the Rosetown sites, 1961.

Check .70 1.17 1. 38 1.12

Fertilized* 1.00 1. 25 1.80 2.00

-1
*11-48-0 at 20 pounds P205 acre

The data presented by Rennie and Hutcheon (1962) showed that

water was being extracted from below the 'wilting point'. As this was

not possible to simulate with the existing model specifications, the

moisture content at wilting point of each of the layers below the

top 10 em was reduced by 40%. This, in effect, increased the water

'available' to the wheat. Even so, the results in Table 4.6 show the

extraction of water to be underpredicted.

e
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Table 4.6. Comparison of actual and predicted values for the Rosetown sites, 1961.

Above-ground
Grain (bu/ac) dry matter (kg/ha) Harvest Index Water use (cm)

Series Fertility Actual Predicted Actual Predicted Actual Predicted Actual Predicted

N =1 N N =1 N N =1 N
f fcalc f fcalc f fcalc

Calcareous Check 7.8 - 7.0 - - 1510 - - .31 14.3 10.1

Fertilized 10.5 7.4 7.4 - 1671 1671 - .30 .30 15.1 10.1

Orthic Check 15.9 - 11.2 - - 2484 - - .30 17.9 13.6

Fertiliaed 20.7 10.3 11.6 - 2298 2572 - .30 .30 17.8 13.6

Eluviated Check 24.9 - 22.1 - - 4592 - - .32 23.3 20.9
....
w

Fertilized 32.4 17.7 26.9 - 3682 5597 - .32 .32 24.3 20.9 w

REG Check 17.3 - 15.8 - - 3261 - - .33 20.9 17.6

Fertilized 27.9 14.7 23.4 - 3053 4784 - .32 .33 19.8 17.6
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Rennie and Hutcheon (1962) also showed that at the Eluviated

and HEG sites a significant amount of water was extracted down to a

depth of at least 120 cm. Thus, some of the water use not accounted

for by the model could in fact have come from a depth greater than

110 cm, the lowest depth in the model specifications. Nor does the

model consider upward or lateral movement of water into the 110 cm

profile. There may therefore be moisture use by the crop that the

existing model cannot simulate

The yield predictions with the Nf 1
values were accurate to

ca c

within a few bushels per acre. Underprediction of moisture use and

perhaps harvest index seem to be responsible for this. These yield

predictions demonstrate the superiority of the calculated Nf values
over the Nf values set to one.

4.2.4. Rosetown, 1963

Rennie and Hutcheon (1965) report the experiments carried out

in 1963 that provide test data for WHTMOD. The sites chosen were

identical to those of 1961. As with previous tests, hard red spring
-1 -1

wheat was the crop and an m value of 138 kg ha day was used to

calculate Nf values, which are given in Table 4.7, while the predictions

are shown in Table 4.8.

Table 4.7. Calculated Nf values for the Rosetown sites, 1963

Calcareous Orthic Eluviated HEG

Check

Fertilized*

.86

.86

1.06

1.14

.92

1.07

.98

1.19

*11-48-0

•
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Table 4.8. Comparison of actual and predicted values for the Rosetown sites, 1963.

Above-ground
Grain (bu/ac) dry matter (kg/ha) Harvest Index Water use (cm)

Series Fe'rtility Actual Predicted Actual Predicted Actual Predicted Actual Predicted
N =1 N N =1 N N =1 N
f fcalc f fcalc f fcalc

Calcareous Check 33.6 - 16.1 6075 - 3799 .37 - .29 37.7 22.9

Fertili2ed 38.8 17.0 16.1 6093 4190 3799 .43 .27 .29 40.1 22.9

Orthic Check 34.3 - 18.1 8296 - 4512 .28 - .27 41.8 23.6

Fertilized 47.7 17.4 18.9 8941 4319 4770 .36 .27 .27 39.0 23.6

Eluviated Check 39.2 - 29.4 7679 - 5856 .34 - .34 44.5 33.2 .....
w
VI

Fertilized 45.5 31. 2 33.6 8908 6292 6674 .34 .33 .34 42.7 33.2

HEG Check 43.8 - 26.5 7725 - 5630 .38 - .32 42.1 30.3

Fertilized 57.4 26.8 31.8 9365 5723 6607 .41 .31 .32 42.1 30.3
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It is evident that the yield predictions are considerably below

the actual values. However, comparison of actual and predicted water

use suggests that the reason for this lies mainly in the prediction of

moisture use rather than in the production functions, although in some

cases HI is markedly underestimated by the model. Since the calculated

potential evapotranspiration (PE) for the period from emergence to

maturity was 45.0 cm, it seems that transpiration would have to be

considerably above potential evapotranspiration for a part of the

season. This must be so because at the beginning and end of the season

it would be markedly lower than the potential.

Also, as wheat seemed to be able to extract water from below the

15 atmosphere paint on identical sites in 1961, there is perhaps a case

for lowering the moisture content at wilting point in 1963. Table 4.9

compares some predictions using the reduction of wilting point described

in Section 4.2.3. These results show that, even though the yield

predictions are improved, they still tend to fall well short of the

actual figures -- and still because the moisture use is underpredicted.

Rennie and Hutcheon (1965) reported that the Calcareous and

Orthic profiles reduced the moisture content to a value below that at

wilting point, but only during the latter part of the season in the

Eluviated and HEG sites did the profile, in part, get dried below the

wilting point. However, in these latter two sites the moisture content

at depth was strongly reduced from the level at the beginning of the

season. It appears that in these two soils a considerable amount of

water may have been used from depth, thereby permitting the crop to

extract water at or near the demand rate.

n
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Table 4.9. Comparison of predicted values using a 'reduced wilting point' for the Rosetown sites, 1963.

Above-ground
Grain yield (bu/ac) dry matter (kg/ha) Harvest Index Water use (cm)

Series Fertility Actual Predicted* Actual Predicted Actual Predicted Actual Predicted

Calcareous Check 33�6 20.0 6075 4411 .37 .31 37.7 26.3

Orthic Check 34.3 23.3 8296 5327 .28 .29 41.8 27.2

Eluviated Check 39.2 33.2 7679 6209 .34 .36 44.5 35.2

HEG Check 43.8 31.2 7725 6181 .38 .34 42.0 33.1

.....

LV
-....J

*Predicted values calculated using the Nf values for check plots reported in Table 4.7.
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Rennie and Hutcheon (1965) stated that the rate of water use

appeared primarily to be a function of plant demand rather than level

of available water. In order to encourage the model to simulate

extraction of water from the soil at a rate close to the demand rate

(PE), runs were made with the ratio AE:PE set equal to one (regardless

of soil moisture status and PE). This forces a greater uptake of

water, though not necessarily at the potential rate since some layers

may become too dry to supply that demanded of them. The results are

shown in Table 4.10. In these runs the moisture content at wilting

point was not reduced.

It is clear that in the Calcareous and Orthic soils the effect

of increasing the 'attempted' actual evapotranspiration has been to

consume most of the 'available' water before grain filling, leading

to a very low harvest index. In the Eluviated and HEG soils this was

not the case, there being much more available water at these sites.

However, moisture use was still underpredicted. It is worth noting

that the actual moisture use at the Eluviated site, 44.5 cm, almost

equalled the PE of 45 cm. It is possible that the model may be

underestimating PE and/or the length of growing season. If the

season was longer there would be more time to fill the grain.

4.2.5. Outlook, 1974

The experiments were described by MacDonald et at. (1977).

They were carried out on two soils: the Bradwell Association (very

fine sandy loam) and the Elstow Association (loam). Soil physical

data were available only for the Elstow soils, so the model was tested

-J e
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Table 4.10. Comparison of predicted values for the Rosetown sites, 1963, with AE set equal to PEe

Above-ground
Grain yield (bu/ac) dry matter (kg/ha) Harvest Index Water use (cm)

Series Fertility Actual Predicted* Actual Predicted Actual Predicted Actual Predicted

Calcareous Check 33.6 12.4 6075 4430 .37 .19 37.7 28.1

Or thLc Check 34.3 14.5 8296 5035 .28 .19 41.8 29.3

Eluviated Check 39.2 36.4 7679 6455 .34 .38 44.5 37.9

HEG Check 43.8 37.1 7725 6690 .38 .37 42.1 36.7

......

w
I.C

*Predicted values calculated using the Nf values for check plots reported in Table 4.7.
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only with data from the Elstow sites (Orthic soils). These sites

used here were not utilized for model development, although they belong

to the same soil association. The crop grown was soft wheat, so the m

-1 -1
value used in calculating the Nf values was 182 kg ha day The

calculated Nf values are given in Table 4.11.

Table 4.11. Calculated Nf values for the Outlook sites, 1974.

Irrigation Scheme Pounds per acre of applied fertilizer nitrogen
a 50 75 100 150 200

A .50 .62 .52 .63 .67 .57

B .94 .87 .88 .87 .84 .87

C .89 .95 .97 .94 .97 .96

D .59 .62 .65 .73 .69 .63

The soils were irrigated. Site 'D' received all three water

applications (8-9 em each), 'A' missed the first irrigation, 'B' the

second and 'c' the third. The values in Table 4.11 indicate that

water use efficiency was as follows: C > B > D > A. In terms of

grain yields, the order was: C > D � B > A. This clearly demonstrates

the water-dependence of the Nf values. It also suggests that 'optimum'

moisture conditions for above-ground production do not occur when the

crop is always well-supplied with water CD), nor when water is supplied

in quantity at the grain-filling stage after omission of the first

application (A). Instead, the 'best' conditions, from a water-use

•
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efficiency point of view, are those when water is in good supply early

in the season and not over-supplied in the middle or at the end.

-1
The yields predicted at the 75 pound N acre level are given

in Table 4.12. It is quite evident that use of the calculated Nf
values gives far superior predictions than when Nf is close to one.

In all cases, though, moisture use is underpredicted. The degree of

error in moisture predictions is about the same (4 em) and not too

large in A, Band C irrigation schemes, but is considerably larger

in scheme D. This indicates, perhaps, that the error is related to

the frequency of irrigations, and that the greater the quantity of

irrigation water applied over a season the harder it is to simulate

the fate of this water. There may be a considerable amount of run-off

water, i.e. water that does not enter the soil. If this is the case,

the simulations would be closer to the actual transpiration plus

evaporation than indicated in Table 4.12.

The harvest index is quite accurately predicted in the model.

However, it is noticeable that in runs with calculated Nf much less

than one (A and D) the predicted HI tends to exceed the actual value

by a greater amount than when Nf is one. This casts some doubt on

the practice of setting the nutrient factor to one (if it is less

than one) at heading (if it is due to phosphorus) or at soft dough

(if it is due to nitrogen or potassium). This practice is a simple

solution to a complex problem. Consequently it should not be expected

to consistently furnish accurate results.
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Table 4.12.
-1

Comparison of actual and predicted values for the 75 lb N* acre treatment at the
Outlook sites, 1974.

Grain (bu/ac)
Irrigation
Scheme

Actual Predicted

Nf=1 Nfcalc

Above-ground
dry matter (kg/ha)
Actual Predicted

Nf=1 Nfcalc

Harvest Index
Actual Predicted

I

Nf=1 Nfcalc

Water use (cm)
Actual Predicted l

A 25.2 53.2 33.1 3658 7287 4406 .46 .49 .51 30.2 26.0

B 38.6 42.8 37.7 6229 7317 6143 .42 .39 .41 30.5 25.8

C 45.8 47.6 44.1 7828 7802 7079 .39 .41 .42 31.0 27.5
.......

.p.

38.9 6600 8508 5660 .41 .43 .46 39.4
N

D 39.9 54.4 29.7

*Broadcast ammonium nitrate (34-0-0) at seeding.
-1

40 lbs acre P205 also applied.
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4.3. General discussion

Clearly the model has a number of deficiencies in its predictions.

It generally predicts quantitatively (e.g. more water used means a

greater yield) a yield increase or decrease, but qualitatively the

predictions are inaccurate to a greater or lesser degree. The following

sections examine some features of the model predictions and discuss

some limitations of the model.

4.3.1. Prediction of moisture use

A common failing of WHTMOD is the underprediction of moisture

use. It was mentioned above that run-off is not considered in the

model. One would therefore expect a discrepancy between the predicted

and actual moisture used since the actual use includes a component

that does not in fact enter the soil. A discrepancy can also occur

due to deep drainage through the profile, which may occur under

irrigated conditions. Predicted moisture use simulates only the

water used in transpiration and evaporation and does not, therefore,

account for these processes. Table 4.13 shows the precipitation

and irrigation during the growing seasons in the test years considered.

Only in 1963 was precipitation high, and in this year moisture use was

considerably underpredicted. Apart from 1963 and the 'D' scheme of

1974, predicted use of moisture was usually within 5 cm of the actual.

Since the predictions are consistently below the actual values,

a systematic error is suspected. It could be that water is more readily

available to the crop than the model permits. Another possibility

concerns the logic used to calculate AE:PE. This is a function of the
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% available water in the rooting depth, but the assumptions this

entails are not entirely without question. Although the water status

of the whole rooting depth is taken into consideration, it may be that

a crop can transpire at or near the demand rate if there are some,

but not all, layers at field capacity. Thus, parts of the soil

explored by roots may be quite dry, but other, wetter layers may be

able to supply the crop's needs.

Table 4.13. Growing season precipitation and irrigation.

Year 1960 19741961 1962 1963

Precipitation and

irrigation (cm)
4.7 26.8 41.3*8.0 11.6

*This is the 'D' scheme, and includes 25.4 cm of irrigation water.

Another possibility is underestimation of potential evapo-

transpiration. It was noted in Section 3.1.3.1. that Rasmussen and

Hanks (1977) set Eo equal to E and made the potential transpiration
pan

a fraction of E dependent on growth stage.
o

There are a considerable number of interacting factors that

affect the quantity of water used. It was seen in Section 4.2.4. that

the distribution of moisture use during the growing season must also

be accurately modelled. If moisture extraction during the early part

of the season is too rapid there may be little water left for grain

filling. This was indicated in Table 4.10.
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Another factor which the model does not take account of is the

ability of the soil to become a source of sensible heat when the soil

surface is dry (Denmead, 1973). This has the effect of making the

climate within the crop hotter and drier, and thereby increases the

energy available for transpiration. However, only when the canopy

is fairly dense will a crop be able to take much advantage of this

supply of energy, but as the crop canopy increases in density so the

soil surface is shaded more. Thus it takes longer to dry when wet

and, when dry, will supply little sensible heat due to the shading.

This source is not, therefore, likely to increase transpiration very

greatly in the field, so it was not included in the model.

A problem that arises when dealing separately with the

individual series of a catenary sequence is their interdependence.

By treating a series alone, it is effectively removed from the land-

scape. Ideally, the group of soils comprising the map unit should be

treated together. A strong reason for this is that run-off from the

upper slopes will be run-on to the lower slopes. There may also be

significant lateral drainage towards the lower slope positions (saline

seeps indicate such drainage). Hastie (1976) found a moisture budget

to have only limited applicability on sloping topography.

However, the large difference in yield that may occur between

the top and lower slope positions means that one cannot satisfactorily

treat the slope as one unit with one yield. It is known to be a

continuum, but for convenience in surveying is split into a number of

subg�aup_ profile types (series).

-
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The Saskatchewan Soil Survey estimates the % contribution of the

different soil series to the total area of a map unit. Thus, simply
-1

multiplying the predicted yield acre for each series by the acreage

it occupies, and finding their total yield, would give an estimated

yield for a map unit. A similar procedure could be carried out for a

farm or other area of land providing the area occupied by each series

is known. The convenience of this approach is an excellent reason

for using the soil series as the unit on which predictions are based,

even though as regards mOisture, a series in undulating topography

should not be treated in isolation.

4.3.2. Prediction of yield

In the prairie region, yield is highly dependent on water,

hence the importance attached to prediction of water use in this

model. Differences in predicted yield in anyone year occur because

of differences in the predicted water use and the factor Nf, which

represents crop response to nutrients. It is only the latter, Nf,
that is responsible for yield differences between check and fertilized

plots at the same site. Predicted water use is the same for both

check and fertilized. There seems to be some dispute over this point

in the literature. Rennie and Hutcheon (1962, 1963 and 1965) found

that check and fertilized plots used water at very similar rates,

although in some cases there was a tendency for moisture use early in

the season to be stimulated by fertilizer application. This is probably

because of the more luxuriant vegetative growth under fertilized

conditions, meaning that more radiation will be intercepted by the

=
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fertilized crop during these early stages. It is likely that

differences in moisture use between check and fertilized plots can be

explained by a combination of early season response to nutrients,

'available' soil water and atmospheric demand rate.

Since there are some unknown factors regarding the accuracy of

the predicted water use, it is difficult to assess the validity of

other factors affecting grain yield prediction. In particular, this

concerns the 'm' value and the ratio T:E. There are instances when
o

the water use is predicted quite accurately, yet yield predictions

are considerably adrift from the actual yields, so these things

deserve investigation.

The constancy of m values has never been satisfactorily

demonstrated, but it is unlikely that for hard red spring wheat the

m value could sometimes exceed that of soft wheat, for instance. Yet

if some predicted yields (e.g. 1960 results) are to approach the actual

yields, there must be some enhancement of water use efficiency in the

predictions.

The ratio T:E plays a large part in determining the production,
o

and is quite strongly dependent on the reduction factor 'f' (Section

3.1.6.1.). Farbrother and Munro (1970) considered that f would have

a maximum value of 1.2 to 1.4 for cotton in Uganda, and other authors

referred to in Section 3.1.6.2. also indicated that f can exceed one.

It is likely that f is more variable (from season to season for a

given growth stage) than m, and could affect yield, through T:Eo'
strongly enough to significantly affect production from year to year .

•
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In dry years the water stress function (Section 3.1.6.4.) may

also play a significant part in yield prediction. Although the stress

is programmed only to affect yield, there is a case for it acting to

decrease the rate of water use. It is possible that the low harvest

indices predicted for 1960 are due to the simulated use of most of

the soil water prior to grain filling. With stress reducing this rate,

there would be more water available for the post-heading stages.

On the whole, the function partitioning production between

grain and straw works very well, as indicated by the harvest indices,

and seems to be quite versatile. More attention should apparently be

paid to the simulation of moisture use, nutrients and production

rather than the partitioning aspect, since the latter appears to be

relatively straightforward to simulate.

4.3.3. Constancy of Nf
If the model is to be readily utilized for yield prediction,

it is helpful if Nf is comparatively constant for a certain crop grown

on a given soil. However, results indicate that Nf can be very

variable and depends on the environmental conditions. A comparison

of Tables 4.1 and 4.3 for the same sites near Saskatoon in 1960 and

1962 reveals large differences in the Nf values. Similarly for

Tables 4.5 and 4.7. However, such -differences are not nearly as

evident when Tables 4.11 and 4.14 are compared. The differences that

do exist bewteen these two tables are partly explained by the fact

that in 1975 the plots were seeded on summerfallow, while in 1974

they were seeded on stubble. In 1974 there was therefore a much
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greater response to the first irrigation than in 1975. As Scheme A

in 1974 missed the first irrigation, its Nf values were relatively

low.

This comparison gives some justification for the hypothesis

that Nf is determined by a number of interacting soil conditions and

that when the soil conditions from year to year are similar, the Nf
values will be, too. It is only the 'D' results of 1974 that do not

fit this analysis. The low dryland Nf values shown in Table 4.14 are

expected as there is inadequate water in the soil for the crop to

respond to the nutrients preViously present or added as fertilizer.

Table 4.14. Calculated Nf values for Outlook, 1975.

Irrigation Scheme Pounds per acre of applied fertilizer nitrogen
0 50 75 100 150 200

Dryland .46 .45 .43 .49 .43 .46

A .91 .99 1.04 .98 1.03 1.05

B .77 .85 .86 .88 .86 .84

C .84 .86 .88 .92 .89 .90

D .84 .88 .92 .92 .97 .96

More constant N values are expected under irrigated conditions.
f .

Under dryland conditions the initial moisture content and the amount

and distribution of rainfall combined with the nutrient status can

all cause variability of Nf. Thus, in 1960 and 1962 the rainfall
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totals were qUite similar (Table 4.13) but the initial moisture

conditions were quite different (Table 4.15). The 1960 sites

contained up to 10 cm (in the gleysolic profiles) more 'available'

water to a depth of 110 cm than the 1962 sites.

Table 4.15. 'Available' soil moisture to a depth of 110 cm at seeding
for all test sites.

Available soil moisture (cm/l10cm)

Location Saskatoon Rosetown Outlook
Year 1960 1962 1961 1963 1974

Irrigation A B C D
scheme

Series

Calcareous 13.1 2.7 8.7 3.7

Orthic 10.8 7.8 13.5 4.9 11. 6 7.7 6.6 9.3

Eluviated 11.9 5.8 23.1 17 .5

REG 16.3 6.2 19.4 14.1

In comparing the 1961 and 1963 experiments at Rosetown,

Table 4.13 shows that there was over 20 cm more rainfall in the 1963

growing season than in 1961. However, because there was sufficient

water in the 1961 sites at seeding, they could show a response to

nutrients, and used water much more efficiently than in 1963. The Nf
values in 1961 therefore exceeded those of 1963.

It is evident that using a constant Nf value in the model (e.g.

one, for fertilized conditions) would be too much of a simplification,

-
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since Nf depends heavily on soil moisture as well as nutrients. It

would therefore seem necessary to calculate tables of Nf values for

a variety of conditions that could occur, and select the value(s) to

be used in the model according to the soil conditions.

In connection with a discussion on the constancy of Nf, it

should be mentioned that the calculated Nf frequently exceeds one.

This points to a greater efficiency of moisture use on some plots

used for model testing than on those used in model development. For

soft wheat, though, Tables 4.11 and 4.14 demonstrate that Nf rarely
exceeds one, but is often very close to it. This is because both

the development and testing sites were irrigated, with comparable timing

of irrigations.

The model development sites for hard red spring wheat were not

under irrigated conditions (though neither were the model testing sites),

and soil moisture and nutrient conditions probably varied considerably

during the period in which data was obtained (1923-1946). The frequency

of Nf values greater than one in the 1960-1963 results suggests that the

-1 -1
m value of 138 kg ha day is perhaps too low.

4.4. Other predictions

The discussion has so far concentrated on the yield and water

predictions. However, there are some other features of the model

predictions that are worth examining, although they have not been

tested.
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4.4.1. Shoot:root ratios

The calculated shoot:root ratios are shown in Table 4.16.

Even though the ratios cannot themselves be tested, their comparative

constancY'is in line with published work on root production (Section

3.1.6.4.). As expected, the ratio is higher on fertilized than

unfertilized sites. Although there may be other trends apparent in

the figures (e.g. from calcareous to gleysolic, or the same site in

different years) the lack of data to test the model precludes a

detailed discussion of the predictions.

Table 4.16. Predicted shoot:root ratios for all test sites.

Location . Saskatoon Rosetown Outlook
Year 1960. 1962 1961 1963 1974
Irrigation A B C D

scheme

Series .::Fertility

Calcareous Check 5.71 4.64 4.16 5.11

Fertilized 5.89 4.74 4.32 5.11

Orthic Check 5.52 5.28 4.91 5.46

Fertilized 6.33 5.39 5.00 5.80 5.69 6.Q9 6.14 5.86

Eluviated Check 5.l3 5.00 5.63 5.60

Fertilized 5.97 5.14 6.14 5.79

REG Check 5.32 4.52 5.16 5.61

Fertilized 5.87 4.63 6.20 5.87
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4.4.2. Transpiration:evaporation ratios

The results in Table 4.17 suggest some quite marked differences

in the distribution of predicted water use. In 1962 the soil moisture

stored was low, but there was 11.6 cm of rain. However, this fell

mostly in small quantities which did little more than wet the soil

surface. This water was therefore subject to evaporation. In contrast,

on the same site in 1960 the stored soil moisture was much greater,

and it only rained four times during the season, for a total of 8 cm.

Thus, the moisture use in 1960 would be expected to be largely from

transpiration, as the results show.

Table 4.17. Ratios of predicted transpiration to predicted evaporation
for all test sites.

Location Saskatoon Rosetown Outlook
Year 1960 1962 1961 1963 1974

Irrigation A B C D
scheme

Series

Calcareous 7.9 4.3 6.1 3.9

Orthic 7.4 6.2 7.1 4.2 4.2 4.2 4.4 4.7

Eluviated 8.0 5.9 8.0 4.7

HEG 7.8 3.8 7.8 4.7

In 1963 there was 26.8 cm of rain, but only 4.7 cm in 1961. Thus

evaporation was not expected to be high in 1961 as there was never much

..
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water near the soil surface. In both 1963 and 1974, when water was

plentiful, the ratios were relatively low.

If the figures that the model predicts are accurate, it suggests

that, depending on the soil moisture conditions and rainfall, trans

piration will generally account for 80-90% of water used by the wheat

crop in the semi-arid prairie conditions.

-
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5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A model has been developed that simulates, in a dynamic manner,

the growth, development and yield of a spring wheat crop. Dry matter

is partitioned into roots, grain and straw. The model keeps a soil

water budget as soil water is of paramount importance in determining

the yield in the prairies. Readily obtainable soil physical properties

such as field capacity, wilting point and bulk density are included

and combined with a layering scheme that permits the representation

of their variation with depth (i.e. to represent soil horizons). In

addition, the model utilizes an expression for the nutrient status of

the soil. Also used are tabulated values for daylength and solar

radiation at the top of the atmosphere, as well as maximum and minimum

daily temperatures and precipitation. The model gives daily predictions

of production, based on the interactions of the variables involved,

using a modified form of an equation of de Wit (1958).

Predictions were made for five years of test data, four of them

for hard red spring wheat and the other for soft wheat. The model was

run on a soil series basis where data for the series were available.

As well as variation in site characteristics being provided by the

different soil series, different nutrient and irrigation treatments

were able to assist in giving the model a more rigorous testing.

For 1974, under irrigated conditions, the predictions of soft

wheat yield were very encouraging, the predictions bein-g within 2 bu/ac

of the actual yield for three of the four irrigation schemes or, in a

relative sense, within 5%. There was a tendency, though, to underpredict

155
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moisture use. This tendency was possibly related to the quantity of

irrigation water applied or the number of occasions the soil was

irrigated.

In contrast to 1974, in 1963, the other year when water was in

good supply, yield predictions were about 25% to over 50% lower than

the actual yields for the unfertilized plots, and slightly more for

the fertilized. The reason for this seems at least partly due to the

underprediction of moisture use, this usually being greater than 10 cm

and sometimes nearer 20 cm. Also, the harvest index was in some cases

markedly underpredicted, meaning that the underestimation

of the total above-ground production was accentuated in the partitioning

process. When the harvest index was perfectly predicted, the predicted

grain yield was 25% below the actual yield.

In the 1961 year at the same site (Rosetown), seven of the eight

predicted yields came within 6 bu/ac of the corresponding actual yields.

However, since the highest yield here was 32.4 bu/ac (as opposed to

57.4 bu/ac in 1963), the relative differences were not as low as might

be anticipated. Although there were no data to test the 1961 predicted

harvest indices against, their values (.30 to .33) were probably not

markedly underestimated, if at all so.

As well as grain yield, moisture use in 1961 was also under-

predicted. However, the extent of this underprediction was less than

5 cm. This suggests that, if moisture use can be accurately simulated,

grain yield predictions WOuld be similarly accurate. This gives a

certain measure of confidence to the functions used in the 'production'

part of the model. One feature of the 'production' part of the model
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that should be examined further, though, is the tendency for the

relative yield (predicted/actual) to be smaller for the fertilized

than unfertilized plot of a given soil series. This tendency was

also evident in 1960 and 1962.

In 1960 and 1962 there was a general tendency to underpredict

water use by a few cm (less than 5 cm, apart from the gleyso1ic soil).

However, in 1962 the trend was toward a slight overprediction of

yields, while the opposite was true in 1960. This overprediction in

1962 was not due to overprediction of HI, since these values agreed

extremely well with the field data. As the differences between actual

and predicted production could not be explained by an underprediction

of moisture use, the 'production' part of the model is responsible

for this difference. However, it is not possible at this stage to

determine whether it is the 'm' value, the Nf value, or other factors

considered or not considered in the model that cause this.

The same mechanism does not seem to operate in the 1960

predictions, where yields were underpredicted by 35% or more in six

of the eight cases. In this year, however, (although there was no

actual data to compare against), the harvest indices were very low

(.20 to .25). Thus, the inaccuracy may be in the partitioning rather

than in the total above-ground predictions.

A trend that was particularly evident in 1960 was the decrease

of relative yield as the actual yields increased. This points to the

effects of a non-linear response to water by the crop which the model

is not capable of making, to the extent that it occurs in the field,

at least. This observation in the trend of actual yields is in

)1 _
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accordance with the findings of Staple and Lehane (1954), who obtained

a non-linear relationship between yield and evapotranspiration. This

implied that the water use efficiency increased as water use increased.

This trend, though, was not evident in the other years of test data.

One can conclude from these runs that several parts of the

model need more extensive investigation. In particular, the moisture

use predictions need further refinement, especially where the rainfall

is relatively high. The inclusion of functions for run-off, run-on and

the use of moisture from below 110 cm will assist in making the moisture

budgeting procedure more complete. When this is done the moisture

predictions can be more properly assessed. Also, the stability of

the 'm' values required for de Wit's (1958) equation needs to be

examined. Particularly, the value for hard red spring wheat, 138 kg

-1 -1
ha day ,merits further investigation since, on a number of occasions,

it seemed to be too low.

As a general pOint, it is worth noting that when there are

problems in assessing the validity of a number of predictions, it is

often difficult to test the validity of one of them due to their

interrelationships in the model. Thus, since there were cases when

it was not clear whether moisture use by the crop was being satisfactorily

modelled, it was also not clear whether the yield partitioning and

production functions were accurate. This can be a very significant

problem if the first generation model is large and detailed. It suggests,

therefore, that the initial model should tend towards simplicity and

progress, through the inclusion of more, and more sophisticated

relationships, to a suitably refined form.

-
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It was shown that some (and, indeed, many) of the model predictions

are not testable as the data does not exist to test them. This further

hinders validation of certain parts of the model, such as root

production and distribution. In cases where it is difficult or

impossible to test predictions of variables made by the model, the

presence of these variables in the model should be carefully evaluated.

For instance, in this type of model one should attempt to evaluate,

for roots,

(i) if there is sufficient good field data on shoot-

root relationships and,

(ii) whether water extraction might be satisfactorily

modelled without actually simulating root mass

and distribution per se.

Inevitably compromises have to be made in constructing the

model. In this model the compromises were between precision and

generality, stemming from the following objectives:

(i) to accurately reflect crop responses to soil and

climatic variables at all crop growth stages

and,

(ii) to develop a simulation model that would predict

wheat yield at or near any location in the

prairies with minimal meteorological measuring

equipment (a maximum/minimum thermometer and a

rain gauge).

From the model results, one can conclude that the outcome of

these compromises leaves much room for imp�ovement. The model has,
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on occasions, demonstrated its predictve potential, but there are

clearly refinements needed in some of the relationships used in the

model if it is to be able to give accurate predictions for any set

of test data.
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6. RECOMMENDATIONS
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_/

Simulation has potential as a tool in rural land evalution as

it permits the comparison of a large number of alternatives. The model

developed here, WHTMOD, has been intended as a starting point, not a

solution, in developing a methodology for evaluation of agricultural

land in the Canadian prairies using simulation techniques. Recommendations

are based on experience gathered in developing and testing the model, and

are intended to give some direction to future work in this area.

It is likely that the existing model will be radically revised

and extended as simulation studies in land evaluation progress. However

great the changes, though, model specifications must still indicate the

unit(s) of land to which the model can be applied. In WHTMOD, the unit

specified was the soil series. However, in Saskatchewan the soil series

is not the mapping unit and, ideally, predictions should tie in directly

with existing delineated (mapped) areas. Thus, if the soil and topo-

graphic properties causing yield differences between series are fully

represented in the model, as they are to a considerable extent already,

the model can predict yield for the map unit. To do this, it will need

additional inputs only on the total area occupied by the map unit and

on the fraction of this area occupied by each soil series. It seems

that there is too much variation in yield on the different land units

within a map unit to 'average' the conditions within a map unit in

obtaining yield predictions

Further, in the field One commonly finds considerable variation

between supposedly 'identical' units. In accordance with field

� ..
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conditions, the model should ideally be programmed to predict the range

of yields possible, and their probabilities, for a given land unit.

There is a further reason for not having the soil series as the

unit on which predictions are based, and this concerns the redistribution

of precipitation at the soil surface. Thus, in rolling topography, the

depressional areas receive more water, due to run-on, than actually

falls on them as precipitation. It appears that more work on the

hydrological balance in rolling prairie topography is necessary.

Although it is capable of making yield predictions, WHTMOD is

not yet ready for use in production situations as it has yet to account

for soil and crop management. The effects of management are very

difficult to deal with. The reason for this is that 'management' is

not a variable, as such (in the same way that 'soil moisture content'

is a variable, for instance), and must therefore be treated differently.

The approach that seems to offer the best possibilities for dealing with

management would entail a determination of the effects of management on

the variables that are programmed to affect wheat production in the

model. This suggests that the effects of these yield-determining

variables must first be evaluated before the effects of management on

them can be considered.

An alternative approach to incorporating the effects of manage-

ment would be to use a scheme similar in concept to that used for

evaluating the nutrient factor, Nf• In this method, the production

under given management conditions would be compared to a reference

production obtained under 'standard' conditions to determine the
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'management factor'. However, such a method should only serve as a

first approximation.

Ideally, one would like to include such variables as fertilizer

application, herbicide and pesticide treatments, tillage practises,

seeding rate and depth, row spacing, etc., as they affect crop

production, as inputs to the model. However, quantification of these

and other aspects of management, taken singly and interacting, is at

an elementary stage. For instance, quantification of fertilizer

response cannot be calculated simply as a function of the fertilizer

applied. It depends on a host of soil conditions, on the condition of

the crop and on growth stage.

For dealing with nutrients in WHTMOD it was necessary to devise

an empirical approach. This approach has yet to be fully investigated

and, for a working model at this level of detail, the use of tabulated

values of Nf might be the best approach until there exists a more

appropriate methodology and a more complete data set. These tabulated

Nf values would represent the range of soil nutrient and moisture

conditions likely to occur.

However, as a general long-term aim for model development it

would be best to support research that will permit a reduction of

empiricism in the models. It would therefore be inappropriate in this

chapter to recommend that the model should be developed further without

concomitant field data collection. This would only lead to further

empiricism.

There is another reason for this suggested close association

between data collection and model development. This concerns the 'feel'
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one has for the data one is working with. The author has used data

from as far back as 1923 for model development and 1960 for model

testing, and he was not involved in collecting any of this information.

Neither is the author familiar with the sites on which the data was

obtained. The data, when collected, was not intended for use in this

study. The nature of the data has, therefore, somewhat shaped the

outcome of the study, the model WHTMOD. In using the data one is

sometimes confounded by misSing information (e.g. seeding date, straw

yield) and frequently there is little indication of the variation in

the data, average values being the general means of reporting the

information.

These things strongly suggest that in order to develop the model

for the purpose one wants, the data must be collected according to the

proposed model specifications. If this is done, though, one must

resist the tendency for over-sophistication that may occur when extensive

effort is put into data collection, in order to keep the model generally

applicable.

As the model WHTMOD stands, it is clearly in need of further

testing, and it is likely that some parts will require considerable

improvement if the model is to be reliably utilized. In particular,

the simulation of crop water use, nutrient status and their interactions

as they affect crop production are critical areas in this kind of model.

Procedures must be devised that permit a quantification of these

relationships over time, simultaneously taking into account the past

history of the crop.

-------_j



If studies in rural land evaluation are supposed to be able to

suggest alternative land uses then it is necessary to obtain information

on crops other than wheat that will be involved in these. Also, since

cropping practises cannot be defined on a single year's operations, but

are part of a given rotation, it is suggested that crop production

models must eventually run for the length of the rotation.
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c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

THE SOIL IS �IVI�EO INTO 13 LAVf�S,C�MPkISIN� O� 5 'LUNESt.TrlE
NUMBER AND DIM�NSIGNS OF TH� LAYERS CAN H� VARIED TO ACCuMJDAT�
CERTAIN SOIL �RO�2RTI=S.

AS THE CRUP GROwS IT PASSES THROUGH 5 GRO�TH STAG=S - uESCx16=D
BY ROB�RTSON (19�d).TH� SOIL lON2S CORRESP�ND TO THE PRO�RESSION
OF ROOTS �ITrl �'<'O�TH STAGE.

INITIALISATI0N: PHASe A

GSLNUM:THE NUMtl�R OF LAYERS WITHIN �ACH OF TH2 SaIL lUN�S
RDCOEF:A DEATH C0�FFICI�NT FOR TH2 ROuTS FOR EACH GRU�TH STAG=
NLAY�R:TH= TOTAL �0Mti�R OF SOIL LAV2aS US�C
LAVERC: A C�NSTANT FUR EACH OF T�� LAYERS IN TH� TOP 10 eM. WHICH
APPORTIONS TO �A(..H A FK.ACTlGN or: THE tVAPJRA r IJ,�. TH;; ACTUAL
QUANTITY OF cVAUKATI�N �AT=R THAT EACH �AVEK PROVID=S eACH CAY IS
GIVEN IN THE ARRAY LAV2RV
SEEDRT:MASS uF S=�O SOWN (KG) p=� UNIT A�EA (HAJ
SEED �EIGHT IS 0IST�lBJT�D 8ET�=�� SHUOTS ANO RUOTS. TH� FRACTION
OF S�EDRT APPORTIGI"'�J TO TH� ROOTS IS - Fi<.SCiU. FRSDRT I.:)
SUBDIVIDED acT�E�N TH= ROOTS Or luNES 1 ANO �. THE ROOTS OF lONE
2 GET A FRACTION - FRSDl2 - OF S2EDRT.
THICK: ARRAY GIVING THE THICKNESS GF EALrl OF TH� LAVERS.
PENMNF: THf INITIAL VALU� OF THE FACTOK THAT GIVES ?� (�T) WH�N
MULTIPlIE0 3V �o (PE�MAN, 1963)
DATA GSLNUM/4,5,�,1rOI
DATA RDCO=F/.�1,.�3,.05r.015,.11
DATA NLAYEKIDI
DATA LAYERC/.6r.�S,.1,.051
DATA SEEDRT/1uv.1
DATA FRSDRT/.5/,fRSDl21.05/·
CATA THICK/1.,2.,2.,5.,5.,5.,5.,5.,10.,lO. ,20.,20.,20.1
OAT A P �NMNfl • 'jl
THE FOllOnIN� 4 PArKS OF x AND Y ARkAY� CJNTAIN CO-J�DINATES THAT
AkE USED TO CUNSUCT LIN�AR INTERPOLATION AT �ERT�IN POINTS DURING
PROGRAM EXECUTl��. THE VALUS OF NPAIR IS Th� NJMa�� OF
CO-ORDINAT�S J��� IN THE CORR�Spa�DING CURV�. ALL Trl� AR�A¥S AkE
DIHENSI0N�D ACCOKDINu TO TH: SIZE OF THe LARG2ST ARKA¥ TO bE
INTERPOLAT�D. WHCK� TH� Nu�a�R OF ca-URGI�AT�S N�cD�D IS l�SS

c
C
C
C
C
C
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THAN THE ARRAY DIM�NSI0N,THE ARRAY IS FILLE� �ITH DUMMY
VALUf:S (O''1cS)
DATA NPAIRl/;>1
DAT A X D 1 V c.TIl. , 2 • , �. , 4. , �. , 7* 1 • / , YL I VE T / O. ,. 9 , • <) 5 , • <) 5 '•• 1 , 7 � 1 .1
DATA NPAI��/41 •

DATA XTEl-1FI�/u. ,Lv.t2�. ,35. ,8*1.I,YTcMFI'UO. ,1.,1. ,0 •• a*1.1
DATA NPAIK.,j!1L/
DATA XGiWST/3. ,.:>.1 ,�.2,3.3,3.4,3.5d.b,3.1 ,3.8,4.,4.2,5.1
DATA YGRDjT/u.,.uo,.18,.4,.7,.83,.8a,.�2,.��,.9Q,.�8.1.1
DATA NPAli<- ... /51
DATA XEODST/I. .z , ,�.(),4. ,5. ,7*1.I,ycuDST/.3, .8,1.1,1.1, .!),7*1�1
(lATA NPAIR6/71
DATA XSTR2S/1.,L.S,�.,Z.5,3.L,4.,5.,5*i.1
DATA YSTR=S/.v5,.�i,.17,.25,.3,�17,.vj,j*1.1
THE FOLLOwlNli VARIAo .... ES AR= ASSIG,'l�J THe INiTIAL. VAL..uE OF ZERO:
PPf-..SUI-1: Tii: TwTAL. r\AINFAlL (AND Il{kl�ATliJ�) 'Ci-I.) THAT FALLS FKG�1
SEEDING TO MATUKITY. All WAT�R AOO�O T� irlE SOI� IS ASSUMEJ TO dE
EFFECTIVE (1.':. 1�1,j RJN-OFF OR STAI'llulf-J(, WATc.K. ALLU..-E}J.
EVNSUM: TH= TJTAL. eVAPORATION (CI-1.J Fi..OM Thi: SOIL SU",FACE F;:l.O{,<1
SEEDING TO HAK.VcST.
TPNSUM: THE TUTAL CR�P TRANSPIATIO� (CM.)
PESUM: TH2 TOTAL POT2NTIAL EVAPor�ANS�IRAr luN (eM.) FRCM SEEDING
TO HARV=ST.
DATCTR: THE NJHocR uF DAYS FROM (Ai�D lIKI..JDING) MAY 1
GSDAYS: THi NJMaE� OF DAYS INTO TrlE liRJ�l�G ��AS�N,Th� FIRST
BEING THE DAY AFT�R S�EDI�G
GRKGHAi THE CUMULATIVE GRAIN YIELJ I� Kb/HA
SAVSUM: Trl� PUOL uF ASSIMILATE STO��D FOR ROOT GRJWTrl INTb TH2
NEXT LAY:R
ClkNSUM: THE CUf-lu ... A TI V= ORAl NAGE a�LOw· THE KuuT lON: ·OURING 1 rlE
GROW ING Si:ASUN
ATTAES: Trl� CUMUL�TIV� 'ATTEMPTED' ACTUAL·EVAPOTRANSPlkATION
LAYUSE: TH� LO���T �AY�R CURRENTLY QLCUPI�D dY K.OOTS OR FROM
WHICH WAT=R CAN MJV� TO TH� SUR�ACE IN R�SPUNSE TU �VAPO�AJION
(WHICH=VEk IS TH� �O��R LAYER).
KATRTY� TH� GRO�TH STAG:,ON A SCALE OF I) TO 5
IDUM1: A DUMMY VA�lA.;)L= HAVING THe VA ..Uc EHrlER o OR 1
LAYMTR: M:JNITDRS Irl: CU�1UlATlVE LO'o"jE�r L.AYEK AS TH� Gf\O�TH STAGE
LAYER NUMd�RS ARE SJMM�O
GSTLYR: HuNITOI{S TH= CRITICAL GRO�TM STAu� VALUES wHICH
OETERi-tll-lE ��HcN A N':w SOIL LAYER IS dl'.uUGHT HHO USE
DATA PPI�SuHI 1).1, � VI�S ..JM/u.1 , TPNSU ..-t/O. I, P ESJMJ I). I
DATA DATCTR/0/,GS0AY�/OI
tATA GRKGHA/J./,SAv$vM/O.I
OA TA ORI'-lSUH/ \,)./ ,AT r�=. S/O.I , L AYUS�:lOI
�ATA JOUMl/u/,LAYMTK/O/,GSTLYR/O./

T�lS CUMPLETES INITIALiSATlwN PHAse A

INITIALISATluN PHAS� b

THE Dl�HETeuROLuGICAl TIM�-Sl��

EACH GROWT H ST AG� IS ASS IGNEJ A Sc:T OF is co: FF rc lEIH S US:D
AlO"'� wl1M CAllY i"lAX. AND HIN. T::,·\Pi;R.ATIJR:S '-:'1,,0 OA'tL:N�Hr TO
COMPUTE TM: DAILY rN��a'lcNT IN CROP G ...J"Tri UN SI.loRJ0HN2 SNTS).

INFO -s� E: ROd��LiC.i'" Gwl'l.' 1968 H NT.J .i:H�Md:��., v; 1�,l9.l-,l��.
DATA AO/O.,8.�1�,lu.S3,lO.9�,24.301
DATA Al/0.,l.vU�,.92�o,1.389,-1.141
DATA Al/O.,U.,-.uo�,j,-.oa191,O./
DATA 8u/44.3712�.o4,�2.65,42.18,37.u71
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DATA 81/.vl08ot-.uOj512,2.95aE-4,2.4���-4t6.133�-51
[,ATA B2I-.uO\,)�2.j,;).u"-6=-5,Q. ,0. ,0.1
DATA B3/.0u973Lr3.oooE-4,3.943E-4,j.10�E-5,i.4�2E-41
DATA b4/-2.,ol�-4,-4.2a2�-6,0.,0.,u./

THIS CUMPLETES INITIALISATIuN PHASE 8

INITIALISATIUN PHASE C

AT PRESENT (JANUARY 1977),THE CLIMATIC DATA 0SE) IN THE MOOEL
STARTS AT MAY 1. ThIS IS gECAUSE TH= MUD�� �AS )eVELUP�D fOR
SPRING �Hi:AT UNO.::K CANADIAN PPAIRIt �CNOlfLUNS,�'IH'::R.� $cEJING IS
NORMALLY IN MAY. �'::�OING JATE - S�EJAT - lS IN DAYS FRUM THE
BEGINNING OF MAY.

EXTRACTION GPTluN 2 P�RMITS WAT�R Tu be c�TRACT20 FOR TR�NS
PIRATION FRuH UN0�kLYING LAYERS wHeN TrlE ATT�MPT�D-A�
CANNOT Bf ACHI2V=J.
THE PROGRAM K=�Ul�e5 A NITRuGEN FALTOR,NFACT1,A PHOSPHORJS
FACTOR,PFACTl Ai'<l01 A POTASS!I.m FACTUK.,K.FAl.Tl. ONLY CN� OF THeSe
FACTORS CAN HAVE A VALUE DIFFERENT FKOM U�E.
SOILT: AN AKi<.AY GIVING TH= INITIAL SOIL Et�PcRATJReS
READ{5,1)S==DAT,GPTIJN,SOILT,NFACT1,PFA�TltKFACTl

1 FORMATL12,/,ILr/,i�Fj.l,I,3F4.2)
IRRDAY: AN ARRAY INTU WHICH THE DAYS (NUNdfR�J �ROM MAY 11 WH�N
IRRIGATION wAT::R (fiLl.. 0= APPLI=u ,'-1UST a� i:I... TcR::D
lRQUAN: TH� AMUJNT (eM) OF EACH IRRI�AT1�N APPLICATION
THE ARRAYS IKKuHY �NJ IRQUAN MUST ti� COMPl..cTeD �ITH ZEROS
READ'5,2)lKRuAy,1��U�N

2 FORMAT(20I3,1,4�F�.1,1,5F4.1)
ACTMAS: THE INITIAL �OIL MOISTURE CO�TcNT '�M/GA) UF EACH LAY�R
FCMAS: THE MOISTWK� CONTENT AT FI�lU CAPA�ITY (GM/GM) OF EACH
LAYER
PWPMAS: THE MOISTJRE CONT�NT AT WILTING PJINT OF EACH LAYER.
DRYMAS:TH� , M.C. (bY WEIGHT) TO �HICrl TH� LAY��S IN
THE TOP 10 CM. �A� �� DRIED. THIS H.C. IS L�SS THAN TH� M.C. AT
WILTING PGINT,AND CA� 8� ACHIEV�D 6Y 2VAPJ�ATION GNLY,NOT
TRANS?l RA Tl ON.

BULDEN: TH: 6J�K u=NSITY (G/CM3) OF EACH I..AY:R
READ(5,�)ACTM�S,FCMAS,PhP�AS,BULDEN,D�YMAS

3 FORMAT(13F4.2,/tlJF4.2,1,13F4.2,1,13F�.�t/,�F�.l)

THE FOLLOwING LOU? S�TS UP AN ARRAY',GSTDIV,THAT CLNTAINS CRITlCAL
VALUES WHICH IrdLL,rlH=N EX:=ED:D dY HATRT¥,Sct.,UENTIAI..LY cHUNG
NEW SOIL LAY�RS INTO USE.
l YRNUM=l
DO 20 I:: 1, 5
LAYMTR=LAYMTR+GSI..NJM(!l
IF'GSLNUM(l).E�.u)GU TO 20
DO 10 J=LYRNUM,LAYMT�
GSTDIV(J)=l./GSI..NuM(I)

10 CONT INUE
lYRNUM=L AYMTRi'l

20 CGNTINUc
THE FOLLOwING :,.DOP CONVERTS MOISTUK: CONt=NTS BY MASS INTO TH�
VOLUME FOkM (CM.). IT ALSO S�TS THE INITIAL VALUES OF ARRAYS (TO
MONITOR SOIL L�¥iR ACTIVITI�S,CUMJLATIVc TRANSPIRAT1JN,LIVE Reors
AND TOTAL RuOT�) ro L=RO.
8EGVOL=0.
DO 30 I=l,NLAYER
ACTVYl!)=O.
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55
56
57
58
Sq·
60
61
62
63 30

C
C
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64
65
66
67 40

C
C
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68
69
70
71
12 100

C
73
74

C
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16
17
78
79 50

C
C
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AC TT PN ( I J = O.
ROOTlV( 1)=0.
ROUTOT (I) =0.
FCVOl(I)=(FCMAS(IJ/IJO.)*THICK(II*tiULD2NlIJ
PWPVOL(IJ=(P�PMAS(lJ/IJO.)*THICK(iJ*�U�D��(IJ
ACTVOl(lJ=(ACTMAS'l)/lJO.)*THICK'IJ.DULO��'I)
IF(ACTVuL'l).LT.P�PVOL(I))GO TO 30
BEGVOL=aEuVOL+(ACTVUL(!)-PWPVOl(IJJ
CONT INUi:
THE FOLLOwING LOUP MAK�S AN A�RAY OF THE JRI2ST M.C.S (BY VOLUM�J
OF THE LAYERS IN THe TOP 10 CH. IT ALSO S�TS TO l�kO Trli INITIAL
VALUES OF TH2 AR�AY 2VA?ON,WHICH ACCUMULATiS �V�PORATIUN FROM
EACH OF THESe LAY2�S
DO 40 1=1,4
DRY VOU I J = , D 1\ Y I'1A .5 , 1 ) 11 00 • ) * TH I CK ( IJ * 0U L 0 eN ( 1)
EVAPON(Il=O
CONTINUE

THIS COMPLETeS INiTIALISATION PrlASf C

DO 100 OATCTR=l,S�EOAT
READ(5,601DAT�tTMAX,TM!N,PRECIP,DAYL�,SULRAJ
TME AN= ( ( (T ,1A.H Ti-ll ,,, J/ 2. ) - 32. ) * ( 5. /9. J
CALL TEMOO(TrlICK,TMEAN,SOILT)
CONTINUE
ISTAGc IS TH2 Gku�TH STAGE, FROM 1 TO j,CUKKcNTLY IN PROGRESS
ISTAGE=l
MATRTY=O.
THE CROP IS NUw SicD=D
LAYUSE =G SlNUfwl( II
SEED WEIGHT IS DISTRIBJTED B�T�EEN SHOOTS A�O ROUTS. TH� TOP 3 CM
OF SOIL DU NJT co�rAIN ROOTS IN THIS M�D�� Su,ACCOkUING TO TH�
LAYER SP�CIFIC�T'UNS,ROOT GROWTH COhM�NC�5 I� LAYER 3.
DO 50 1= 3, LA VUSE

.

ROOTLV(IJ='TrlICK'lj/(10.-3.)J*S=�DKT*'rkS)RT-FRSDl2J
ROOTOT(I)=ROOTlV(IJ
CONTINUe
BLWSUM: TrtE CU,'1uLATIIIE ROOT PPODUCTIUN (i(u/HAJ
AbVSUM: TH� �UMULATIIE SHOOT (STRA�+G�AIN) PROJUCTION (K�/HA)

80 BLWSUM=SEcDkT*FRSDkT
81 ABVSUM=SEEORT*(l.-Fk�DRT)
82 SUM=O.
83 59 REAo(5,60)D�T�,TMAX,rMIN,PRECIP,DAYLN,SOLRAD
84 60 FORMAT'2Ij,lX,I�,lX,F5.3,lX,F5.2,F�.1)
85 GSDAYS=GSDAVS+l
86 OATCTR=SEi:DAT+GSCAYS
87 TMEAN:: ( ( (T i'1A x+-Hll N J I 2. ) - 32 • ) ::: ( 5. 19. )
88 LATENT=-a7.03+-(.9ld*T�AXJ+(.933*(TMAX-THl�lJ+'.J4d6*SOLRAOJ
89 PE=LATENT*.I)094
90 IFCPE.GT .0.)(10 TO 01
91 PE=O.
92 61 CONTINUe
93 CALL TEMOD(THICK,TM�AN,SOILT)
94 CALL IRRGN'lRROAy,�SDAYS,IRRAMT,lKQUAN)
95 PRECIP=PRcCIP+-!RRAMT
96 CALL 6MTS(TMAA,TMl�,JAVLN,Aa,Al,A2toO,al,d2,d3,d4,MATRT¥,ISTAGS)
97 CALL ROTH'NLAYER,�AYJSE,ROOTLV,�CTVOLtP�P�Ol,rCVGL,RJCO:F,lSTAG:)
qa IF(MATRTY.liE.l.)GO ro 63

C WHEN MATRTY b 1..i:�5 THAN l (I.E. PRc-EMERt,cNCE) I'IHTM.JD STILL K==PS
C A WATER dA�ANC�. THIS INVOLV=S DISTRIBUTING PRECIPITATION AND
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EVAPORATIN� �ATEK fkUM TH� SOIL SJRF�CE, THe CRJP AT THIS

STAGE IS A�SU,1';D· TO uS: N�GLlGIBL= wAT ':K.

CAll AV�Tk(LAY0S�,ACTVOl,PWPVOL,F�VuL,FR��Cj .

CALL AECA�(P�,GSDAYS,PESUM,FRA�C,A�U�p�'ArTAc,A�TAES,MATRTY,
1 ATE V AP , T PN DAY)
CAll EVA PN ( EV,'4 OAY , LA Y ::RC, AC T VOL, AT E V AP , OK Y VOi.., !: V At>ON,:: V,'4 SUH ,

IGSOAYS)
CAL L PPT N (PREC IP ,PPNSU :'1, AC TVOl ,N LAY':R , FC VO L, DRNSUr-i, G SuAY $)

GO TO 2011

POST-EMERGENC� PHAS�

63 ISTAGE=2
THE FOLLOWING CA�CuLATIGNS OSTERMIN� THe �RO�TH STA�E AND AR= THE

KEY TO D�T=KMINI�b wM�N THE ROOTS bR�w INro A N�w LAYER

IF(MATRTY.G=.2.)bu TO 80
I F ( I au -u • N E • o ) GL r L.) 70

65 LAYUSE=LAYUSE+l
ROOTLV{LAYUSE)=rK�Jl2*SEE�RT
ROOTOT(LA'iuS=)=kDuTLVILAYUS=)
IOUIH=l

70 CALL LYCOM(LAYUSi,GSTLYR,GSTDIV,MATRTY,ROJTi..y,ROilTOT,SAVs0M)
GO TO 90

80 ISTAGc=3
IF(MATRTY.G=.3.1GO TO 83
CALL LYCOM(LAY�SE,�SrLYR,GSTDIV,MATRTy,RL.)JTL�,RGGTOT,SAVSUM)
GO TO 90

83 ISTAGE=4
IF(MATRTY.GE.4.JGJ TJ 86
CALL LYCOM(LAY��c,�SrLYR,GSTDIV,MATKTy,ROOr�v,ROOTOT,SAVSUM)
GO TO 90

86 ISTAGE=5
90 tALL AV�TR(LAYUSE,ACTVOL,PWPVOL,FCVOL,FRA�C)

CALL AECAL'PE,GSDAYS,p�SUM,FRA�C,A2�VPE,ArTA�,ATTA2$,MAT�TY,
lATEVAP,TPNDAY)
THE RUNNING AVcRAbE OF AE/P: IS CALCULAT�J •••
SUM=SUM+A:OVPc:
AV=SlJM/GSDAYS
••• AND T H: STReSS INJEX OBT AIN::D
CALL INTPN(MATKTy,SUS�PT,XSTRES,YSTRES,NPAIK6)
SF=(l-AV)*SUSEPT
CALL INTPN'MArKTy,TPNFCN,XDlVET,YJIVET,NPAl�l)
CALL AEOlS(TPNFCN,ATfTPN,ATEVAP,ATTA2,MATRTY)
THE fOLLOWING LOU':> CALCULATES A TCI"l?Ei\ATut(':; FACTOR FOR EACH SOL ...
LAYER
00 93 J=l,NLAYER
CALL INTPN'SUI�T'J),rEMFAC(J),XT��FN,YT��F�,NPAlR2)

93 CONTINUe:
CALL ACTIV(wTRFAC,AIRFAC,BOFAC,LAYUS2,8ULJEN,ACTVOL,
IPWPVOL,FCVUL,NLAYER)
CALL CALTY(WT�FAC,dDFAC,AIRFAC,T�MFAC,ACTVY,NLAYcR,LAYUS�,RDOTLV)
CALL EVAPN(cVNDAy,�AY=RC,ACTYOL,Ar=VAP,OK(VJ�,2VA�GN,EVNSUM,
lGSOAYS)
CALL TRNSP (TP1�DAY, NLAY=R ,A TRSPN, AC TVY, AT TT PN, ACTVOi., PWPYOL,
lACTTPN,TPNSUM,JPTIGN)
CALL INTPN(MATRTYfPEN�NF,XEODST,Y�JOST,NPAI�4)
CAL L PROON (PcN"1I�F, TPNOA Y ,P= ,i'IA TR TV, N rAC T 1, PFAC T 1 ,KFACTl , AE OVP:,

lABVOAY ,ABVSUM, JAYKAT, BLwCAY, SRAC T, dl..WSUii ,SF)
IF(MATRTY.LT.3.)Gu TO 95
THE FGLLO�ING CALCJLATIDNS DETERM{N� Trl� ;UHulATIVE �RAI� PRODUC-
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suaROUTIN� IR�GN{lRRDAY,GSDAYS,IRRAMT,lk�JANl
IRRGN S�ARCrl2S TH� ARRAY IRRCAY FOK DAYS �H�N AN IR�IGATION IS TO
BE MAOE.WH�N A DAY IS FUJND,TH� A�0UNT OF IKRIGATI0N {CM} GO�S
INTO 1 RRM1T FR OJ'' I RQiJAN
INTEGER GSDAYS
REAL Ii\RMH,1i\I.lUAiH20J
DIMENSION IRROAY{ZJJ
DO 1620 IR=1,2l)
IF(GSDAYS.N=.IxKDAY{LRJJGO TO 1610
IRRAMT=IRQUAN{lKJ
GO TO 1030

1610 IRRAI'IT=O.
1620 CONTINU2
1630 R�TURN

END

185

C TlON,FIRST IN t{(>/HA TH N BU/AC,AS5lJ.-lIN� t..J Ld.=l BU.
C THE INTERPOLATICN PKOC DURE FINDS Th� Fk��TIJN JF THE DAY'S
C ABOVE-GRUUND PRuu..Jcr 10 (AS A FUj�CT 1 u,� UF Gj{u,HH STAGE J THA T
C GOES TU TH= GRAIN

140 CALL INTPNU1ATRTY,GR".FCN,XGRDST,Y';ROST,NPAIR3J
141 GRNDAY=AbVDAY*G�NFCN
142 GRKGHA=GRKGHA+�KNjAY
143 95 GRBUAC=(GkKGHA*.b�2J/60.
144 CALL N�wRT(MAT�IY,oL�CAy,SAVSUM,RJJTLV,ROJTUT,ACTVY,LAYJS=)
145 CALL PPTN(PK�CI�,PPN5U�,ACTVOL,NLAY�k,FCVJL,ORNSUM,�SCAYSJ
146 2011 IF(MATRTY.LT.5.JGu IU 59

.

141 CALL PRINT'A�TVWL,P�PVOL,GRKGHA,AoV�UM,PPNSiJM,
1ATTAES,PESUM,rpNSJM,�VNSu�,aL�SUM,SRACT,��auAC,j�GVOL,
2NFACT1,KFACT1,PFACI1J
STOP
END

148
149

150
C
C
C

151
152
153
154
155
156
151
158
159
160
161

162

C

SUBROU TINe PRI NT' A� T vOL, PWP VOL, GRKGrlA, Ai) VS UM, PP,'>JSUM,
lATTAES,PESUM,TPNS0M,�VNSUM,BLWSUM,S�ACT,GRbuAC,dE';VGL,
2NFACT1;KFACT1,PFA�T1j

.

PRINT GIVES TH2 Dc�l�ED OJTPUT
163 REAL NfACT1,KFACTL
16� DIMENSION ACTVOL(13J ,PWPVOL(13J
165 ENDVOL=O.
166 DO 2012 1=1,13
161 IF (ACTVOL( IJ .L T .P;'fPVOL( I)) GO TO 201�
168 ENDVOL=�NOVUL�(ACrVOL{I)-PwPVOL(IJJ
169 2012 CONTINU=

C ThE HARV�ST INDEX,HI,IS THE FRACTION OF A�UVE-GkOUND YI2LC THAT
C IS GRAIN.

170 HI=GRKGHA/AdVSUM
171 WRITE(6,2020J
172 WRITE(6,2J30)
173 WRIT=(o,2040)
17� WRITE(6,20S0)PPNSUM,ATTAES,P�SUM,TPN�UM,��NSUM
115 WRITE(6,20701
116 WRITE(6,2U8JJA�VSUM,dLWSUM,SRACT,GR�UAC
177 WR1TE(6,2090)rli
178 WRITE(6,2095Jd=GVOL
179 WRITE(6.209�1��DV�L
180 WR1T=(6,21111
181 2020 FORl-1AT('l'r3IJX,' TOTALS (eMI: STARTlN; ')JI'1MATION AT SE:OING'

1.' .)
182 2030 FOF.l'1ATl32X, , PRECIP. ATTEMPTED-A': PIJTEV ACT-TRNSP ACT-dA
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le3
184
1S5

186
187
188
189
1(10
191
192

193

C
C
C

194
1(15
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
203
204
205

206

C
C
C
C
C

207
208

C
C
C

209
210
211
212
213
214
215
Zl6
217 210
218

C
C

219
220
221
Z22
223

I
186

1 PI)
20 4 0 FOR:" A T ( 3 2X ,

t + I kRIG' )
20 50 FORM AT (3 4-X , F:). 2, d)\ , F .:) • 2 , 6X , F 5. 2, 4 X I F (j • �, 7X ,F :>. 3/' 'J

2070 FORf>1Al(!' • ,.:>1))\,' lJPS (KG/HAJ KJOTS {I<.';/HAJ T/K RATIO GKAIN

1 (BU/ACJ')
2080 FORMAT(36X,Fo.u,8X,Fj.0,9X,F5.2,8X,F4.1J
2090 FORMAT(!/' • ,'i'9X,' HARV=ST INDEX=' ,F4.2J
2095 FORMAT(I' ',35X,' beGINNING AVAIlAdLc wAlcK= ',F4.1,' CI"1'J
2090 FORMATU5X,' Fll�AL AVAIi...ABlE .1ATER= ',F4.1,' CII.1'J
2111 FORMAT( IHU

RETURN
END

SU&ROUTIN� KDTH(NLAY2R,LAYUSE,ROOTLV,A�TVJL,PWPVOL,FCVOL,RCCOEF,
lISTAGEJ
ROTH C.AlCvL�TE:� TH;: FRACTIOi� OF THE KuuTS IN EACH ROOT-CuNTAIi-dI�G
LAYER,AS A FU�CTION OF TH� WATER SfRESS I� TriAT LAy��,TrlAT
BECOME INACTIV� �ACH CAY.
DIMENSION ROOTLV(UJ ,ACTVOL1l3J,PrJPVLl(lJJ ,FCVG:"'(13J,ROCOEF(SJ
DO 19u l=l,LAYuS�
IF(ACTVUL(l).vE.PwPVOL(IJ)GO TO 131.)
WATERF=O.
GO TO 140

130 wAT�RF=«A�TVOL(LJ-P�PVCL(IJJ/(FCVQL(IJ-P�PVOL(I»)*.95
140 COEFSR=l.-wAT=RF

DTHDET=CO�F�R*R�COEF(ISTAGtJ
ROOTLV(Il=R00TLV{!)*(1.-DTHOETJ

190 CONTINU2
RETURN
END

S UBROUT I NE PRO ON (P C:l'.I MN F, 'rp N JAY, P ':: d·1A rK T Y , '! FAC T 1 , P F AC Tl ,
lKFACTl,AEuVPc:,A�vCAy,A8VSUM,DAYRAr,d��JAy,SkACT,6�ri�JM,5Fl
PRODN CALCULAT�S THE AdOVE AND B�LJw-G�uu�D NET ASSIMILATION eN A
DAILY BASIS. TH� d�LJW-GROUND PRdOJCTIJN IS A FJNCTIGN OF A60Ve
GROUNC PRCOUCTIUN AN0 GROWTH STAG�. AdOV�-��JUND PRO)UCTION IS
CALCULATED JSING A M�DIFI2D FORM OF D� �lr'S (195dl 2�UATION:
Y=ll5*T/El).

.

REAL NFACT1,NFACT2,KFACT1,KFACT2,MATkTV
IFlMATRTY.LT.4.lGu TO 210
G�RAT(j: THE �rlOGTIi{OuT RATIO THAT wILL DC USt:D OURII�G THi: CURR=r�T
GROWTH STAGE. AFT�R SOFT DOJGH ALL NUTRI��T FACTORS ARE seT TG
THE MAXIMUM VA�UE Gf (i,XFACTl)
GSRA TO= 16.
NFACT2=N FACT 1
IF(NFACT1.LT.l.JNFACT2�1.
PFAC T2=P FAC T 1
IflPFACT1.LT.l.1PFACT2=1.
KFAC TL=KFAC T 1

IFlKFACTl.LT.l.)KFACT2=1.
GO TO 260
IF(MATRTY.LT.3.)�u Tu 220
GSRATO=9.
AFTER HEADIN� THE P FACTOR IS SET TO MAX(l,PFACTlJ. � AND K
FACTORS REMAIN �AT=R-DEP�NDENR UNTIL S0FT-DUJGH.
NFACT2=1.-(1.-NFACT1'*AEOVPE)
KFACT2=1.-('1.-K�ACT')*AEOVPE)
PFACT2=P FACT!
IF(PFACTl.LT.l.JPFACT2=1.
GO TO 260
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C
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245
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248
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262
263
264
265
266
267
268
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220 IF(MATRTY.LT.2.IGu TO 230
GSRATU=6.
GO TO 240

230 GSRATO=2.
240 NFACTi=1.-«1.-NFACT1)*A�OVP=)

PFACT2=1.-«1.-PF��Tl)*A=OVP=)
KFACT2=1.-((1.-�F�CT1)*AcuVP=)

260 Ab VDAY=138.::: l T PIIID� '( I ( P=I P=N;1,>,JF) ) *NFACT 2 *PFAC T 2*KFACT 2
AbVDAY=ABVDAY*(l-$fl
A&VSUM=ABVSUM�AdVOAY
THE GSRATO AS D�T�kMIN=D ABOV= IS A 'PDTENTIAL' VALU� - IT IS
ACHIEVED ONLY �H�� ALL TH� �UTRI=�T FACTO�S AR=· >=1. A NJTRIENT
STRESS rilLl G�CRiAS� THe ACTUAL RATl� U�i0 T� SQM� L�V�L
NOT LESS TriAN .75*�S�ATO.
ONLY ONE NUTRI=�T IN ANY ON= RUN CAN riAVE A VAL0� BELOw �N�
RATMIN=.75*GSRATO
RATDIF=GSRATO-RATMIN
SCLNUT=NFACTL*PFA�Tl*KFACTl
DAYRAT=KATMIN+(SCLNur*RATDIF)
8LWDAY=(1./DAY�ATj*AciVDAY
BLWSUM=8l�SJM+u��CAY
SRACT=AtiVS�H/oLWSJM
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINe NE�RT(MATKTY,6LWDAY,SAVSJM,ROuTlV,ROOTOT,ACTVY,
llAYUS=:)
NEWRT DISTRloUTES THi NEW ROOT MAT�RIAL (FROM PRGDN) AMONG THE
LAYERS CONTAllnj�G ROOTS ACCJROING II.) THE �('TIVITY OF TtE i<.OOTS
IN THOS� LAYERS. iT ALSO R�MOV=5 AS�lM'LAr� F�CM Tri� DAILY
ROOT PRODUCTION FO� JSE IN GROWIN� RGOTS INTu NEW LAY�RS.
RE AL "tAT RTY
DIMENSION RJOTLVU3) ,ROOTOT(13) ,ACTVY(l.;J
IF(MATRTY.lT.3.JGO TO 210
SAVDAY=O.
GO TO 290

270 IF(MATRTY.G�.2.JGU TO 280
FCNSAV=.05
GO TO 285

280 FCNSAV=.Ol
285 SAVDAY=FCNSAV*8�hCAY
290 SAV$UM=SAVSUM+SAVDAY

DO 295 1=1,�AY0Sc
ROOTLV'I)=ROUT�V'!J�'ACTVY'I)*'8LwDAY-�AV0AYJ)
ROOTOT(I)=RoorUT'lJ�'ACTVY(I)*(BL�JAY-SAVJAYJ)

295 CONTINUE
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE LYCOMlLAYJS�,GSTLYR,GSTDIV,MATRTy,ROOTLV,ROOTJT,
lSAVSUM)
LYCOM oeTEKMI,�c:S,dY COMPARING MATRTY wlTti CRITICAL I.7ROI'ITH STAGE
VALUES,WHEN TO INITIATE A N=W ROOT LAY�R.
REAL MAT RTY
DIMENSION �OuT�V(!�) ,ROOTOT(lJI,GSTJIVlIJJ
00 610 J=l,LAYUS�
GSTLYR=GSTLYR��STD'V'J)

610 CONT INUi:
IF(MATKTY.LT.�STLYR)GO TO 620
LAYUSE=LAYuS�+l.
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269
210
211
272
273
274

275

C
C
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276
271
278
219
280
281
282
283
284
285
286
281
288
289
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291
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C
C
C
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293
294
295
296
297
298
299
300
3Cn
302
303
304
305
306
307
308
309
310
311
312
313

314
C
C

I
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ROOTLV(J)=�AVSUM
ROOTOT(J)=SAVS�M
SA VSUl1=O.

620 GSTL YI{=I,).
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE EVAPN(cVNuAY,LAY=KC,ACTVuL,ATcVAP,DRYvOL,=VAPuN,
lEVNSUM,�Si)AYS>
EVAPN IS 0�ED TU K2MJV� WATER FROM THE TUP 10 CM. OF SOIL fOR
EVAPORAT ION F",OI1 T ric SiJR FAC::. IT TAK�S THi: ATTc,.,PTcu E VAPOR.A Tl UN
(ATEVAP) AND :'=T�t\j-il,\fES IF THIS CAN de ACHlC:V=D.
INTEGER GSDA Y S
REAL LAYERC(4J ,LA)'cK.v(4)
DIMENSION ACTVOLlU) ,EVAPON(4) ,DRYVJU4)
EVNDAY=O.
DO 410 L=1,4
LAYERV(L)=LAY�kC(Lj*AT=VAP
IF«ACTVOL(ll-�AYcRV{l)J.Gc.�RYVOLlL»GU TO 400
LAYERV(L}=ACTVUL(Li-ORYVOLlL)

400 EVNDAY=�VNi)A�+LAY��V(L}
ACTVOL(L)=ACTVUL(LJ-�AYcRV(LJ
EVAPON(LJ=�VAP�NtLJ+LAY=RV(L)

410 CONTINU=
IF(GSOAYS.LT.iJGu TU 420
EVNsur..,== VNSUM+;: VNJA Y

420 RETURN
END

SUBROUTI NE P PT N (PF..EC 1 P, P PNsur.." AC h'OL ,NI..A YC R, FC VOL, DRN$\.JM,
IGSDAYSJ
PPTN ACCEPTS RAINFALL OR IRRIGATION,FILLS TH2 R CEIVING LAY�R TO
F.C.,AN0 DRAINS ANY c:XTRA WATER Tu TH� SU:C2�DI G �AYER. WATER
DRAINING FROM THE LAST LAYER IS LUST TU D��INAG • U?�ARD MJVEM�NT
IS NOT CONSID:K.2U.
INTeGER GSDAYS
DIMENSiuN ACTVOL'L�J ,FCVOL(13)
PPNSUM=PPNSUM+PKc�IP
ACTVOL(1J=ACTVu�(i}+(PKECIP*.a)
ACTVOL(2)=A�TVOLlLl+'PR2CIP*.15)
ACTVOL(3J=ACT�01..'�J+'PRECIP*.05)
DRNDAY.=O.
00 540 L=l,NLAY�R
IF(ACTVOL(L).L2.FCVUL(L»GO TO 500
DRNDAY=ACTVOL(L)-FCVUL(L)
ACTVOL(L)=FCVOL(Lj
GO TO 510

500 DRNOAY=O.
510 IF(L.EQ.NLAyc�)GO TO 520

ACTVOL(L+l)=ACTVOL(L+l)+DRNDAY
GO TO 540

520 IF(GSDAYS.LT.l)GU TO 540
ORNSUM=DRNSUM�DRND�Y

540 CGNTINUc
RETURN
END

SUBROUT IN= AVtiTk' I.. AYUS=. AC TVOL ,P WPVuL t FC VLJL, FRAiflC)
AV�TR FINa� THe TuTAL AVAILABLE WATER TO TH: D�PTH OF THe ROOTS,
AND CALCULAT�S TH� FRACTION OF THe Awe TU THAT ucPTH THAT IS
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C OCCUPl ao ,

315 DIMENSION ACTVUU13l ,PwPVOL(13l,FC'IOU13l
316 TOT AW=O.

311 AWC=O.
318 DO 580 L=1,LAYu'sE
319 IF(ACTV0l(lJ.LT.PNPVuL(L»GO TO 550

. 320 TOTA\\=TOTAiII+-(AL.TVl)L(i,.)-PI'IPVOUl) l
321 550 AWC=AWC+-(fCVOL(LJ-Pw�VOL{LJ)
322 580 CuNTINU�
323 FRAkC=TOTA�/ArlC
324 RETURN

325 END

326 SUBROUTINE TEMCD(THICK,TM�AN,SOILT)
321 DIMENSIJN THILK(lJlt�OILT(131

SUbRUUTINE T�MUD CUMPUTES TH� MEAN DAILY .sOIL TEMP��ATUR� FOR EACH
OF THE LAYdS
TOTOEP=O
00 1260 J=1,lJ
HAFTOT=TOTJ=P+(THICK(J)/2)
VARBLQ=HAF TOT /6
VARbL�=VARdL�-.L5
IF(VARBLQ.I,jT.J.)GJ TO 1220
IF(lJ-l).GE.lJGO TO 4210
SOIL T( 1) =TM':AN
GO TO 1240

1210 SOlLT'J)=S�lLT'J-l)
GO TO 124u

1220 IF«J-l).��.l)GG TO 1230
SaILT(Jj=«�A�aL�·SOlLT(J)J+TMEANJ/(VAKBL�+1.)
GO TO 1240

1230 SOIlT(JJ=(VAR�LQ*SOILT(JJ)+SOILT{J-l»)/(VARdLQ+l.)
1240 TOTOtP=TOTDcP�TH1CK(J)
1260 CCNT INU::

RETURN
END

SUBROUTrN� ACTIV(�TRfAC,AIRFAC,BDFAC,�AYUSct8ULD��,ACTVO�t
IPWPVOLtFCVOL,NLAY�Rl
ACTIV COMPUTES TH� WAT�k,AIR PO�OSITY ANQ D�NSITY FACTO�S THAT,
WHEN MULTIPLl�D T�GcrHER WITH TH� TE�PERATUR2 FACT0R AND ACTIV�
ROOTS,GIV� '{oor ACTIVITIES.
DIMeNSION �TKfAL'13J,AIRFAC(13),aOFAC(13),dULDcN(13),ACTVOL'13),
lPWPVOLU3J ,FCVuL(U) ,AIRPOR(UJ
00 870 l =1, NLA '(::i<.
A I RP OR 'L ) ;: , , f. - ( BU I.. 0 EN ( l ) I 2 • 05 ) ) * 1 J J • J - ACT VO L. , U
IF(AIRPOR(LJ.LT.D.JAIRPOR(L)=O.
AIRFAC(L)=AIxPOKtLJ/10.
IF(AIRFAC(LJ.�T.l.JAIRFAC(L)=l.
IF(BULD=N(Ll.GT.l.4'uO TO 840
SDFAC( U =1.
GO TO 850

640 IF(BULD�N(lJ.lT.l.8)GO TO 845
SDFAC( L) =1) •
GO TO BSO

845 BOFAC(l)=(1.8-DULD�N(L)J/.4
850 WTRFAC(L)=(ACTVQL(LJ-PWPVQL{L»/(F�VGL(L)-P�?VOL'L»)

IF'wTRFAClLj.�T •• lj�J TO 860
WTRFAC (L) = 1.
GO TO 870
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365 860 wTRFAClL)=WTRfAClL)/.7
C THE FOLLOwl�G 'IF' SfMT. IS INCLUO�D AS I� THE �AY�RS JF TH� TOP
C 10CM. ACTVJL �AN o� < PWPVOL,SO GIViNG Kl�E TO A -VE wTKFAC.

366 IF(hTRFAC(LJ.LT.u.!�TRFAC(L)=O.
367 870 CGNTINUE
368 RETURN
369 END

370 SUBROUTIN� CALTY'�TkFACtbOFAC,AIRFAC,TEMFAL,�CTVy,NLAY2R'LAYUSEf
lROOTLV)
CALTY COMPJTES THe A�TIVITY OF EACH RuUT-JCCJPIED LAYER.
INTEG�R ACEST
DIM E NS ION ACT V '( ( 13 J , T E �1 F At ( 13) ,F ACPR 0 ( J. 3) , w T KF AC l 13) ,A I RF A C ( 13 ) f
1BOFAC(13}fROOT�V(Lj)
AC TE ST=O
ACTYCR=O.
00 925 J=l,NLAY�K
IF(J.LT.3.1GO TO 910
IF(J.GT.LAYUS=)�G TO 910
THE MODEL TAK�S A��OJNT OF A M.C. d�LO� P�PVOL IN ThE TOP 10 CM.
AS WTRFAC IS SET TO L=RO WHEN THIS GCCuRS,THUS FORCING THE
ACTIVITY TJ L�RU.
FACPRD(J)=TEMFA�'J)*dTRFAC(J)*AIRFAC'J)*dDFAC(Jl
GO TO 920
F AC P RD ( J 1 = 0 •

1 F (F ACPK D ( J J • N::. U. J AI.. TE: S T= 1
CaNT lNU::
ACT�ST IS 1 nrlEN Th��E IS SOME ACTIVITY A�D � WhEN NO LAYER IS
ACTIVE. �HEN THIS OCCURS THE ACTl�ITIES USED AR� THOSE JF THE

MOST RECENT DAY �lrH NON-ZERO ACTIVITY.
IF(ACTEST.2�.OJGu Tu 950
00 930 J=l,NLAYER
ACTVYlJ)=ROOTLV(JJ*FACPRO(J)
ACTYCk=ACTYCR+AcrVYLJ)

930 CONTINUe:
00 94� L=l,NLAY�R
ACTVY(LJ=ACTVY(LI/ACTYCR

940 CONTINUE
950 CONTINU2

RETURN
END

C
3n
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SUBROUTINe: AECAL(P=t�SDAYS,PESUMfF�AwC,AEOVPEfATTAE,ATTA=Sf
lMATRTY,ATEVAP,TPNJAY)
AECAL COMPuTc� Trl� DAILY ACTUAL EVAPOTK�NSPIKATION FRU� PE AND

AE/PE.
INTEGER GSDAYS
REAL MATRTY
IF(GSOAYS.LT.llGu TO 310
PE SUM.:Pc SUM+P':
FRACAW=.7
8RKPT=FRACAI'I

310 IF(PE.LT •• 6)o�KPT='P=I.61*FRACAW
33u IF(FRAWC.LT.b�Kprl�O TO 340

AEOVPE=l.
GO TO 350

340 AEOVP�=FRAWC/�RKPT
350 ATTAE=PE*A�uVP=

IF(GSDAYS.LT.l)�G TO 360
ATTAES=ATTAES+ATTA=
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191
30u IF(MATRTY.G=.l.J�u Tu 370

AT EVAP=A TT Ac.
ATTT PN=O.
TPNDAY=O.

370 RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE AEDIS'TPNFCN,ATTTPN,AT2V�P,ATTA���ATRTYl
AEDIS DISTRldUTE� THe. ACTJAL EVAPJT�ANSPI��TIO� lATTAEJ ACCO��ING
TO GRO�TH srA��,b�rW��N �VAPORATIU� (ATc.VAPJ ANO TRANS�l�ATID�
(ATTTPNJ. ::VNFC.N AiljtJ TPNt=CN AR= FRACTIUNS. AT�VAP A,�O ATTTPN ARE
THE CORRESPJNJIN� AMOUNTS.
REAL MATRTY
EVNFCN=I.-TPNF�N
ATTTPN=TPNFCN*ATTA=
IF(MATkTY.�T.�.)0U TO 1400
EVNFCN=.1

1400 ATEVAP=EVNFCN*ATTA2
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE TRNSP'TPNDAy,NLAYER,ATKSPN,ACTVy,ATTTPN,ACTVOL�PWPVOl,
lACTTPN,TPNSUM,GPTlUNJ
TRNSP DETERMINES THE TRANSPIRATION THAT ACTu�LlY 0CCJRS,A�D FROM
WHICH lAYt�S THe �OOTS AR: DRAWIN� rHI� WATc�.
INT:GER OPTlul�
DIMENSIJN ATRSP�'ljJ ,ACTVY(13),ACTVOL'1�J,PwPVOL'1jJ,ACTTPN{13J
TPNDAY=U.
AS THE TOP j eM. Du NOT CONTAIN ROOTS,THEY C.ANNJT SUPPLY wATER
FOR TRANSPIRATION. SQ,IN THIS MOD2L,TRANSPIRATION STARTS WITH
LAYER 3.
00 1405 1=3,NLAY�R
ATRSPN(IJ=ACTVY(IJ*ATTTPN
CONTINUe
ACTVGL MUST dE L�S� THAN P�PVOL �O� LAYERS d2TWEEN 3 AND 10 CM.
NO TRANSPIRATIOt\j CAN OCCUR FROM TH:$E LAV'=RS 'tIH':l'4 THIS HAPP::NS.
00 1420 I=j,NLAY�R
IF(ACTVOL'IJ.LT.P�PVOL'I1JGO TO 1420
IF(OPTION.c�.lJGu TO 1410
IF(ACTVOL(I}-AI�SPN(".GT.P�PVOL(l)JGO Til 1415
IF(I.:Q.13JuO TO 141u
ATRSPN(I+l}=ATRSPNll.ll+(ATRSPN(IJ+P�PVOLLlJ-ACTVOL(I)J
ATRSPN(I )=ACTvULLIJ-PWPVOL(IJ
GO TO 141S
IF (ACT VOL( IJ -ArRSPI�' 1) • L s, PWPVOL (IJ ) ATRSP'! (1 J =AC TVOL( l)-PWPVOL( I)
TPNDAY=TPNDAY+AT�SPN(I)
ACTVOL(IJ=ACTVUL(I}-ATRSPN(I)
ACTTPN(I)=ACTTPN{I)+�TRSPN(I)
CONT INU.=
TPNSUM=TPl'4S0H+TPNCAV
RE TURN
END

suaROUTINE 8HT5'TMAX,TMIN,DAYlN,AO,Al,A�,�0,dl,B2,�3,84,MATRTY,
11 STAGE)
BMTS COMPUTES THE CAllY INCR�MENT IN GRUWTH STAGE (MATRTY).
INTEGeR TMAX,T�LN
REAL MATRTY
DIMENSIUN AJ{5J,Al(S),A2(S),BO(S),Bl(S),a2(SJ,B3(SJ,a4(S)
IF(MATRTY.uc.l.JuJ TJ 1110
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Vi=l.
GO TO H20

1110 Vl='Al(ISTAG��*{JAYLN-AO(ISTAGE) )�+'A2'lSTAGE)*('DAYLN-A0(ISTAG�J
XJ**2JJ
IF(Vl.lT.0.)VL=u.

1120 V 2= (61 (I S T AGo::};:: ( T.-\AX- BO( I STAG:) ) J +( tiL( I;) TA G2) * ( ( Tr1AX-bO (I STAGS) ) **

12))
IF(V2.lT.O.JV2=0.
V3='63(ISTAG�J*(T�I�-80(ISTAG�»J+(d4(ISTAG�J*«TMI�-BU(ISTAG��J**
12l)
IF(V3.LT.0.JV3=0.
GTHINC=Vl*{V2+V3)
MATRTY=MATRTY+�THINC
RETURN
eND

SUBROUTIN� INTP�(�VA�BL,YVARdL,XAR�Ay,YAk�AY,N)
INTPN INTEKPU�AT�S ��T��E� GATA PGINTS l� TH� 2 ARRAYS,�rllCH AR�
TRANSF�RRED F�Uh Th: MAIN PROGRA� AN� CAN B� ANY PAIR QF A N�Md�R
OF PAIRS uF �UUKC� AKKAYS.
XVARBL: THi X CO-O�OINAT�tTRANS���RED FROM THE MAIN PRUGRAM,FOR
WHICH THE ¥ Cw-GRDI�AT� [S TO B� FUJ�D.
YVARBL: THE Y Cu-Jr\;JINAT::. IT IS TRA1'-l$F=:Rk2i) TO THE: MAIN PROGJ<.M1.
IF XVAR�L IS > THAN THE HIGH�ST X CU-uRDI�AT� OR < THAN THE
SMALLEST X CO-0R0IN�T� IN TH� AR�Ay,YVAR6� rAK�� Th� VAL0E OF THE
CORRESPJNOI�G (Hl�rl�ST Or{ LO.-i::ST,:{::SPECTIVEUJ '( CO-t)k:)U�AT'::.
N: THE NUM�ER uF Cu-JRDINAT�S US�J.
D I ME i�S ION XA;{i{AY( lLJ ,YARRAY{ 12)
K=l
IF(XVARBl.LT.XARRAY(�))GO TO 720
00 115 K=2,N
IF'XVARBL.Gc.XAKRAY{�))GO TO 710
YVAKaL=YARRAY(�-IJ+(((YARRAY(K)-YAKRAY'K-lll/(XARRAY(K)-XARRAY
l'K-1J))*(XV���L-XAK�AY{K-l)))
GO TO 130

710 IF(K.EQ.NlGO TO 7L�
715 CONTINUE
720 YVAR8L=YARRAY(K)
730 RETU�N

END
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27
2
10.8. 7. 6. 6. 5. 5. 4. 3. 3. 2. 1. O •
•861. 1.
00000 0 0 u 0 v v 0 a 0 0 0 J 0 0 0
o. o. O. o. c, o , o, o , o , o , o , o. o , o , o ,

O. o. O. o. o.
23.022.021.020.019.021.019.020.020.019.017.014.012.0
36.034.03].031.0�J.034.0jL.OJ3.U34.J34.031.033.0J0.J

16.015.015.014.014.016.015.016.010.u16.013.014.012.U
1.OOl.051.101.151.201.301.401.321.L51.251.201.101.JO

6.0 8.010.012.0
1 63 36 0.279 14.75 856.4
2 38 30 0.076 14.85 862.6
3 31 21 0.000 14.95 d6d.8

4 48 28 0.000 14.95 d73.3
5 55 18 0.000 15.05 879.3
6 75 36 0.000 15.05 885.0
7 60 38 O.2j4 15.15 888.0
8 57 39 0.000 15.2U 891.0
q 65 28 0.000 15.25 900.6

10 62 29 0.000 15.30 906.2
11 54 29 0.000 15.35 911.0
12 42 38 0.432 15.40 915.2
13 48 39 1.194 15.45 920.4
14 70 31 0.279 15.50 92�.6

15 13 34 0.000 15.55 93U.S

16 65 44 0.000 15.60 93�.5
17 68 42 0.762 15.65 938.5
18 55 42 0.000 L5.70 943.J

19 60 32 0.000 15.75 947.9
20 53 26 0.000 15.80 952.5
21 57 21 0.000 15.85 956.d
22 69 29 0.000 15.90 959.1
23 76 35 0.000 15.95 962.4
24 84 45 0.000 16.00 966.5
25 63 45 0.051 16.00 970.3
2b 62 32 0.000 16.05 974.1
21 68 37 0.000 16.10 975.0
28 70 46 0.000 16.15 978.5
29 86 32 0.000 16.20 9B1.9
30 81 45 0.000 16.20 985.3
31 91 52 0.127 16.25 98ij.3
32 16 45 0.000 16.30 991.2
33 76 42 0.051 16.30 992.3
34 73 40 0.305 t6.35 995.0
35 57 46 0.203 16.40 997.6

36 63 53 0.000 16.401000.0
37 58 55 1.905 16.40100L.5
38 70 5l 1.600 16.451004.6
39 67 51 0.076 16.501JOb.7
40 69 52 0.000 16.501008.5
41 63 38 0.000 16.501008.2
42 72 40 0.000 16.501009.9
43 73 57 0.000 16.551011.3
44 73 44 0.000 16.601012.8
45 11 46 0.000 16.601014.1

u .. v \.rV--

� • 61.} 10 15. 1

o. 000

j:������::
•



c:: k , 4q 79 47 0.000 16 • 60 10 1 7 • 5
I

50 78 46 0.000 16.601017.8
.--.......::

........,_,'-.

'

- �/ 51 85 58 o.oeo 16.601016.3
52 72 60 1.194 1 I) • 6J l\) 1 () .5
53 60 53 0.635 16.601J16.5
54 62 40 0.000 16.()ulO16.4
55 64 40 0.111 16.60101().3
56 67 46 0.000 16.{JOlu15.9
57 18 47 0.000 1.0.601015.5
58 82 4"3 0.000 16.601. U 14.8
59 7CJ !.5 2.661 16.6010 13.9
60 63 56 4.191 1. 6 • 61,) 10 12 .9
61 65 47 0.051 16. 6J 1.011.8
62 73 47 0.000 16.601010.6
63 76 47 0.000 16.551009.4
64 79 49 0.000 16.501J07.9
65 85 59 0.000 16.50 lJ 00.2
66 89 56 0.000 16. 50 1 0 04. 3
67 85 57 O.Ouo 16.501002.5
68 87 58 0.000 10.451000.4
t9 86 58 4.216 16.40 998.4
70 81 61 0.102 16.40 996.0
71 75 56 1.321. 16.40 99j.5
72 64 55 0.381 16.35 990.8
13 70 54 0.152 16.30 988.1
74 73 49 0.000 1.6.30 98S.5
15 84 54 0.000 16.25 982.3
16 18 53 0.000 16.20 979.2
11 69 50 0.000 16.20 916.1
78 77 41 0.000 16.15 912.6
19 83 49 0.000 16.10 969.2
80 85 55 0.000 16.05 966.1
81 85 51 O.OvO 16.00 96Z.9
82 94 52 0.000 16.00 960.8
83 96 54 0.000 15.95 '156.9
84 84 48 0.000 15.90 953.6
85 94 42 1.016 15.85 949.5
86 72 50 0.000 15.80 945.1
81 78 54 0.001) 15.75 940.3
88 82 49 0.000 15.70 930.7
89 86 53 1.1.94 1.5.65 931.5
C;O 1q 45 0.000 15.65 927.0
�l 79 48 0.711 1;'.55 922.0
q2 78 54 0.000 15.55 917.1
93 10 51 0.508 15.45 914.0
91t 78 50 O.OOu 15.4j 90d.8
95 85 49 0.000 15.35 903.5
q6 e7 49 0.000 15.30 898.1
91 88 50 o.uOO 15.25 892.8
C;8 88 51 O.JOO 15.20 887.3
qq <34 59 O.OuO 1,5.15 381.5
100 82 58 0.000 15.05 877.5
101 81 47 0.000 15. 05 871.8
102 16 58 0.001.) 14.95 866.0
103 80 60 0.000 14.95 860.0
104 81 48 0.000 14.85 854.0
105 84 46 0.000 14.85 047.9
106 88 50 0.356 14.75 843.5
107 83 49 1.121 14.65 837.2
108 61 55 0.584 14.65 830.8
109 15 48 0.000 14.55 324.3

------_._.-
.-

J
82 49 0.000 14.55 311.8

l',"
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111 88 50 0.000 14.45 813.0
112 ez 58 0.000 14.35 800.4

113 18 48 0.000 14.35 799.7
114 79 45 0.000 14.25 793.0
115 82 51 0.000 14.20 780.1
116 78 47 0.686 14.15 783.5
111 69 55 0.000 14. as 773.9

118 13 49 0.457 1.4.05 767.9

119 67 41 O. 000 13.95 761.1
120 63 46 0.254 13.90 754.7

121 10 47 0.051 13.85 749.1
122 73 41 0.000 13.75 741.9

123 80 43 0.000 13.70 734.6
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TOTALS (CM): STARTI�� SJMMATION AT SEEDING
PR�CIP. ATTEMPTED-AE PUTeV ACT-TRNSP ACT-EVAP

+lRRIG

26.82 26.04 45.05 18.�26 4.660

TOPS {KG/HAl ROOTS (KG/rlA� T/R RATIO GRAIN (BU/AC)

3799. 744. 5.11 lb.l

HARVEST INDEX=0.29

BEGINNING AVAILAbLE �ATER= 3.7 CM
FINAL AVAILA��E �ATER= 7.6 CM
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